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Editor's I
NOTEBOOK
by Jon Sanborn
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likely to be upper
most in our minds at Christmas time.

IFT-GIVING IS A SUBJECT

Square dancing has brought many gifts to many
people around the world. Some of these gifts
are: (1) Wealth - an untold wealth of friends,
whose friendship is valued highly and people
want to hoard but also unselfishly want to share.
A wealth of wonderful experiences shared. (2)
Health - a healthy attitude towards life and the
richness it has to offer if one will just take time
to seek it. Health, physically, from the most
enjoyable form of exercise anyone might employ to keep toned up. Health in the form of
good clean association with people whose
moral and ethical standards are high and who
enjoy this marvelous fun. (3) Happiness - in
the joy of seeing smiling faces in a world so
turned over with strife and trouble. Happiness
of accomplishment when one has succeeded in
making other people happy, from the first successful lesson in a square dance class to teaching a brand new basic and having the dancers
enjoy it thoroughly. Square dancing itself —
its very being — is a most precious gift!
•

• • • •
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a busy time
with all the shopping we have to do, but it
is also a very beautiful month. Much of its
HE CHRISTMAS SEASON IS SUCh

beauty is captured in our celebration of the birth
of Christ, gift giving, Christmas songs being
played almost everywhere and the beautiful
decorations in our stores. We might look upon
Christmas time as a time for our square dance
clubs to get together and exchange Christmas
cheer with each other.
We also must not forget the Jewish Holiday
of Hanukkah, a special celebration that brings
great joy to those who celebrate it.
Visiting with other square dance clubs is a
very important part of our activity, but unfortunately, it is not done enough. Wouldn't it be nice
if all of us would take with us throughout the
year the spirit of Christmas and Hanukkah and
see each other as we do at this time of year. It
does not cost us a penny to be friendly, in fact ,it
gives us a reward in return.
And remember, the greatest gift that square
dancing gives is — FRIENDSHIP.
The staff of American Squaredance Magazine—Susan. Phyllis, Dorothy, Joann, Karin and
myself—wish you a very Merry Christmas, a
Happy Hanukkah and a wonderful New Year.
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In keeping with the Christmas spirit, we offer you
A Christmas Skit, The Twelve Days of Christmas
(square dance style!) and The Dance Night. And to
keep those spirits up (and just for laughs) you'll want to read A Study of "UP"
Be sure not to miss part three of Brian Hotchkies' Using Module Choreography. (Which,
by the way, was on page 51 of the Nov. issue, not 17 as listed under "The ASD Lineup.")
And don't forget our continuing series by the late Ralph Page, A History, of Square Dancing.
Callers will want to read What Caller Noteservices Can Do For You, an article that is
sure to convince you to start subscribing to one of the many that are offered.
As usual, People/Events features lots of happenings from the square dance community—how about sending us your club news!
The staff of ASD is grateful for your continued support year after year. May God bless
you with good health and happiness throughout this holiday season and the coming new
year.
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Ask Lave
Got a dancing problem and need an answer or opinion?
Dave speaks his mind, taking stands and answering questions as
only he can, with plain talk, common sense and humor.
DAVE GipsoN (219) 482-2565 EMAIL: DGIPSON@MIXI.NET

Dear Dave,
We dance with a club of about 5 squares
here in my area (in Europe). This club has
danced on Friday night for the past 12 seasons (years). There is also another club
with a six year history dancing on another
night. For clarifications sake, the second
club is a break off of the first. They left
the club with callers and members, leaving behind lots of had feelings and a much
happier club. There are also at present,
members of both clubs serving on both
executives, at the same time. Here's my
question; "Is it ethical for either club to
schedule special dances on the other's
night?" Take the close proximity of clubs
and crossed members into consideration.
Neil Dorey, nkdorey@atcon.com
The old your-club/my-club syndrome. The
short answer is NO, it is not ethical. Sometimes, it is impossible to not step on toes
when many clubs exist closely together. If
there are few clubs in an area, there is NO
excuse for such behavior, which could only
be perceived as spiteful. And, if I were close,
I would probably be leading the campaign
to replace some executive members. I can't
think of a way to alienate people faster. All
parties involved should put their heads together and iron out their problems, or you
will end up folding both clubs. You need each
other's support, not animosity, AND, that
applies to all clubs!

Dave, I found that I had the wrong impression about youth dancing. I felt that
if the youth got into "my" square, they
were expected to dance as an adult, but if
I joined a youth square I should tolerate
how the youth danced. I found that this
wasn't true. I was told that if I joined a
youth square, the kids had to conform to
"my" style of dancing. If I try to promote
4

square dancing, how do I convince the
youth dancing is fun, when they have to
dance like an adult and not be a kid?
Robert Knowles
Tehachapi, CA
If that doesn't beat all! It's my understanding this question originated due to a bad experience at the national. Robert, you were in
the youth hall and the reason there is a youth
hall is to allow the kids to enjoy themselves
and square dancing too. If the kids want to
whoop it up and have a good time, (without
undue distraction) fine. If they aren't allowed
that, there is no point in having a youth hall.
I suspect you'll do just fine with the youths
because you actually care about their feelings. This incident reminds me of a person I
knew who, while in a another country,
thought the people there were stupid "foreigners" because they didn't speak English.
But then, he didn't speak their language either. Now who was the real "foreigner" and
what do you suppose the "other" people
thought? Are you paying attention National
Committee?

Timely tip:
If you're wondering what to get your caller
or cuer for Christmas, how about a new subscription or renewal to American Square
Dance Magazine, or a subscription to a tape
service? It keeps giving twelve times a year.

Thank you all for a great first year!
Dave answers all questions;
ASK DAVE—Dave Gipson
3330 Oswego Ave.
Fort Wayne, IN 46805-2126;
Phone: (219) 482-2565;
FAX: (219) 482-4281;
E-mail: dgipson@mixi.net

is
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The Dance
Night
By Ron Jedike
`Twas the hour of square dancing and all
through the hall,
Everyone was worrying, including my taw.
The dancers were hung all up in the air,
In hopes the caller would soon be there.
Ladies were longing in obvious pain,
Patiently waiting for a Four Ladies Chain;
While their men stood 'round tapping their
feet,
Ready to turn their pretty sweet.
Eager to supply all musical whims,
The records were tucked all snug in their
tins.
And with my taw in a frenzy and me in a
dither,
Things looked to get worse instead of
better.
Then piercing the air through all the
chatter,
Came the welcome sound of our caller's
patter.
"Give me one couple here, and two couples
there,
Let's have four couples in every square!"
All of us scurried to and fro,
Looking like flakes of soft blowing snow.
As usual, the place was in one big mess,
With each couple racing to beat all the
rest...
To find a position which in their own
mind,
Would be certain to put them in less of a
bind.
But when it was over and the pushing was
past,
There stood the Heads looking aghast;
With the Side two couples very aloof,
Knowin' the Heads I'd be the first to goof.
American Squaredance. December 1996

Then across the hall with voice demanding,
We heard the first call, which started us
prancing.
The caller intent on showing his stuff,
Was eager to let us call his bluff.
So after dancing two tips and things settled
down,
We knew we were far from the best in
town.
After fouling up here and messing up
there,
Looking like a mob instead of a square;
We knew the game was not to be won,
So just relaxed for some good ol' fun.
And fun we had the rest of the night,
Huggin' and chalkin' with all our might.
Then it was ten and time to quit,
After, of course, "just one more tip."
Our caller grinned and with nary a frown,
Proceeded to let the "ol' hammer down."
He huffed and puffed as he sang and sang,
Until we were sure he'd blow up with a
bang.
The last words he uttered with all his
might,
"Were happy square dancing to all, and to
all a goodnight."
5
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AS I SEE IT
by Bob Osgood

wo square dance couples we heard about
met at a large festival a number of years
ago and immediately hit it off. They had
much in common, enjoyed each other's company and spent their time at the festival taking
in the dances together. A second festival a year
later and our two couples met again for an
equally enjoyable time.
The fact that 500 miles separated the homes
of the two families was the reason that they
didn't get together except at festival time. In
letters going back and forth, invitations were
always extended to "come and spend a weekend and dance with us." The invitations actually became a joke, for both couples were fairly
busy and though they would have enjoyed the
experience, it just didn't seem to work out. Finally, the invitations degenerated to "if you ever
find you're free on a weekend, you don't even
have to bother about letting us know. We're always home. Just come on up and we'll make
our schedule fit yours."
Well, the outcome of the whole matter was
that a time did finally work out just as a "spur
of the moment" affair. Not one, but both couples
found they had a free weekend, and, thinking
that it would be fun to take up the ivitation
"Don't call, just come—we'll be home," decided to show up without previous announcement.
The result—Couple
A probably rang the
doorbell of Couple B's
home at precisely the
same time that Couple
B started unloading
their station wagon in
Couple A's driveway,
500 miles away.
We never did hear
the end of this story, but
we just imagine the
couples somehow reverted back to their
usual schedule of annual meetings at the big

T
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festival, sadder but wiser and still hopeful, perhaps, that they may some day make connections.
****
A friend of ours decided he'd fly to a national convention being held in Oklahoma City.
He bought his tickets and dutifully reported to
the Houston airline counter, checked his luggage and was waiting for the flight to be called
when one of the attendants turned to him and
told him his flight was boarding and not to waste
any time.
Doing as he was told, our friend boarded the
plane, found his seat, strapped himself in and
began thinking about the coming convention.
Shortly after takeoff the captain's voice came
over the public address system to report that
they had reached their cruising altitude and
would be arriving in Tulsa on schedule.
Like a bolt of lightening the word "Tulsa"
hit him. "I'm not going to Tulsa," he thought,
"the convention is in Oklahoma City!" Not a
little distressed, he buzzed the stewardess who
listened to his story, looked at his ticket, and
then announced profoundly, "Sir, you're on the
wrong flight!" Not at all pleased with the situation, he asked what he was supposed to do
now.
After checking the schedules, the stewardess assured him that it wouldn't be too great a
problem. Shortly after
landing in Tulsa there
was a flight he could
take back to Houston.
Then after a wait of
another hour or so,
there was another flight
to Oklahoma City and
all would be well.
Resigned to his fate,
out discouraged friend
slumped back in his
seat. In a few minutes,
during which time he
gloomily thought of
those who had planned
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August 15 & 16, 1997
Mike and Dee Dee
Underwood, Iowa

Exclusive Distributors for Rhythm Records - Pelomlno Records Inc.. 1-800-328-3800

to meet him at the airport, he was jarred into attentiveness by the voice on the sound system.
"This is your captain speaking. I'm sorry
to have to inform you
•,
that due to extremely
stormy weather over
Tulsa, this flight has
been rerouted to Oklahoma City."
It really happened! Al Trepke beat his scheduled flight, and his luggage, by twenty minutes.
Of the more than 100 passengers on the Tulsa
flight, there must have been quite a number who
wondered about the gentleman who was delighted
with what seemed to them an unpardonable inconvenience.
****

Some folks out this way had a sterling idea
for their clull's Christmas party a few years back.
Enjoying their Saturday night dances at a neighborhood playground, the club members decided
to do something that would benefit everyone who
made use of the hall—for whatever reason.
Several weeks before the holidays set in they
bought a large Christmas tree out of the club's
funds and then proceeded to send out invitations
to all the clubs and dancers in the area to join
8

them in a tree trimming party. This was not
to be one of your standard run-of-the-mill
decorating parties where boxes of purchased
ornaments—survivors of previous years—
would be hung from the branches. No, this
would be different.
Over the previous months the hosting
club's members had been saving things: egg
cartons, bits of Styrofoam, string, colored
paper, and so forth, that could, with a bit of
ingenuity, be turned into some original trinket to hang from the tree. On the big night
these makings, together with glue, scotch tape
and staples were spread out on tables that surrounded the naked tree, and, as the members
and guests arrived, each was invited to create
his or her own personal ornament. Each creation would be the personal brain-child of one
club member or guest.
Hesitant at first, perhaps, those attending
this special dance soon got into the spirit of
the occasion. In no time at all each person
had started his own creation. Boats, trains,
chains, space ships, animals began to take
shape. The center spool from a roll of bathroom tissue, with the addition of pipe cleaners and a few spangles glued on, became a
American Syuaredance, December 1996
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marvelous cow, while pieces of colored construction paper were transformed into a miniature farm house.
In no time at all the "buzz-level" (the sound
of many dancers engaging in friendly conversation) in the hall had reached an amazing high.
Guests who may have been strangers at the start
of the evening were asking others to "pass the
scissors" or, "where is that bead-box?"
There was absolutely no problem in making
folks feel at home. On the other hand, certain
rules had to be set up so that the dancing could
go on as scheduled: ten minutes of creating, followed by a tip of dancing—then, back to the
construction tables. This became the routine.
As each ornament was completed the creator would select the perfect spot on the tree to

YAK

s
A

hang it. By the half-way point in the evening
most of the decorating was finished and the time
for admiring the results had begun. The idea
worked so well that the group decided to make
their special "tree trimming" party an annual
affair.
And what about the tree,
once the festive season was
over? The whole kit-andcaboodle, tree, decorations
and all were simply thrown
away with the understanding that a brand-new tree,
resplendent in dancercreated trimmings
would replace it the
next year. *

The Original YAK STACK
35 years of
Great Sound Quality

We Ship
WORLDWIDE !
3-ia_p_py Holidays and 3-1a_p_py New year
From
yak Stack
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE AN ORDER
CALL: (860) 647-7530
FAX: (860) 870-4546
OR WRITE:
YAK STACK, PO BOX 361, TOLLAND, CT 06084
U.S.A.
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New Sow% Hits!
Dan & Joe
Joe Saltel

DJ125 Honky Tonk Dancin' Machine
DJ124 Put On A Happy Face

Dan Nordbye
Dan & Joe

DJ123 4 to 1 in Atlanta
DJ122 Gentle On My Mind
DJ121 By The Time I Get To Phoenix

RECORDS

Dan Nordbye

DJ120 Winners
DJ119 Cowboy Love

Joe Saltel
Dan Nordbye

DJ118 The Big One
DJ117 Peaceful Easy Feeling

Dan Nordbye
Joe Saltel

DJ116 Adalida
DJ115 Let's Get Back To Me And You

Dan Nordbye
Dan Nordbye

DJ Records, 3925 N. Tollhouse Rd., Fresno CA 93726 (209) 227-2764

JOE SALTEL

DAN NORDBYE
(602) 668-9904

(707) 839-3050

IN II

Cruise the Eastern Caribbean
Festival At Sea
Dan Nordbye
_And

Joe SafteC

Dan Nordbye

May 1998 with
v e music featuring the

Riders
Band

ghost

Joe Salter

For more information contact:
Dan Nordbye, PO Box 31227, Mesa, AZ 85275 (602) 668-9904
Dave Ciccone, Circle C Ranch, 2301 N. Hess Rd., Concord, CA 94521, 510-427-0975
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A Study of "UP"
his word could have more meaning
than any other word in the English
language, and it only has two letters.
"U" and "P." In its simplest form it is easy to
understand UP as in: "toward the sky" or
"toward the top of the list" but:..
When we waken, why do we wake UP?
At a meeting, why do the officers of a
committee come UP for election...and why
does a topic come UP for discussion...and
why is it UP to the secretary to write UP the
report?
Often the little word isn't needed at all
but we use it anyway...
We brighten UP a room.
We polish UP the silver.
We clean UP the kitchen.
We light UP a cigarette.
We lock UP the house.
We fix UP the old car.
And we square UP and circle UP four.
At other times this simple little word can
have other meanings again...such as when
people stir UP trouble...line UP for
tickets...or work UP an appetite. When
you're late for an appointment, you'll make
UP an excuse like, "I got tied UP in traffic

T
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UP on Main Street, because everyone was
slowing UP to get a look at a couple of cars
that were smashed UP."
To be dressed is one thing, but to be
dressed UP is something special. The word
UP can also be very confusing...
A drain must be opened UP because it is
plugged UP.
We open UP a store in the morning and
close it UP at night.
We seem to be mixed UP about UP. To be
UP on the proper use of the word UP, look
UP, UP in the dictionary. My dictionary is a
plain Webster's New World edition and the
word UP takes nearly a full page...and the
definitions add UP to more than 40 descriptions of the use of the word UP. Now, if you
don't want to take the dictionary's word for
it, and if you're UP to the task pull UP a
chair and make UP a list of as many ways in
which the word UP is and can be used. It
will take UP a lot of your time, but if you
don't give UP you may wind UP with a
couple of hundred uses for the word UP. On
the other hand, you might wind UP being so
mixed UP that you'll have to be locked UP
and drugged UP, so that when the doctor finally comes UP to see you for the check UP,
all you'll be able to come UP with is "What's
UP, Doc?"
That about wraps UP this report on the
word UP, and since we used UP quite a number of times, I'll look UP from this piece of
paper and shut UP.
— Footnotes, October 1996 *

WO'S NOTES"
Monthly Note Service

shit For The Caller Who Cares j)sh
by
John & Linda Saunders
Choreo Basic - C-1, Singing Call Review, Contras,
Lines, Partners Review and Much, Much More... 34
YEARS of calling experience to share. Don't delay...
New for the busy caller. Try our monthly note service
on tapes.
Write for FREE SAMPLE TODAY
101 Cedar Dunes, New Smyrna Beach, FL 32169
Telephone: 904-426-1469

LITTLE DEUCE COUPE III

cu,p
7qt

Choreographers: Anne and Earl Helm, 711 E. 50th St., Marion,
IN 46953
Record: Eagle Records, #GE 0029, Chuck Peel
Rhythm: Two Step/Jive, Phase III
Speed: 46 RPM
Footwork: Opposite, Directions for the men-except as noted
Sequence: Intro-A-A-B-C-D-B-A-C-D-EN D

INTRODUCTION
MEASURES

1-4

1-2
3
4

(Wait for the car roar) on the Diagonal
Wait;; Apt, Pt; Pu Tch;
fag DW wait 2 meas;;
apt L,-, pt R twd ptr,-;
LOD R to CP fcg LOD,- tch L,-;
PART A - TWO STEP

1-4

FOUR PROG SCISS ;;;; LOD
1
side L, cl R to L, XLIF scar (W XIB),-;
2
sd R, cl L to R, XRIF bjo fcg LOD (W XIB),-;
3
repeat meas 1
4
repeat meas 2
5-8
FWD, LK, FWD,-;FWD, LK, FWD,-; HITCH 3; HITCH, SCISS, TO FC WALL,-;
5
fwd L, lk R IBL (W lk LIFR), fwd L,-;
6
fwd R, lk LIBR, fwd R,-;
7
fwd L, cl R to L, bk L,-;
8
bk R, cl L to R, fwd R,-; (W fwd L trng 1/4 L face,) cl R, XLIF to fc /
wall,-;
9-12 TWO TURNING TWO STEPS;; FACE AND BOX;;
9-10
sd L, cl R to L, bk L trng RF 1/2 to CP COH; sd R, cl L to R, trng to CP /
WL;
11-12 sd L, cl R to L, fwd L,-; sd R, cl R to L, bk rk,-;
13-16 REV BOX;; APT, POINT,-; PU TCH;
sd L, cl R to L, bk L,-;
13
14
sd R, cl L to R, fwd R,-;
15-16 repeat intro
Part A 2nd & 3rd time thru meas 15&16 FOUR SIDE TCHES; sd L, tch R, sd R,
tch L; repeat
PART B-TWO STEP
1-6

12

TWO FWD TWO STEPS;; FACE TRAVELING DOOR TWICE;;;;
1-2
fwd L, cl R to L, fwd L,-; fwd R, cl L to R, fwd R,-;
3-4
rk sd L,-, rec R,-; XLIF, sd R, XLIF,-;
5-6
rk sd R,-, rec L,-; XLIF, sd L, XRIF,-;
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7-10 (clo wall) TWO TRNG TWO STEPS;; OP/LOD FWD, LK, FWD; FWD, LK, FWD;
7-8
repeat meas 9-10 of part A
9-10
repeat meas 5-6 of part A
11-16 (opn/ LOD) VINE APT, VINE TOG; (bfly) OPEN VINE 8;;;; (cl)
11
sd L, XRIB of L, sd L, tch R to L;
12
sd R XLIB of R, sd R, tch L to R; (bfly)
13
sd L,-, XRIF of L,-; sd L,-, X RIF,-;
14-16 cl/wall repeat meas 13 (both M & W trn to left opn or opn position as they
take Xing step) second time thru meas 15 & 16 are side cl twice; wik &
PU (15) sd L, cl R to L, sd L, cl R to L; (16) fwd L, fwd R, (W wil PU fac
RLOD;) (M L, R, in place)
PART C - JIVE
1-4

5-8

CHASSE L AND R; CHG TO L (LOD) CHG L TO R (wall);;;
1
sd L, cl / R, sd L, sd R/c1L, sd R;
2-4
(chg R/L) rk bk L to SEMI/LOD rec R, trng RF 1/4 sd Lid R, sd L to
LOPEN-FCG (W trng 3/4 RF under lead hands sd R/ cl L, fwd R); sd &
fwd R/cl L, sd R (W sd & slightly bk Ucl R, sd & bk L), (chg UR) rk bk L,
rec R; trng 1/4 RF sd Ucl R, sd L to Loose CP/WL (W trng 3/4 under lead
hands fwd R/cIL, fwd R), sd Rid L, sd R;
CHG HANDS BEHIND BK - RIGHT TRNG FALL AWAY;;; RC BK, REC, SEMI
RUN 2;
5-7
(chg hands beh bk) rk bk L, rec R, trng LF 1/4 slightly fwd Ucl R, fwd L (W
trng RF 1/4 fwd UR, L) chg W's R hand from M's L to R hnd; trng L F 1/4
slightly sd and bk R/c1, sd R (W 1/4 sd Ucl R, sd and bk L chg W's R hnd
from M's R to L hnd ending in LOPEN- FCG/COH (Link RK) rk bk, rec R;
trng RF1/2 slightly fwd Ucl R, fwd L to loose CP/Wall, sd Rid L, sd R;
semi
8
rk, bk on L, rec R, fwd L, fwd R;
PART D - JIVE

1-4

TWO TRIPPLES; SWIVEL 4; POINT STEP FOUR;;
1
fwd UR, L, fwd R/L, R;
2
Swivel walk L,-, R,-, L,-, R,-;
3-4
in loose SCP pt L ft fwd, step on L, pt R ft fwd, step on R; semi (W pt R
fwd, step on R, pt L ft fwd, step on L); (NOTE: looking direction of foot on
1st 2 beats and look opposite direction 3-4)
END

1-4

TWO FWD TWO STEPS;; (semi) TWIRL TWO; CHAIR;
(1-2)
repeat meas 1-2 part B to semi;; (3) fwd L, clo R to L, fwd L; (L side & fwd
R trng 1/2 RF, side and bk L trng 1/2 R F to semi); step fwd R
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HEMLINE

by Phyllis Mug rage

T

his month I want to add a little more
to your decorative effects on your
garments.
Try sewing a wide ric-rac on the garment
and then using beads, stitched in each of the
valleys of the ric rac. You can sew the beads
on by hand, or on the machine if the hole in
the bead is large enough (use a 4mm or 6mm
bead—pearls or gold or sliver beads work
best). If you prefer, you can glue the beads
in place, being very careful to use as little
glue as possible. You could also substitute
dots of fabric paint for the beads.
In place of normal piping, try a softly
looped picot trim sewn into the seam where
you would normally add piping.
For a sporty trim at the neckline, hemline, or on a loose type of sleeve, try wrap-

ping a narrow cording through small eyelets on the faced or hemmed edges of your
garment. Using the pattern tissue as a guide,
plan the eyelet placement and transfer the
marks to the garment edge—generally 1/2
inch apart, being sure not to place the eyelet
at the center front or center back of a faced
neckline. Plan it so that you can begin and
end on the wrong side of the garment. It is a
good idea to try the placement on a scrap
piece of fabric to be sure the lacing will begin and end on the wrong side of the garment.
Another nifty idea for a trim is to make
button holes a specific distance from the finished edge of the garment (use stabilizer
when doing this). Make them larger enough
to accommodate ribbon the width of your
choice. Make the button holes so that you
begin threading your ribbon on the wrong
side of the garment—I would do a paper
mock up and be sure that this is the case.
Sew the button holes and then slit them open
after removing the stabilizer. Thread the ribbon through, stitching down bows periodically if you desire and you'll have a little
different look to your outfit. You can use a
print ribbon on a solid color outfit or viceversa; use your imagination.
I hope everyone has a happy, healthy holiday season. We wish you happy holidays and
until next month, happy dancing and
creative sewing.

Please send your comments, questions, or suggestions to:
Phyllis Mugrage, 458 Lois Lane, Sedro-Woolley, WA 98284 *

BELCO RECORDS
A & F Music 1-800-851-6203

Round Dance Records
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Watch For New Releases:

B - 422 Sugar Two Step & The Right To Love

Latest Releases:

B - 421

Chattanooga Shoe Shine
My Gal - Country Style
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C ALLERLAB
VIEWPOINTS

THE INTERNATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF
SQUARE DANCE CALLERS

Where Are We Going?
Look Where We've Been!
by Gail Seastrom
f we're not careful, in our rush to redefine,
redirect and shape the future of square
dancing, we are going to lose the history of
the activity. How many of you reading this article have been involved in the square dance
activity for more than fifteen years? Twenty
years? More than that? Even more important,
how many of you reading this article would like
to know a few things about the early days of
square dancing in the United States?
All of us, in each of the different areas that
we live and dance, probably know someone who
has been a square dancer or caller for a good
many years. Have you ever taken the time to
talk with them about those times? When you
listen to them talk about those days you'll be
surprised at what you hear. Can you imagine a
time when there was a caller in each square—
calling to live music with no amplification?
Every set would be doing something different.
How about the first square dance music recording session—how long do you think it took to
record one record? Do you know anyone that
attended the first National Square Dance Convention in Riverside, California? Do you know
a caller who remembers when (and it wasn't
all that long ago) every caller called the dance
and cued all the rounds too? Talk about a long
evening. I'll just bet you might know a lady
dancer that has seen the hemlines on square

/

dance dresses keep rising like taxes—just ask
her how much sissy pants have changed in all
these years. The callers and dancers that have
been in this activity for a good many years are
like treasures.
I think the only way to appreciate how far
square dancing had come in terms of standardization, music, sound equipment and the number of people dancing is to talk to someone who
has seen square dancing go through these transitions. It's interesting to know why certain calls
were changed as a result of ladies and their beehive hairdos (would you know what calls they
are?). Talk to some of the callers that taught
classes using live musicians every night—what
a treat! When did round dance cuers come into
being—and where would we be without them
today?
Just as we are working hard to preserve this
activity, we should be working just as avidly to
preserve the history. Callers teaching classes
today have a perfect opportunity to share a little
bit of history every time they teach a class. It
doesn't take much to learn a little bit and pass
it on, it makes class that much more interesting
for the new dancers. Square dancing as we know
it today did not just "happen." If more of us
would take a little time to learn about where it
came from, we just might have a clearer picture about where it's going from here. *

GRENN

PO BOX 216

BATH, OH 44210

Latest ROUND DANCE:
GR 17220 DREAM P-2 foxtrot by Hank & Jetty VValstra

New ROUND DANCES to old Grenn

records:

GR 17036 LEFT FOOTERS ONESTEP VARIATION P-1 by Bob Howell
GR 17086 LAMP OF LOVE P-2 waltz by Ellen & Les Robertson
Seasonal SQUARE/CONTRA/MIXER records:
GR 15013 WINTER WONDERLAND by Bob Howell GR 16018 AULD LANG SYNE by Bob Howell
WINTER MIXER by Iry & Betty Easterday GR 16019 RUDOLPH THE RED NOSED
FOUR SKATE MIXER by Bob Howell
REINDEER by Bob Howell
GR 32044 CHRISTMAS ISLAND by Paul Hartman
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THE COUNTRY LINE by jinn and jean cholmondele,

T

his month's line dance is one of four that
has come out in the past two months with
the title "The Train." We have had many
requests for the dance and this one was sent
to us by Larry and Debbie Davis (815) 8252210. We tried it and it is fun to do. It takes
a little work to get it down, but we liked it as
well as our students.
I have enjoyed reading the CW/Line
Dance Board on American Online. It seems
that many CW DJs and dancers are on the
board and very often post their line dances
with descriptions. It looks like CW dancing
is holding steady throughout the U.S. In St.

Louis, we have the second biggest dance floor
in the U.S. "Little Bit of Texas," their floor
is wonderful and they book named artists to
come in when in the area. Because of their
close proximity to Branson, Mo., they have
chances that other areas do not have.
Keep up the dancing, whether it be CW
or square dancing. Dancing keeps the heart
young. Happy Holidays to everyone from
Jean and I, God bless.

"The Train" next page

Kalox Recordings
K- 1331
Martha Ellen
Bill Peters

F

K - 1330
You Don't Care
Jon Jones

Al Stevens

A & F Music 1-800-851-6203
I6
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THE TRAIN
Description: 4 Wall Line Dance,
Choreographer: Barbara Porter, Port Charlotte, FL
Music: Baby Likes To Rock It, The Tractors, 16 0 BPM
Any Way The Wind Blows, Brother Phelps, 176 BPM
2 Heel Swivels Left. Right Heel Tap. Left
Heel Tap:
1-2 Swivel heels to L, swivel heels to
center.
3-4 Swivel heels to L, swivel heels to
center.
5-6 R heel tap fwd, R step next to L.
7-8 L heel tap fwd, L step next to R.
Jazz Box w/1/4 Turn R. Jazz Box:
9-10 R cross over L, L step back and to the

L.
11-12 R step to R side turning 'A R (facing
3:00). L step next to R.
13-14 R cross over L, L step back and to
the L.
15-16 R step back and to the R, L step
next to R.
2 Hip Bumps Right. 2 Hip Bumps Left. 1
Right. 1 Left. 1 Right. 1 LeftZ
17-18 Bump hips to R twice (optional:
swing heels Rat same time).
19-20 Bump hips to L twice (optional:
swing heels L at same time).
21-24 Bump hips to R, L, Right, L
(optional: swing heels).
3 Toe/Heel Struts Forward (Right. Left,
Right). 2 Hops Forward:
25-26 R (ball of foot) step fwd, bring R
heel down to floor.
27-28 L (ball of foot) step fwd, bring L
heel down to floor.
29-30 R (ball of foot) step fwd, bring R
heel down to floor.
31-32 With weight on both feet, do 2 small
hops fwd.
Right Side Taps. Left Side Taps:
33-34 R tap to R, R tap next to L.
35-36 R tap to R, R step next to L.
37-38 L tap to L, L tap next to R.
39-40 L tap to L, L step next to R.
3 Toe/Heel Struts Back (Right, Left,
Right), 2 Hops Back:
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Level: Intermediate Level
Counts/Steps: 76/80

41-42 R (ball of foot) step back, bring R
heel down to floor.
43-44 L (ball of foot) step back, bring L heel
down to floor.
45-46 R (ball of foot) step back, bring R
heel down to floor.
47-48 With weight on both feet do 2 small
hops back.
Right Side Taps, Left Side Taps:
49-50 R tap to R, R tap next to L.
51-52 R tap to R, R step next to L.
53-54 L tap to L, L tap next to R.
55-56 L tap to L, L step next to R.
Right Shuffle Forward, Left Rock Forward, Right Rock Back:
57&58 R step fwd, L quickly fwd to R, R
quickly fwd.
59-60 L step fwd with rock, R rock back.
Left Shuffle Backward, Right Rock Back,
Left Rock Forward:
61&62 L step back, R quickly back in front of
Left, L quickly back.
63-64 R step back with rock, L step fwd
with rock.
Right Shuffle Forward. 1/2 Pivot Turn
Right:
65&66 R step fwd, L quickly fwd to R, R
quickly fwd.
67-68 L step fwd, pivot' turn R (facing
9:00).
Left Shuffle Forward:
69&70 L step fwd, R quickly fwd to L, L
quickly fwd.
Right Step Fwd, 1/4 Pivot Turn Left, Right
Step Fwd. 1/4 Pivot Turn Left. Clap:
71-72 R step fwd, pivot 'A turn L (facing
6:00).
73-74 R step fwd, pivot 1/4 turn L (facing
3:00).
75-76 R stomp next to L, clap.
Begin Again
17

A Christmas
Skit
SIO, Dec. 1974

T

he Lake Vista Square Dance Club of New
Orleans, Louisiana, presents the following
Christmas skit every other year at its Christmas dance. A charming and thoughtful idea, it
takes no special scenery or costumes, except for
a hat for Santa. They offer it to other clubs to
use and enjoy.
Cast of Characters:

Man
Woman
Santa

Woman: John, what can we give our square
dance friends for Christmas?
Man: What do you mean?
Woman: Well, I feel we should really give
our caller, officers and members of our club
something for Christmas. They give us so much
pleasure all year 'round.
Man: Yes, I guess you are right. But I really
can't think of anything that would be suitable.
They almost all have subscriptions to the square
dance magazines.
Woman: How about western clothes? Maybe
a tie for the men and a handkerchief for the ladies?
Man: No, I don't think that could express
how we feel.
(Santa appears)

Santa: Maybe I could help you out.
Man: Oh, Santa! I surely hope so, but remember, we don't have a lot of money to invest.
Santa: I think we can solve this problem
without it costing you a cent.
Woman: But Santa, we want to show our
friends how grateful we are for the entertainment and companionship we get all year around
from them.
Santa: Exactly and you should give these
gifts all year 'round. Get out your list and let's
I8

start. First, for your caller—ATTENTION—
that's what you should give every week. He
would really appreciate a gift like that from you.
Man: Wonderful! Thank you Santa, that is a
wonderful suggestion. Now what should we
give our officers?
Santa: APPRECIATION—they give a lot of
their time to you and you should show them
lots of appreciation.
Woman: And how about our new dancers?
Santa: That's the easiest of all. PATIENCE—
remember how it was when you were a new
dancer and someone patiently helped you over
the rough spots?
Man: Yes. Santa you talk like you know all
about it.
Santa: Well, you know there isn't much night
life up at the North Pole and we sure have one
long night up there.
Man: I never thought of that. Now, how
about the rest of our friends.
Santa: Well, let's think about that for a
minute. What would you like to receive from
them?
Woman: Following the same line as the other
gifts, I would say—NEIGHBORLINESS.
Santa: That's an excellent suggestion. Have
you ever noticed how you always seem to give
as gifts the very things that you would want?
So by all means, give the gift of being neighborly. Move from square to square. Don't always dance with the same people. And as a little
lagniappe try giving INTEREST to the betweentip conversations. It may be the only chance
someone has to tell a friend his troubles and
triumphs.
Woman: Oh thank you, Santa. You really
have solved our Christmas list problems and
with things that money can't buy, exclusive gifts
that no one else can give in exactly the same
way.
Santa: I'm glad I could help you. Maybe your
friends will admire your gifts enough to give
the same type gift to their square dancing companions. It would start a nice trend.
Man: Yes, Santa. We could all do with a little
more attention, appreciation, patience, neighborliness and interest.
Santa: Well, I hate to run, but I have a few
other stops to make this evening. By the way, if
you ever get up our way, stop by and join our
square. Dancing with the elves is a little like
dancing with tiny tots and Rudolph's hooves
are a little cold on a right and left grand, but the
air conditioning is great! I'll be looking for you.
Happy dancing and Merry Christmas! *
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A History of Square Dancing
By Ralph Page
Keene, New Hampshire

Presented with permission of
Sets In Order, The American Square Dance Society

The Revolutionary Era (Part 1)

i

n the spring of 1747, Jason Babcock, re
siding in Athol, Mass., was captured by
ndians and carried to Canada. His cows
had strayed from the clearing into the thick
woods lining the west side of the meadow.
While searching for them he was felled by
an Indian bullet. Not being seriously
wounded, he was taken away into the wilderness instead of being summarily killed.
Realizing that he was doomed to a long siege
of captivity, he begged the privilege of going home "for his fiddle." The prospect of
musical entertainment pleased his captors,
and his violin accompanied him on the long
journey to Canada. Being quite a musician,
he spent much time fiddling, greatly to the
delight of the Red Men. He was held in Quebec about a year when an exchange was effected, and Babcock returned home.
In 1713, Boston saw a ball at which those
of the governor's set danced until three in
the morning—and by Revolutionary times,
everybody who wanted to was dancing. Even
the ministers and the Baptists! For "ordination balls" became the recognized feature of
welcoming a pastor. When John Brown of
Providence, Rhode Island, moved into his
new home, he celebrated the occasion by a
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dance, the invitations to which were printed,
after the fashion of the day, on the backs of
playing cards.
Although most of the Puritan ministers
of New England did their best to keep the
young from "wasting their time" in amusement of any kind, they were unable, with all
their warnings, fines and punishments, to
suppress youthful human nature, and young
New Englanders gradually came to enjoy as
many sports and diversions as were common
in the less rigid colonies. Despite the railings of the ministry, dancing was a common
form of entertainment in New England from
the late seventeenth century onward, though
dancing masters were sometimes harassed
by the magistrates and refused the use of
rooms for their schools.
In Boston, a gentleman named Deblois
had built Concert Hall in 1760, and here
private entertainments of many kinds as well
as select dancing parties were held. In order
to obtain a card to the subscription assemblies here, it was necessary that those in
charge should unanimously give their consent. Minuets were danced and there were
contra dances, but cotillions were of a slightly
later date.
19

Enter the French
At the time of the Revolution, Newport,
Rhode Island, was one of the gayest and richest of all New England towns. The fineness
of the harbor led many ship owners to settle
here and many fine feasts and gay assemblies were given by the Newport people of
those days. For four years, the British held
possession of the town and for four years,
the suffering and poverty grew greater and
greater. When they left, they destroyed everything they could. It seemed impossible
that Newport could ever again become a prosperous, thriving town; the ruin had been so
great. In the summer of 1780 came the word
that the French were coming and poor as
Newport was, it tried desperately to show the
Frenchmen that its people were as gay and
hospitable as ever. The fleet received the
warmest welcomes; the best the town had
left was offered to them and a number of balls
and diners were given. In return, the French
sponsored entertainments, which they tried
to make as brilliant as possible. When General Washington came to visit Rochambeau,
a ball was given for the General by the French
officers at Mrs. Cowley's Assembly Rooms
on Church Street. The rooms had been handsomely decorated by the officers and the ladies of the town.
Balls began earlier in those days than
now, and soon after dinner the guests began
to arrive on foot, or in their heavy, old-time
coaches. The ladies wore their best flowered
silks, gay satins and laces, and the gentle-

men, not to be outdone, were gallant in their
embroidered waistcoats, satin breeches and
glittering buckles.
The general was to open the ball, and he
chose for his partner, Miss Peggy Champlin.
Miss Champlin had a grace and sweetness
that charmed everyone who saw her. As
Washington took her hand to lead her out,
Rochambeau and his suite crossed to where
the musicians were sitting, took their place,
and began themselves to play for the dance.
As a compliment to Washington, the one
chosen was "The Successful Campaign." For
years afterward, the people of Newport remembered and talked about the ball where
Washington danced "The Successful Campaign" with a belle of their town, Peggy
Champlin. An eyewitness wrote:
"At the brilliant affair held at Mrs.
Cowley's Assembly Rooms, the noble dames,
'though robbed of their wealth by war,' appeared in superb brocades with embroidered
petticoats and were pleased to 'foot it' with
such noblemen as de Segur, M. Vauban,
Baron de Viomesnil and De Latouche for
partners. The favorite dance of the moment
was 'Stony Point' because of its recent successful storming by General Wayne. The soft
light from silver candelabra was reflected in
beautiful mirrors loaned from old mansions,
as Washington opened the ball with beautiful Miss Champlin under festoons of bunting
looped with rosettes of swords and pistols;
Rochambeau, wearing the Grand Croix de
l'Ordre Royal, and his suite took the

Diagram text: Four figures
from the book "An Analysis of
Country Dancing," published in
London in 1811, illustrate the
type of costumes one might have
seen at the fancy balls in "the
colonies" in the 1700s. Of
course, not all the dances were
such "fancy" affairs and participants would usually show up in
whatever they considered their.
"best" attire.
20
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instruments and played the dance selected
THREE R's
by the partner of General Washington. 'A
Recently Released Records
Successful Campaign' followed by 'Pea
Now Available
Information supplied by lanhurses Tape & Record Service
Straw' and 'I'll be Married in my Old
PO Box 50, Marlborough NH 03455-0050
Clothes' and 'Boston's Delight,' in honor
USA & Canada: 1-800-445-7398
Fax: 1-800-346-4867 ur 603-876-4001
of the guests from that city."
Foreign: 1-603-876-3636
Another eyewitness wrote of the French
E-mail: suprerne@supreme-audio.com
in his diary: "They are fond of dancing,
Internet Home Page: www.supreme-audio.com
which they do most unpretentiously..." It If 1 Were You, Elmer Sheffield
ESP 1012
was only natural that the French should Chantilly Lace, Steve Brown
EAG 3501
HH 5199
amuse themselves, especially when one re- Sea of Heartbreak, Kip Garvey
DIM 103
alizes that it was many months before the Dixie's Bar And Grill, Jet Roberts
The Older The Violin The Sweeter
soldiers heard from home.
The Music, Dick Duckham
GE 0030
Of another ball, Count de Segur wrote in Rose Of Sharon, Mike De Sisto
DIM 104
his recollection: "However, as the ladies of Her Heart Or Mine, Danny Weeks
RBS 1356
RBC 001
Newport had acquired strong claims upon Jingle Bells, Don Williamson
K 1330
our gratitude by the kind reception they had You Don't Care. A. Stevens & J. Jones
Rollin' In My Sweet Baby's Arms,
honored us with, and by the favorable opinHH 5196
Buddy Weaver
ion they expressed of our companions in Dancing In The Old Red Barn Tonight,
arms, whose absence they deeply regretted,
Dennis Levitt
OR 46
BR 293
we resolved to give them a magnificent ball Country Boy, Jason Dean
and supper. I quickly sent for some musi- Fort Worth—Cross Your Mind,
DR 55
Kim Hohnholt
cians belonging to the regiment of Don't Keep Me Hanging Around,
Soissonais. Desoteux, who since acquired
Mac McCullar
BM 178
some celebrity during our revolution as a Christmas Country Style, Len Dougherty MR 122
RMR 802
leader of Chouans under the name of Daisy A Day, Doug Jernigan
Comartin, took upon himself, assisted by Don't Do It/Close Encounter—Star Wars
PR 2005
(re-release)
Vauban, to make the necessary preparations Angels Among Us, Randy Dougherty GMP 913
for the ball and supper, whilst we went about All I Want For Christmas Is You,
the town distributing our invitations. This
CD 271
D. Crowell & A. Petrere
little fete was one of the prettiest I have ever Attitude (flip called MS),
RYL 408
Randy Dougherty
witnessed; it was adorned by beauty, and
Ain't Got Nothin' On Us,
cordiality presided over the reception and
Elmer Sheffield
ESP 1013
entertainment of the guests."
RYL 230
White Christmas, Tony Oxendine
Next month Ralph Page continues with
the story of the Revolutionary Era and some
of the popular dances of the day.
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Rollin' Nowhere, Johnnie Wykoff
D 733
Liza Jane Hoedown (called Basic),
Steve Bing
BMV 06
Four Cord Latin Hoe In G & D/A & E BO 1397
Last Laugh (new label), Brian Shannon UBR 9601
Wreck Of The Old '97/Home Sweet Home . Q 916
RYL 1002
Steel Rails, Tim Marriner
What A Way To Go, Stan Russell
Q 915
Girls' Night Out, Larry Cole
RWH 200
What I Meant To Say, Mike Bramlett
GMP 204
Witchy Woman (new label),
Tim Carman
UBR 9602
I'll Be Home For Christmas.
Elmer Sheffield
ESP 1014
The Red Baron, J. Berg & K. Bower
CC 40
Corner, Corner (33 1/3 rpm),
Don Ward
CMGR 304
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HOLIDAYS!
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Call or Write for our complete catalog: Four Bar B Records Inc
PO Box 7-i I, Mocks Creek, MO 65786
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CONTRA
COONS
y tradition I should begin this with
"Happy Holidays," so with the spirit of
celebrating the positive attributes of the
season, may all good things be unto you.
One of the good dances coming up December 14 is Bob Dalsemer's "homecoming" to the
Baltimore Folk Music Society. Bob was the
founder of this dance organization and his revisit to his old stomping grounds, before moving on to be president of The Country Dance
and Song Society, will be an evening of contra
dancing and traditional squares.
Looking ahead to February, BFMS has
planned for a Valentine Extravaganza at the
Lovely Lane Church. The evening will feature
contras, waltzes and the calling of Ann Fallon
with the Fiddlestyx band. For the dance times
and locations contact BFMS at 410-366-0808.
The Big Scioty Barn Dance in Columbus
Ohio will feature the combined talents of Kathy
Anderson and Ron Buchanan December 7, and
on January 4 Kathy Anderson returns to start
the new year off in great style. The dance is held
at the Westgate Lodge No 623, 2925 West Broad
Street. For additional information about this
dance series call 614-291-0282.
On the opposite side of the continent in
Southern California, Erik Hoffman kicks off the
holiday season series of dances at the Carrillo
Ballroom for the Santa Barbara Country Dance
Society, December 1. The rest of the schedule
is being finalized as of my deadline, so for those
in the area call their hotline at 805-969-1511.
Looking ahead to January 19 it will be my honor
to call with music provided by Growling Old
Geezers.
Ever wonder what it takes to be a good
dancer? I'm sure you all have opinions, so how

B

SANTA REGRETS
The stockings are empty,
The Christmas tree bare,
No visions of sugar plums,
No gifts anywhere.
No house coat for Mama,
No train for the boy,
No necktie for Pappa,
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By Don Ward
Member of
American Callers Association
and CONTRALAB
about sharing yours? In the meantime, here are
a few contributions to stimulate your thinking
from various dancers subscribing to the Rec.
Folk-dancing news group.
The common consensus of opinion is that it
isn't the person who can swing a zillion times
or find unusual ways to add extra flourishes to
the dance pattern. Edith Maverick-Folger suggests, "A good dancer is one who makes their
partner look good." Paul Tyler's opinion is, "A
good dancer has complete awareness of how
all parts of the dance fit together. The music,
the calls, the individual movements and most
important, his/her surroundings in relation to
themselves and other dancers.
Paul further suggests that "good dancers"
know where a figure is going, so they can direct their momentum to flow with the dance and
fit his/her movement to the phrase of the music. As an example, taking shorter or longer
steps to complete the figure on time in the right
place. "Good dancers" make better dancers of
the people they contact with, not just their partners, by making sure they are in position to
progress smoothly into the next movement.
Finally, how about this. A "good dancer" is
not self-centered. He/she doesn't lose him/herself in self indulgence. Contra dancing involves
the whole set, not just a couple of dancers.
I'm sure my readers will have more contributions to these thoughts and in the February
issue it will be your turn to grace the pages of
American Squaredance Magazine with your
contributions.
For easy referral my address is Don Ward,
9989 Maude Ave., Sunland, CA 91040; Email:
dward@loop.com *

No doll to enjoy.
For Santa is busy,
He can't make his flight.
He mixed up his bookings,
And is calling tonight.

Happy Christmas—Shirley, Squares &
Circles, St. Louis, Missouri
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People / Events
IN THE NEWS

If you have square dance news you would
like to share with ASD readers, please send
it to us, along with your name, address and
phone number (type written, if possible, but
not necessary) to ASD Magazine, 661
Middlefield Rd., Salinas, CA 93906-1004,
or FAX it to us at (408)443-6402. We'll do
our best to include it in a future issue.

News From Around the
Round Dance World
New York
It was a little over two years ago that "The
Ole Smoothies," Verne and Doris Reilly,
decided to retire. The time had come for this
great couple to relax and pass the challenge
down to the next generation. For the few of
you who never heard of them, they are the
cuers who choreographed "Fooled Again,"
"Third Man," "Theme," "Hold Me," "Lady
in Blue" and others. Along came Dick and
Mary Hinkle to take up the challenge. The
TU-BI-TU Round Dance Club in Buffalo,
New York, will continue to exist. Dick had
a terrific organizational ability and plenty
of energy, as well as a great love for round
dancing.
After a search for a good cuer, Mr. Hinkle
contracted Brian and Cindy Adams from
Rochester as club cuers (great choice!). Under the leadership of our new director, Dick
Hinkle and our new cuer, Brian Adams, the
club again is prospering. On an average
night, we have approximately 35 couples
dancing. This is half of the story! Along
came a Beginners' class of 16 couples. Brian
will teach the new dancers each Wednesday
from 7-8:30 PM in the small hall and the
club will dance from 7:30-10:30 in the large
hall. Brian and Cindy Adams cannot be in
two places at one time. What to do?
Enter Mary Hinkle, Dick's wife. Unknown to the club members, Mary was learning how to cue! Wednesday, October 2, 1996,
will long be remembered by Mary and her
surprised dancers as Dick announced that
for the duration of the Beginner classes, Mary
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would cue for the club from 7:30-8:30, and
Brian and Cindy would finish up the
evening. After Mary cued her very first
round, the applause shook the walls. It was
hard to believe that this was her first exposure. She was in complete control. As long
as we have people the caliber of Dick and
Mary Hinkle in our clubs, round dancing will
prosper!
Raymond Czechowski, Cheektowage, New
York

Good Friends
Kansas
My husband and I went to the Rose Bowl
in 1988. We met a very nice couple, Chuck
and Sheila Hannan, from Alabama at the
icebreaker party at the hotel where we were
staying. Through our conversation, they
asked us if we had ever thought about square
dancing. I just looked at them and asked,
"Us? Square dancing? Well, Paul did ask me
about 30 years ago if I would like to take
square dancing lessons and I told him that I
was into rock and roll!" So we just dropped
it. We spent about four or five days enjoying
their company, then it was time to go home.
The National Square Dance Convention
was in Oklahoma City in 1989 and Chuck
and Sheila went to the convention, then came

L to R: Paul Neumann, Joyce Neumann, Sheila
Hannan, Chuck Hannan at the 45th National Square
Dance Convention, San Antonio, Texas.
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to see us after the convention. They said they
had met a couple, Larry and JoAnn Malir,
from Overland Park and told them about us,
gave them our phone number and Larry said
that he would call us. In September, Larry
called and said they were having a Western
Party and would Paul and I like to come and
just see if we liked square dancing. We were
reluctant to go but thought, "Oh, what the
heck." We went and had a great time and
thought we would go back the next week,
and we eventually took the whole 20 lessons.
It was really a trying experience, but we are
so glad now that we did it. Larry and JoAnn
Malir were our angels and we eventually
joined their club, The Bootoneers in Lee's
Summit, Missouri. Jay Krebs is our caller
and he is just wonderful. He also was the
instructor when we took the lessons. He had
a lot of patience with us. A year later we
took Plus lessons. We have met a lot of really nice people. We have been to every convention starting in 1990 and a lot of other
square dance weekends. The conventions
have taken us to places in the United States
that we probably would never have seen.
The story is: A couple from Kansas met a
couple from Alabama in California. They is
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turn met another couple from Kansas in
Oklahoma and told them about us. Isn't it
amazing how word gets around about square
dancing!
We are still very good friends with Chuck
and Sheila Hannan who recently moved to
Florida. We see them at least two or three
times a year. We always meet them at conventions and we always have lots to talk
about. Sheila and Chuck are like a sister and
brother-in-law to us. So a BIG THANK YOU
to Chuck and Sheila Hannan, Larry and
JoAnn Malir and Jay Krebs for introducing
us to square dancing. We just love it!

Paul and Joyce Neumann. Lenexa, Kansas

Caller Feted
Connecticut
The Glastonbury Square Dance Club honored their caller, Jack O'Leary on the occasion of his 35 years of calling square dances,
with a surprise dance. The event took place
at the Academy School on Sunday, September 29, in Glastonbury, Connecticut. Attending were more than 200 square and round
dancers, including guest callers and cuers
from the New England area.
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Jack has been club caller for Glastonbury
for 23 years, as well as calling for many clubs
and festivals all over the country. He is owner
and producer of Silver Sounds Records, and
makes his home in Glastonbury with his wife
Kathy and his sons, John and Brian.
Rudolph Blackwell Honored
North Carolina
Caller Rudolph Blackwell of
Thomasville, North Carolina, was honored
for a quarter century of faithful service to
Tar Heel square dancers by members of the
Squar-N-Aders of Lexington at the club's
anniversary dance, October 5.
Long-time Squar-N-Aders member
Shirley Davis praised Blackwell for his calling competence and devotion to calling as
an avocation, then presented him with a
plaque from the club. Fellow caller Curtis
Morrow, current Squar-N-Aders caller from
Lexington, extolled Rudy's virtues as a
teacher and friend before presenting him
with a gold watch and chain. The watch was

Squar-N-Aders member Shirley Davis presents a
plaque from the club to long-time caller Rudolph
Blackwell at a special dance honoring Rudy in
Lexington, North Carolina, October 5.

a gift of three couples who were students in
Rudy's first class almost 25 years ago—
Curtis and Jean Morrow, Bill and Jean
Sosebee, and Bobby and Tanger Young. All
three couples are still active square dancers.
Morrow joined Kevin Lowe, guest caller
from Castlewood, Virginia, in calling a tip
for some 100 Piedmont, North Carolina,
dancers at the event, held at the Lexington
Municipal Club.
In addition to dancers, others present for
this special occasion were the Blackwells'
two daughters, their husbands and children,
all of whom were recognized. During the past
25 years, Rudy has served as caller for the
High Point Twirlers, Chair City Squares of
Thomasville and the Squar-N-Aders. The
latter two clubs are still active.
Since suffering a stroke about two years
ago, Rudy has been unable to call or dance.
However, he and his wife Doris have attended
several dances in the Piedmont area and are
very much a part of the Tar Heel state's
square dancing community.
Al Stewart Greensboro, North Carolina

Rudolph and Doris Blackwell were the guests o
honor at a special dance in Lexington, North Carolina,
on October 5, in which Rudy was recognized for his
faithful service to the Squar-N-Aders as that club's
caller for more than two decades. Above, Rudy
adjusts the gold watch presented him by three
couples in the first class he taught in the 1970s.
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Wedding at Kirkwood Lodge
Missouri
On Monday afternoon, September 23,
1996, Doris Popescu married Tom Butler in
the dance hall at Kirkwood Lodge, Osage
Beach, Missouri.
Ken Bower was best man and Dee Bower
was matron of honor. The Reverend Stan
Duncan married Tom and Doris at 3:30 PM.
A cake and Champaign reception was held
after the evening dance to celebrate the
American Squaredance, December 1996

nuptials. Tom and Doris have square danced
at Kirkwood for eleven years.

Congratulations go to Tom and Doris Popescu who
were married September 23,1996, at Kirkwood Lodge
in Osage Beach, Missouri.

National Advanced & Challenge
Square Dance Convention
Virginia
The 30th National Advanced and Challenge Square Dance Convention was held
in Virginia Beach, Virginia, this past June.
Almost 1,000 dancers from 38 states, four
Canadian provinces, England, Germany,
Japan and Sweden, attended the three-day
event. Half of the dancers were present for
the Wednesday night trail-end dance and
Thursday morning non-staff caller dance.
Dancing was held in the Pavilion Convention Center in Virginia Beach, with five
halls of continuous dancing: A-2, C-1, C-2,
C-3A, C-3B and also part time C-4 Basic
and C-4 halls.
Staff callers were Ed Foote, Dave Hodson,
Ross Howell, Mike Jacobs, Lee Kopman,
Steve Kopman, Dave Lightly, Ben Rubright,
Anne Uebelacker and Dave Wilson. Associate callers participating during the convention were Saundra Bryant, Vic Ceder, Todd
Fellegy, Norm Poisson and John Sybalsky.
Ten additional callers participated in t special non-staff caller dance.
John and Gladys Clark, formerly of Dayton, Ohio, and now living in Sarasota,
Florida, were presented a special plaque in
American Squaredance, December 1996

honor of the being the only couple to have
attended all 30 conventions.
Other award plaques were presented to:
Dick and Arlene Cook, California, for having provided the sound and taping facilities
for the convention for the past 19 years; Doris
Day, Indiana, for having done programming
and other jobs for the event for past 22 years;
Herb and Monica Seitz, New York, for having served as chairpersons of the Advisory
Board since 1981, and Lee Kopman, New
York, for having been a staff caller for all 30
of the conventions.
Herb and Monica Seitz stated in the convention program book that the NACC is
unique in many ways: (1) Most of the top
names in Advanced and Challenge are
present as staff and associate callers; (2) It
is the only convention which allows dancers
to vote on staff callers and associate callers
for the following year; (3) It is the only convention which uses an advisory board of
dancers to help make decisions of importance
to its success; (4) It is the only convention
which allows for programming of callers not
on staff, thereby recognizing upcoming and
ongoing talent.
The 31st Convention will be held at the
Pavilion Convention Center in Virginia
Beach, Virginia, June 19-21, 1997, with a
trail-end dance June 18. For information
write to Ed and Marilyn Foote, 140
McCandless Pl., Wexford, PA 15090.
Boots & Calico Square Dance Club
Texas
Boots & Calico celebrated their 50th Anniversary with a dance Friday, September 20,
1996, at the Girl Scout Little House, 119
North McGee, Borger, Texas. Gary Schick
called the dance. Gary has been club caller
for the past fifteen years. We are a small club
consisting of fifteen couples, but ten squares
of dancers from Texas, Oklahoma and Kansas, filled the floor to celebrate. The hall was
decorated in red, white and blue and the ladies wore their patriotic dresses.
Everyone enjoyed visiting with Emil and
Marie Kucera, Boots & Calicos' first President couple (1946). President Steve Dowell
recognized Sandra Carter, Club Sweetheart
for 1996-97; Eva Bell, the club's oldest honorary member; Ellen Noland (wife of the late
caller Phil Noland), Dottie Mack (wife of the
late caller Gene Mack) and Marie Kucera.
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Boots & Calico Square Dance Club celebrated their 50th Anniversary with a dance September 20, 1996, at the
Girl Scout Little House, Borger, Texas.

Each received a red rose from Vice President Allen McNutt.
Memorabilia consisting of pictures, newspaper articles, club pins, dresses, and so forth
was displayed for everyone's pleasure.
Cloyce Gibbons compiled information and
wrote a history of the club, listing the officers and sweethearts over the past fifty years.
Also in the book are newspaper articles about
the club and callers. She printed a copy for
all members and guests.
Door prizes given away during the dance
were donated by local businesses and individuals. Cake, punch and goodies were
served and everyone had a good time. We
are looking forward to the next fifty years of
fun and fellowship through square dancing.
Shirley Bruce, Borger, Texas

4th Annual
Western Contra Dance Weekend
California
Sixty-five contra dancers and contra
dance leaders gathered in Solvang, California, for the 4th Annual Western Contra
Dance Weekend, September 27-29, 1996.
This is the largest group to date for this
annual contra event. In prior years the weekends took place in Idyllwild, Calif., and this
is the first time for Solvang to be the gathering place for these enthusiastic contra dancers. Plans are to make the last weekend in
September at Solvang the time and place for
future Western Contra Dance Weekends.
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Solvang (Sunny Field) is an authentic
Danish settlement about 45 minutes travel
time north of Santa Barbara and a few miles
inland from California's central coast.
Solvang provides a full range of accommodations for tourists including conference retreats. The settlement has retained the heritage and customs of the world in its many
shops and restaurants and the year round
activities include Scandinavian music and
folk dance festivals.
Contra weekenders were housed at the
charming Solvang Royal Scandinavian Inn,
with deluxe accommodations. All meals were
served in a private dining room. Friday and
Saturday dinners featured traditional Danish smorgasbord favorites, Saturday morning a breakfast buffet and then the weekend
was topped off with a Sunday all-you-caneat champagne brunch.
Several RVers made arrangements to stay
at the Flying Flags RV Park in nearby
Buellton, and joined the group for the meals
and dance activities.
Dancing and the Saturday night afterparty took place in the Solvang Veterans
Memorial Building within walking distance
of the inn. The weekend included round
dances and traditional as well as western
contras.
The weekend was staffed by Leif and
Anna Lee Hetland of Cherry Valley, Calif.,
and Clark and Aillene Elliott of San Diego,
Calif. In addition to the Hetlands and the
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Elliotts several California based contra dance
leaders were among the dancers, namely Joe
and Barbara McMenamin, Mike Woods and
Dee Osargent, Bob and Becky Osgood and
Bob and Rita Walker.
Leif and Anna Lee Hetland, California

Halloween In Oz?
Oklahoma
At a recent Halloween dance of the
Muskogee Swingers Square Dance Club,
Muskogee, Okla., you can tell that this family group really got into the swing of the
theme. The full cast of the main characters
in The Wizard of Oz are represented here.
They entered the dance hall as a group just
before dance time—oohs!, ahhs! and wows!
were expressed by all.

Pictured from L to Fi are Danny & Joyce McCoy,
Jason & Melissa Meadors and Marlene & Eddy
Moore, all members of the Muskogee Swingers.
Naturally, they won first prize in the costume contest!
Photo by Bob & Sheena Wisdom, club caller. *

Check your mailing label for your subscription expiration date.
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"Escape The Ice And Snow"
"JOIN US IN SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE HEAVEN".
More of what you like best than any place else in the world.
HARDWOOD FLOORS, AIR CONDITIONING, TOP
NATIONAL CALLERS AND CUERS, MORE OF WHAT YOU
LIKE BEST.

Amu. October Thru March
"Your Road To Fun In The Sun"

Mesa, Arizona
For a free Valley Dancers Guide write to: Dancing AZ, P.O.Box 30102 Mesa, AZ 85275
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QUALITY SQUARE & ROUND
DANCE MUSIC BY:
SOUTHERN SATISFACTION
Elmer Sheffield

*** BRAND NEW

Bob Newman

ESP - 1014 I'LL BE HOME FOR CHRISTMAS
ESP - 1013 AIN'T GOT NOTHING ON US
ESP - 1012 IF I WERE YOU
ESP - 1011 THEN YOU CAN TELL ME GOODBYE
ESP - 915 STANDING ON THE CORNER

by Elmer
by Elmer
by Elmer
by Elmer
by Steve

RECENT RELEASES
Craig Rowe

ESP - 535 COWBOY LOVE
ESP - 1010 I HEAR YOU KNOCKIN'
ESP - 1009 C.O.U.N.T.R.Y.
ESP - 534 DEEP WATER
ESP - 720 PAPER ROSE

by Bob
by Elmer
by Elmer
by Bob
by Craig

Same Quality Music by:
SOUTHERN
SATISFACTION
JA,,e Portff

JP/ESP - 7006 PRIMROSE LANE

Jerry Jesup

by Bill

JP/ESP - 331 OH, LONESOME YOU

by Mark

JP/ESP - 238 LONG, LONG TRAIN

by Joe

JP/ESP - 807 TALL, TALL TREES

by Jerry

JP/ESP - 7005 FOUR LEAF CLOVER

by Bill

_..c
Bill Harrison

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR OF ESP & JP/ESP
SUPREME AUDIO INC / ASTEC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS

1-800-445-7898
U
Mark Turner
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Square Dance

PULSE POLL
CALLERLAB QS
MAINSTREAM
None
PLUS
Six-Two Acey Deucey
(3/96)
Lucky Star (7/96)
ADVANCED
Scatter Scoot (5/94)
Pass & Roll Chain
Thru (4/96)
TRADITIONAL
Divide the Ring and
Swing the Corners
CONTRA
Wind and Weave
Contra

E_MPHASIS CALLS
BASIC
Pass The Ocean(9/96)
MAINSTREAM
Recycle (9/96)

PLUS PROGRAM
(Anything) & Roll
(Anything) & Spreaa
3/4 Tag The Line
Acey Deucey
All 8 Spin The Top
Chase Right
Coordinate
Crossfire
Cut The Diamond
Diamond Circulate
Dixie Grand
Explode The Wave
Explode & (Anything)
(from waves only)
Extend
Flip The Diamond
Follow Your Neighbor
Grand Swing Thru
Linear Cycle
(from waves only)
Load The Boat
Partner Tag

Peel Off

Spin Chain The Gears
Spin Chain And
Exchange The Gears
Teacup Chain
Track II
Trade The Wave
Triple Scoot
©ASD Not a Callerlab program - ASD Pulse Poll
Experimentals taken from Burleson's Encyclopedia.
Not recommended for dancers prior to Plus program
activity.

Peel The Top
Ping Pong Circulate
Relay The Deucey
Remake The Thar
Single Circle To A Wave

GIVE ME AN I
(Burleson's 4904)
From facing lines: Ends slide thru while the center
dancers step to a right-hand ocean wave. From a
box formation: All pass thru, outfacers partner
trade, infacers pass the ocean. From right-hand
two-faced lines: Outfacers do their part of a Ferris
wheel, infacers lead right to an ocean wave. From
right-hand columns: End dancers facing out run
right, while center four dancers single hinge and
step to a right-hand ocean wave.
All end in an I formation.

PLUS
Peel Off (11/96)

i1GROI

An) A HAPPk-f

1JGuJ 4GARI
Dave Harry of Lynnwood, Wash., was teaching Fan the Top from a DBD formation. Dave set up the boys in the center ready to do it, and said, loud and clear (before
he realized what was coming out of his mouth!) —
"FAN THE TOP, BOYS ARE THE FANNERS AND GIRLS ARE THE FANNIES..."
Needless to say, the floor went into hysterics! Think before speaking!
— Bonnie Harry. Dave's wife
Editor's note: If you have "Bloopers" you would like to share, please send them to us
and we'll include them future publications.
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BY BOB HOWELL

*`•
Stew Shacklette of Brandenburg, Kentucky, continues to choreograph great routines in
all forms of dance. Here is one that he gave me a few years ago. He named it...
SATURDAY MORNING
Formation: Trio facing trio
Music: Any 32 bar tune
Routine:
Counts:
Circle left
1-8
Full around
9-16
17-24 Center person lead right, star right with the ends of both lines
25-32 Star left back to own line
33-40 Star right with own line
41-48 Star left in own line
49-56 Forward and back
57-64 Pass thru on to the next
I had the chance to dance at a workshop a month ago and the young caller presented
a routine that he said he picked up while dancing in the east. He said that it was written
by Tom Hinds of Faber, Virginia. It is called...
SHOOTING STARS II
Formation: Square
Music: Any 32 bar tune, recommended seasonal music
Routine:
Counts:
Head couples right and left thru
8
Head ladies chain
8
Sides pass thru, turn alone 1/4 right, promenade single file, lady round
8
two, gent round one, make lines of 4
8
Lines go forward and back
Make two right hand stars
8
Four men star left in the middle, ladies promenade outside
8
Pass your partner once, second time you meet, weave the ring
8
Do-sa-do at home
8

aJY\

;,'
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From Cleveland, Ohio, Ewey Stamper sends along a little break that could fit most any
holiday tune. He calls it...
EWEY'S QUADRILLE
Formation: Square
Music: Any 32 x 4 tune
Routine:
Ladies promenade the outside of the ring
When at home, step into the center for a right hand star, once around
Give a left to your partner and balance forward and back (Allemande that
formation)
Turn 1/2 by the left and balance again
Step thru and corner swing
Promenade
And what would a Christmas issue be without a dance shared by Mae Fraley of
Rockville, Maryland. This season she offers a contra called...
STAR MERRILY
Formation: Triple proper
Music: Any 32 bar tune, appropriate seasonal music if desired
Routine:
Counts:
8
Lines forward and back
8
1s cross, passing right shoulders, cast into 2nd place
8
Lines forward and back
8
1s cross as before, cast into 3rd place
8
1s with 3s circle left once around
8
1s lead up center, cast off around 2s
8
1s star right once around with couple above
8
1s star left once around with couple below
Note: A correction to the Olympic Promenade in the September issue. There is no
ladies chain during the weathervane at the half way point, the ladies simply flare. *

//V
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46th National Square Dance Convention
June 25 - 28, 1997

Orlando, Florida

Orange County Convention Center
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LINE OF FIRE
TAKE AIM AT ANYTHING
by

The CALLERLAB
Board of Governors

C

HAROLD BAUSCH

FREMONT, NEBRASKA

ALLERLAB started in 1970, and it has
done much to organize and standardize
our dancing. There is however, one thing that
bothers me, the Board of Governors.
When my term on the board was completed, 1 suggested to the board that each
board member would step aside a year or two
as his term was completed. It seems the
democratic thing to do, after all, we don't
need dictators. Several agreed with me and
did indeed wait a year or two before they ran
for election again. However, if you will look
at the present board, you will see several
names that have been on that board since
the very beginning, or nearly so. To me, that

SQUARE
DANCERS
CLOSET

is not the way to get new ideas, nor the way
a democracy should be run.
I am still a member of CALLERLAB, but
I am no longer one of the board, so I can't be
heard at meetings. I take this way of suggesting again to the board, "Don't try to monopolize this governing body. Surely there
are others just as wise as you who could serve
too."
Now I know to some this will not be a
popular statement, but then you can't always
be popular, not if you wish to see things
changed! Some will say, "But I was elected!"
Yes, but we all know how politicians can
control things.

MARILYN
ADAMS
2012 Warren Ct.
N. Augusta, SC 29841

(803) 279-3687

Catalog Available $1.00 Ea.
CALL US
TOLL FREE!
1-SO0-476-2008

Perfect for that special dance! Silver accented white
lace and silver binding makes this a great holiday
blouse. The feminine neckline and sleeve are
trimmed with a silver bow Sparkling silver buttons
close the front.
Poly/Cotton.
Colors: White, Black.
Jade, Navy, Red.
Suggested Retail
Sizes: S-M-L-XL

$37.00

DilCOYEP

544 00
Please send with order-size.
color, your 'name. address.
and telephone number For
charge purchases. send charge
card number, name ponied on
card and expiration date For
freight. please add $8 00 SC cus.
tamers. add 5% sales lax

#3656
Waves of silver binding and silver accented lace give this skirt a party look. A
double row of ruffled lace imparts a rich,
fancy appearance.
Poly/Cotton
Colors: Black, Jade.
$43.00
Navy, Red.
Suggested Retail
550 00
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Fontana
Village Resort
'97
Year of Dance
wing Your Partner, Do-Si-Do," has
been ringing through the hills and
valleys of the Smokies for 50 years.
Feet tap, skirts swirl, handsome men smile
while the dancers float across the fabulous
floating floor at Fontana Village Resort.
It all began when the village that had been
built to house the workers who came into
the remote mountain region to build Fontana
Dam, was turned over to Government Services Incorporated, GSI, as a vacation resort.
Close your eyes and imagine. The war is
over. Gas is no longer rationed. Cars are,
once again, rolling off the production lines.
The post-war boom is on. People can travel.
The Great Smoky Mountains National Park
and Fontana Village Resort, with their spectacular beauty, became a prime destination.
The Fontana Village square dance legend
was born.

S

The same ingredients that made it famous
then are still available. The Smokies are still
beautiful, (the roads are better) and the village is host to some of the best square dancing in the world. World class callers return
year after year, bringing with them old and
new dancers. All levels are taught by one of
these callers.
The village, now a Peppertree Resort, offers a comfortable Inn, Cottages, Activities,
Great Food in our three outlets and, of
course, the lake with a full service marina.
Beautiful in every season, especially Spring
when the mountains are blanketed with wild
flowers and Fall when the hills are blazoned
with color. Fontana will welcome you
warmly to our "Year of the Dance." You will
have the time of your life.
Call 1-800-849-2258 for Information or
Reservations.

-;range County. CA
Huntsville. AL
San Jose. CA
Vancouver. BC
Hollywood. FL
Portland. OR
Palm
Springs, CA
Phoenix. AZ
Concord. CA
Hartford, CT
Denver. CO
Calgary, AB
Cleveland, OH
San Diego. CA
San
Antonio.
TX
Santa Fe. NM
Las Vegas, NV
Philadelphia PA
Sacramento, CA
Grand Rapids. MI
Seattle, WA
Los Angeles. CA
Albuquerque, NM
Tucson. AZ
Eugene, OR
San Francisco, CA
Somerset. NJ
Washington, DC
Milwaukee.
WI
Toronto. ON
Chicago, IL
Baltimore, MD
Memphis. TN
Minneapolis MN
Raleigh, NC • Fredencic. MD
New York. NY • Simi Valley, CA
Pittsburgh, PA • Detroit, MI • Dallas. TX • Ottawa, ON • York PA • Madison. WI • Eureka, CA • Kansas City, MO • Pomona. CA

International Association
11.
71

-1
Cr-E_TP-07-4
1.1 L.1

of Gay Square Dance Clubs
A

Lesbian & Gay Organization

P.O. Box 15428, Crystal City, VA 22215
1-800-835-6462
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by
Ed Foote
ADVANCED
CH ALLENGE

ecently, my wife and I made a four
and one half week calling trip to
Australia. We visited the east coast,
including Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane and
the Gold Coast and Cairns. During this time
I called 26 dances and also did caller schools
of two days and six days.
Square dancing in Australia is very similar to that of northern Europe. The emphasis is on Mainstream with a lesser interest
in Plus, and the dancers at both programs
are far superior in ability to dancers in the
U.S. In Australia, as in northern Europe,
there are no "standard positions," no A.P.D.
or D.B.D.—all that exists are the calls, and
this means knowing how to do the calls in
all the different ways they can be used.
It has been speculated that the ability of
dancers in northern Europe is far superior
to that in the U.S., because the average age
of dancers is younger. Well, Australia is as
good as northern Europe, and the average
age of dancers is identical with the U.S.
Mainstream is dominant—in fact, Plus
was not even used at the Australian National
Convention until 1989. A typical dance is
Mainstream with two announced Plus tips.
The number of full Plus clubs is slowly grow-

R

ing, but no one is in a hurry, and the dancers
in Plus clubs all support the Mainstream
dances. There is a sprinkling of Advanced
clubs, but there are only six callers in the
country presenting a true Advanced program.
There are two squares of C-1, 1700 miles
apart.
Callers are fairly numerous, with a higher
percentage of women in calling than in the
U.S. There are several callers who are as
good as the best festival callers in the U.S.
Round dancing is not as popular as in the
U.S., but it has grown in recent years. Prerounds are often done before large square
dances, but even though half the floor can
do rounds, during the course of the evening
rounds will only be presented a few times
between tips during a dance.
Square dancing came to Australia in an
unusual way. A clothing retailer from Sydney
visited Texas in the 1950s on a business trip.
His hosts took him to a square dance one
night, presented by calling pioneer Joe
Lewis. When the man from Australia saw
the clothes people were wearing, he became
excited, because back in Australia he had a
warehouse full of red checked gingham cloth
that no one wanted. Why not introduce

$30.00 Add 5495 for

NEW
%ftft„

JERRY PRICE
524 MAIN ST
HONESDALE, PA 18431
36

464tifsimadt
Akihrv_

CANADA - $40.00 U.S. FUNDS

Postage S Handling
Send tor Free Brochure
Use for traveling or storage.
Holds up to 6 petticoats
Ughweight Nylon-Sturdy-Secure
Water 8 Dirt Repellent, U.S.A.
NY Res. 8 1/4 tax
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square dancing to Australia so people would
buy his material?
So he brought Joe Lewis to Australia and
had him teach square dancing for two weeks.
It was an overwhelming success. When
Lewis went home, dancers went to dance studios (like Arthur Murray) and requested
square dancing. The studio instructors had
never heard of it, but demand was so great
that they collectively brought Joe Lewis back
to teach them how to call. Thus was square

dancing born in Australia. Yes, the warehouse full of gingham material sold out,
many times over.
Dancing in Australia is facing declining
attendance for reasons identical as in the
U.S.—the growth of line dancing and people
wishing to stay home to watch rented movies or use their computer.
Dancers in Australia are exceedingly
friendly and made our trip most enjoyable.
We will return next year. *

1st time offer !!!

Royal Caribbean's "newest" ship
Enchantment of the Seas
Steve & Debbie Kopman and Darryl & Ann McMillan
August 2, 1997 - August 9, 1997

7 Night Mediterranean Cruise
•
•
•
•
•
•

All Meals Included (+24 Hour Room Service)
Large Staterooms w/Sitting Areas & Sofa
Pools (Indoor/Outdoor) & Hot Tubs
Nightly Entertainment
Square Dancing
Casino

Plus a Private Welcome Reception
Ports of Call: Barcelona, Spain -- Palma (Majorca), Balearic Island -Marseilles, France -- Livorno, Florence/Pisa & Naples, Italy -- Olbia, Sardinia
Inside Staterooms:
Outside Staterooms:
Deluxe Outside Staterooms (Private Veranda:

$1494 per person (Category N)•
$1594 per person (Category 1)•
$1794 per person (Category D)•

•Prices Based on Double Occupncy, Cruise Only Rate & Includes Port Charges.
Discount Airfares Available.
A $450 deposit per person reserves your cabin assignment. Space is limited to the first 70
people. For more information or reservations, contact Deborah Kopman:
1305 Whitower Dr.. Knoxville, TN 37919: (800) 251-2027
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Dick Waibel

Stan Burdick

Dale McClary

Ray Taylor

HOT NEW YEAR'S EVE RELEASE
RWH-201 AULD LANG SYNE by Dick
Grace Whualley

Steve Saavan

* NEW RAWHIDE RELEASES
RWH-200 ITS THE GIRLS' NIGHT OUT by Larry
RWH-I99 WHO, WHO'S YOUR LADY FRIEND by Ray

The staff and families of Rawhide and Buckskin Records wish you and your fi

Music
for
Quality
Callers

moola GotIGI

itrioo 1,114.'40.7.bc•

Quality

Write for
your free

Ark *

copy of our

HD** *A*
Yt

Ric k

Pal Shevokas

4*

opoo

5

brand new
CATALOG

Hunk Laicher TOM

Ruaebock Jerry Reed

ti

NEW BUCKSKIN RELEASES
BUC-1261 LONESOME 77203 by Hank
BUC-1260 I'M WALKIN' THE FLOOR OVER YOU by Torn

Dick Weibel Enterprises, 675 E. Alluvial Avenue, Fresno, CA 93720-2513

!ail_ Voice =209-439-3478 -- FAX209-431-5942 -- E-mail=Producer@rawhide-records.com
World Wide Web Page=http://www.rawhide-records.com
•-
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CALL FOR FORMER
RAINBOW STROLLERS MEMBERS
THE NETHERLANDS

he Rainbow Strollers SDC from Oss, The
Netherlands, will celebrate their 25(h An
niversary, June 1997. Part of the celebration will be to restore contact with former members to whom we have lost contact during the
years.
Very specially we want to renew the contact
to CHESTER and NANCY McCARTER, who
were our callers about twenty years ago. At that
time Chester was stationed at the Soesterberg
Airbase in the Netherlands.
Any person who can help us to track down
this couple or any other former member of the
Rainbow Stroller, please contact Tine and Henk
Jonker, Meyer van Leeuwenstraat 17, 5348 JV
Oss, The Netherlands.

T

LLOYD SHAW DANCE ARCHIVES
ORAL HISTORY PROJECT

It started innocently enough. While volunteering at the Lloyd Shaw Dance Archives in
Albuquerque, I was constantly sharing stories
with archivist Bill Litchman. He suggested we
tape record these memories, which evolved into
a sort of "This Is Your Life." Two and one half
hours of tape later we began to realize that this
idea deserved further exploration. I was looking at the Sets In Order Hall of Fame portraits
every day, and was surprised to learn that one
third of them had passed away.
So was born a project to conduct audio tape
recorded interviews with Hall of Famers, Milestone Award recipients and other "Old Timers."
These are the leaders who have held square
dance weekends, institutes and callers
schools—those who have supported local: regional and national festivals and conventions—
those who have been very active in writing,
publishing, organizing and recording over the
years.
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Of the 22 recorded so far, 14 are still active.
Most of them agree the activity has become
much too complicated, but feel a continuing limited Basics program with a few weeks of lessons to entry level will eventually be developed.
The most interesting interview was with Bob
Osgood (Calif.). Bob was editor and publisher
of the international square dance magazine,Sers
In Order, later to become American
Squaredance. He, along with various caller and
dancer friends, was instrumental in establishing the national square dance convention and
CALLERLAB. Our interview lasted more than
six hours over a two day period and is being
transcribed to print.
The next trip is currently underway through
the mid-west to New England. Future sessions
will include national round and dance leaders
and recording musicians.
Bob Brundage, Albuquerque, New Mexico
SOUND ENHANCEMENT EQUIPMENT

The Valley Trailers of Northridge, California and the Boots & Slippers of Simi Valley,
Calif., are happy to announce that sound enhancement equipment for the hearing impaired
will now be available at all dances and classes
sponsored by those clubs beginning with the
November, 1996 dances. The equipment will
be broadcast on FM at 72.9 Mhz (the primary
channel designated throughout the country for
square dancing). Those dancers who can benefit from such equipment are encouraged to
purchase their own receivers ($69 to $115, depending on selection). Both clubs will have receivers available to visitors at their dances; contact each individual club for details. In advertisements, look for the following logo which
indicates that sound enhancement equipment
is used for both squares and rounds at 72.9 Mhz.
John Nash, Northridge, California
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12.HEADS TOUCH ,X1 & WALK &
DODGE
SINGLE CIRCLE TO A WAVE
ACEY DEUCEY
SPIN THE TOP
EACH WAVE, BOYS FOLD
PEEL THE TOP
BOYS RUN
Y2 TAG
GIRLS TRADE
BOX THE GNAT
SQUARE THRU FOUR
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND
13.SIDES PASS THE OCEAN & SWING
THRU
EXTEND
ENDS FOLD
PEEL THE TOP
EACH WAVE, ENDS FOLD
PEEL THE TOP
SPLIT CIRCULATE
CIRCULATE
BOYS TRADE
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND

14.HEADS SQUARE THRU TWO
SLIDE THRU
RIGHT & LEFT THRU
DIXIE STYLE TO A WAVE
GIRLS FOLD
PEEL THE TOP
WITH THE LEFT HAND, HINGE
GIRLS RUN
PASS THRU
TRADE BY
LEFT ALLEMANDE
YOU'RE HOME
15.HEADS 1P2P
RIGHT & LEFT THRU
DIXIE STYLE TO A WAVE
ACEY DEUCEY
GIRLS FOLD
PEEL THE TOP
CAST OFF 3/4
CIRCULATE
GIRLS RUN
SWING THRU
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND

GIVE YOURSELF A
CHRISTMAS PRESENT
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL 2 FOR $8.00 + SH
A special offer for subscribers
of American Square Dance
Protect your back issues of
American Square Dance
with this attractive leatherlook gold embossed
magazine binder. Each binder
holds a full years issue of
ASD. They have sturdy cloth
based red vinyl covers and
are made to give you many
years of use. The binders
open flat for quick and easy
reference.
Send your orders to American Square Dance, 661 Middlefield Rd., Salinas,
CA 93906. Phone (408) 443-0761. (Visa or MasterCard accepted.)
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A FAMILY AFFAIR

Square dancing is a family affair. Maybe I
should say, "Square dancing can be a family
affair." Leaders in the activity encourage getting youth involved in square dancing. The
United Square Dancers of America's (USDA)
youth committee have answers and suggestions
to get youth involved.
The implementation of an organized effort
to get youth involved needs to be done by local
association leaders and especially club leaders.
Many clubs are growing because they cater to
the young dancers and their parents. Most clubs
have their new dancer program in full swing
now. Others are planning to start their new
dancer program in January. This is great! One
club starts a new group when their year-round
marketing program recruits twelve new dancers.
Following are some tips to recruit young
dancers.
1. Contact your local Boy and Girl Scout
Councils and offer to provide an evening of fun
to the scouts and their parents.
2. Contact your city or town youth recreation
leaders about how your club can offer an evening
of fun that is different for the youth in your community, especially at an "open house" night
when the parents are invited to visit the youth
center.
3. Contact local churches that have youth
religious sessions in the evening during the
school year. Suggest to them that the leaders
offer a "fun night" of square dancing during the
holiday season to their young people. Be sure
to encourage the leaders to make it a "parent's
night" too.
4. Contact your local schools to consider "an
introduction to square dancing" as the entertainment for the sports recognition night that
usually follows each sports season.
5. Contact your local Moose Lodge to see if
they are willing to sponsor a special family night
in their hall where your club and caller provide
the entertainment.
6. Contact your community schools near the
end of the school year and offer a special treat
of square dancing as an "alternative education
experience." The young ones will love it—anything but school work.
We are confident you can come up with more
ideas. The key is to brainstorm the idea and then
hire your best "one night stand" caller to make
it happen!
Club Leadership Journal, October 1996
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Editor's note: Write to us about how your
club attracts new dancers. We would like to
share your ideas with fellow dancers.
LEGACY To MEET IN
SALT LAKE CITY
LEGACY XIII will meet in Salt Lake City,
Utah, at the SLC Hilton Hotel, on May 15-18,
1997. The theme will be "Salt," which will be
worked into titles for provocative discussions
on the square dance activity, its direction and
its future leadership.
Louise Cole, who assumed the program
chair with her late husband Walt in 1995, will
continue to serve in that capacity, setting up the
schedule and arrangements for the meeting.
Bernie and Carolyn Coulthrust, chairs of the
board of directors, promise an interesting and
productive round of sessions. As always, the
program will include one evening of dancing
for all the trustees (members) who attend.
Square dancers who have served in leadership capacities are eligible to join LEGACY.
For details of the requirement, contact executive secretaries Al and Vera Schreiner, 1100 Revere Drive, Oconomowoc, WI 53066.
CONNECTICUT'S 29"
The 29' Annual Connecticut Square and
Round Festival will be held on Sunday, March
16,1997, from 1-8 PM at Woodrow Wilson
Junior High School on Newfield Street, Route
3, Middletown, Connecticut, and at two nearby
schools.
There will be something for everyone. Square
dance levels include Mainstream, Plus and
Advanced One and Two with easy and Advanced round dancing. There will be rounds in
the Mainstream and Plus halls as well.
There will be a variety hall, which will feature such events as contras, introduction to
rounds, all singing calls, progressive squares,
country western line dancing and lots more.
Opening ceremonies will kick off the festival at 12 noon with square and round dancing
immediately following at the five halls in the
three schools. Woodrow Wilson Jr. High will
be the dancing headquarters.
Admission ribbons may be obtained in advance for $8 per dancer by sending a check made
payable to 29th CSRF to Hank Katten, 205 West
Walk, West Haven, CT 06516, along with a
stamped, self-addressed return envelope. Admission ribbons at the festival will be $10.
A star-studded lineup of callers and cuers
will lead the dancers through the various steps.
Soft-soled shoes are required for dancing.
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Vendors are expected to exhibit the latest
clothing styles and accessories, and delicious,
home-made food will be available at all schools.
A free program booklet will be passed out at
Woodrow Wilson Jr. High. Busing to the other
schools will be free to ribbon holders.
The festival is open to couples and singles.
Solo ribbons will be available to those who want
them.
Chairpersons Dan and Norene Foley stated,
"Square dancing and all related forms became
the official folk dance in Connecticut in 1995.
We want everyone who attends our March 16
festival to have a great time."

"PARASOL
PROMENADE"

FRESNO
April 18-20, 1997

'4- SQUARE DOIC-

Something for Everyone—All dancing will
be to the finest callers, cuers and prompters
available. For those seeking more than just
dancing fun, a fashion show is scheduled to
demonstrate the wide variety of square dance
apparel design. Educational panels will be held
to expand dancers' knowledge in all aspects of
square dancing promotion. Dancers will be able
to shop for the most discriminating square dance
apparel and supplies from a wide variety of vendors. All of this, and more, is available for the

3 CALLER SCHOOLS
with STAN BURDICK, Caller-Coach
(Accredited by Callerlab)
IN THREE MAJOR AREAS

I

MIDWEST - June 15-20, 97 - Auburn, IN
11th year - Int'l School Stan & Don Taylor
NORTH N.Y. - July 1-5,'97 - Hague, NY
For newer callers - on Lake George
DETAILS: STAN BURDICK (518) 543-8824
PO BOX 2678, SILVER BAY NY 12874
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nominal pre-registration

fee of $18 for the adult
three-day package and $10 for youths. The preregistration deadline is April 1, 1997. The atthe-door prices will be slightly higher.
Convenient Housing Reservations—A
simple toll-free call is all that is required to make
the most convenient of hotel reservations. By
calling Fresno Convention and Visitors Bureau
at (800) 788-0835, it is possible to obtain special convention discount rates for the duration
of the State Convention.
Recreational Vehicles—All recreational
vehicles will be accommodated onsite for a
nominal charge of $15 per night. There is an
endless supply of RV sites, 150 with full hookups. Parking is available before, during and after the convention for the same price. All that is
needed are walking shoes to get from your bedroom to the dancing floors.
Trail End Dance and Raffle—Thursday
night's trail end dance will be at the Piccadilly
Inn—Airport with the Travel'n' Pioneers putting on a square dance with country western
between tips.
Raffle tickets are printed and ready to be
sold. This is a chance for dancers to make big
money for their clubs through the sale of the
tickets. First prize is a big screen TV or $2,000
cash, second prize is a camcorder package or
$700 cash and third prize is a 1998 State Convention package or $300 cash.
Come Early and Stay Late!—Within short
driving distances of Fresno, the business and
cultural hub of California's San Joaquin Valley, are the natural wonders of three National
Parks, Yosemite, Kings Canyon and Sequoia.
It is the only county in the country with this
claim. From a dry desert into a rich oasis Fresno

24K Gleid-Ptated Enameled

SQUARE DANCE
JEWELRY
P Earrings or Pendant $3 95
Both for only $6 95
plus Si 00 ship 8 handling
(Cali. res. add 6% sales tax)
Easerce also available
Mr Pips
WIspn capering specify dress
calWr red, bk,e or black.
Send ether.* or money order to

Charmz-Reaction
P.O. Box 4208
West Hills CA 91308
818-346-4018
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County is now the nation's leading agricultural
region and you the dancers can experience
Fresno and take a closer look as you visit during the state convention.

Chuck Peel
219-665-5095

There truly is something for everyone, young
and not so young, experienced and novice, so
come to Fresno, April 18, 19 and 20, 1997, and
walk the "PARASOL PROMENADE." *

Jim Cholmondeley
314-741-7799

Dick Duckham
616-781-5914

Eagle Records
"Music made for Dancing"
Eql(% 13 ,Ullepef
816-279-2179

Eagle Productions
Eagle/Golden Eagle
301 Fieldcrest Drive Chuck & Della Peel
Angola, Indiana 46703
(219) 665-5095

The Mountain Man
407-886-3839

New Releases on Eagle
EAG-3005 May The Circle Be Unbroken by Ellen
EAG-3202 Oklahoma by Robert
EAG-340I Never Going To Tampa by SusanElaine
BAG-3402 Can't Have a Good Time by SusanElaine
EAG-3501 Chantilly Lace by Steve
EAF-9008 Deb's Romp/Ginger Hoedown
Jerry Sleeman
616.385-2385

Steve Brown
219-432-1457

New Releases on Golden Eagle
GE-0025 Amazing Grace by Dick
GE-0026
Rinky Tink Piano by Jim Cholmondeley
GE-0027 Dream A Little Dream Of Me
by Guest Artist Ken Bower
GE-0028
Tequilla Sunrise
by Guest Artist Gary Shoemake
GE-0029
Little Deuce Coupe by Chuck
GE-0030 The Older The Violin by Dick
GE-003l Shadows In The Moonlight
by Guest Artist Ken Bower
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Robert Ferguson
219.294-7688

Susanillikete Ricker
407-894.2227
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NOTES
FROM 4
VETERAN CAUER
by
Mac McCullar

W

hen it comes to recruiting new
people for our classes, I suppose
each of us is an expert. I have always known that one on one contact of a
prospect is the best approach. Contact 'em,
take 'em to class and stay with 'em, but—if
your club is depleted of members and has
dwindled down to a paltry few, then it's a
new game. You've gotta have people on the
first team out there to make it a one on one
success. Large club memberships beget success.
I still believe that a concerted effort by
our national organizations to keep square
dancing in the public eye constantly, not occasionally, is an approach to be seriously considered. I understand such a program is in
the works. Let's not forget the responsibility
of the local and state clubs and associations
to keep feeding information to newspapers,
magazines, radio and TV, plus doing exhibitions in public places, celebrations, parades
and fairs. Whatever works for you, but do it.
To any caller, if you have never had the
satisfaction of doing a one night party dance,
then you have missed a wonderful feeling of
fulfillment when these non dancers learn just
enough to move around. Believe me, you will

also find yourself mixing with groups that
you may not have known existed. For instance, I received a call to do such a party at
a ranch. There was also to be a barbecue before the dance and my wife and I were invited to eat with them. What a bounty of the
best food imaginable, and then on to a great
evening of everyone joining in the dance.
During the evening I learned that this was
an elite group that had been invited to a seminar of the world's most renown neurologists
and surgeons. Then I became nervous. They
were having fun.
We have done one nighters at the college
level, middle schools, church groups, weddings and private parties, dancing on great
wood floors, cement, blacktop, lawns, patios
and so forth, and we are simply awed at the
fun, laughter and camaraderie emanating
from these groups. They are there for a good
time. You the caller are giving them the opportunity.
Have you danced The Macarena yet? Kind
of old stuff but enjoyed by all, including Bob
Howell and maybe even Jon Sanborn? Hope
you have a wonderful holiday season and a
happy new year filled with good health,
happiness, love and many new dancers. *
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Club Orders 20% off
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1-800-989-DOTS (3687)

Custom Fashions
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W

ell, here goes on my Legends of the
Fall, with peregrinations both hither
and yon...
Red Hook, New York—I'd been down this
way only a week ago, to the area just north of
the Big Apple known as the Lower Hudson
Valley. But this club, The Mainstream Dancers, was different. Believe it or not, they dance
only Mainstream. Long may they prosper. It's
interesting to see that between tips the group
might be dancing a line dance, then the Virginia Reel, then the hand-jivin', thigh-slappin'
Macarena, and more. Duo callers Chuck and
Jerry Hardy (Hague grads '95) set it up and were
my hosts. A Chinese Auction, with lots of white
elephant giveaways, added interest. We met at
the Elk's Lodge; the big buck in a tipsy position on the stage with me gave me a whole gnu
attitude.
Seneca, South Carolina—When the Paws
and Taws Club in the Southland put on their
Autumn Twirl, they do it in a big way, complete with cornstalk decorations, a maze of
maize, lavish food and giveaways galore, such
as a dozen potted mum plants. My hosts and
dance coordinators were Dean and Betty Rogers
of Keowee Kay in Salem, who, coincidentally,
were the same Dean and Betty who learned
square dancing from me in Sandusky, Ohio,
years ago. Another coincidence surprised me
that night—Gordon and Anne Clark came to
the dance. I had called at their wedding party
thirteen years ago! So often, my trips today are
quick in-and-out affairs and this was no exception. I flew into the gorgeous little GreenvilleSpartanburg Airport on Thursday and out again
on Friday. Larry Monday cued rounds. Other
notables were there, such as Bill and Penny
Schriver, who hosted me a year ago at the Foothills Jamboree in Anderson, S.C. The only disappointment of the event was the poor sound
feature of an otherwise A-1 new church gym.
Plans are underway for a remedy soon. (Huh?
What? —CAB)
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Sutton, Quebec, Canada—Turning over a
new leaf on the calendar to the splendor of October is symbolic; what adds reality is to go
swishing northward over the boarder in a trail
of maple leaves to Canada, where turning leaves
gaily and visibly mark autumn's arrival. This
was a return visit. Last year at this time we spent
a week in Sutton attending an Elderhostel program that involves casual study for seniors. This
year we returned as instructors to teach a token
course in American Folk Dance. The Horizon
Hotel was our alpine site. Each day Cathie and
I directed our dozen protégés through squares,
rounds, mixers, contras, lines, two-steps and
folk flavors aplenty. Sometimes kaleidoscopic,
sometimes catastrophic, totallyfi4n-tastic fare!
We sat in on a basic French course (Bon soir,
Claudette!) to try to absorb our puis en quis.
We even combined dancing and French once
avec Sur Le Pont d' Avignon. As expected, in a
short week, we can't begin to make Mainstream
(or even Basic) dancers out of Elderhostelers;
we don't try. Just a passing taste of the activity,
its heritage, its splendid variety, is enough.
Hopefully, guest students in Sutton from as far
away as Missouri and California, will go home
with just a tad more appreciation for what we
do than before, (Great fun to be "earning" a
vacation by teaching and dancing for an hour
and a half a day! —CAB)
Saratoga, New York—On a weekday night,
I drove into the Racetrack City as a favor for a
friend. Newer caller Helen Richardson (Hague
grad '95) asked for a commentary on her calling/cueing at a new square/line class of close
to 30, a very good size these days. One reason
she does well with new classes in several localities is by using hundreds of promo flyers
with
these
captivating
captions:
"Warning...staying at home may be hazardous
to your health...this practice could result in serious problems, including loneliness, boredom
and eye-strain from TV" Good show! Carry on,
Helen R. and Vito Tambasco, partner!
Silver Bay, New York—Introducing square
dancing to a dozen chronologically advantaged
Elderhostelers, just as we had done in Canada,
for a week at our home base venue was cool
and colorful. This time a new dimension was
added—a "graduation" party on the last night
in which our class members performed for
members of other Elderhostel course people,
with dancing for all. As before, some line
dances, play party games and European folk
dances were included in the course, along with
a brief history of our dance heritage. Chalking
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up three Elderhostel teaching stints for me and
two for Cathie, this fall was a record for both of
us; I'll wager there'll be a lot more. (Old friends
from Ohio, Dick and Mary Fabik, whom many
will remember from our magazine days, joined
in time for the dance that evening, making it an
extra special experience. —CAB)
Dryden, New York—This little town (population 1,800) has surely had more than its share
of tragedy, capped by the recent murders of two
high school cheerleaders, and this event certainly affected attendance at my program there
just days after it happened. Some time ago Bob
and Mary Jane Jacobsen asked me to come to
Dryden to be a speaker at her Rotary Club. They
were with us once on our square dance tour to
England. They hosted me out on their farm, and
we had some pleasant talks about square dancing and my other hobby, cartooning, a subject I
often cover at Rotary clubs.

Schoharie (SW of Albany), New York—
This Hay Shaker's club, like so many others
these days, struggles along with three or four
sets of regular members and depends on visitors to fill the floor and the coffers, We garnered
five sets this time, with no shortage of fun and
sociability. Sorry to be a few minutes late in
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arriving, due to a snafu; no one told me the new
dance location was five miles from the one
shown on my contract. (Why callers go gray!
—CAB) Earl and Lucille Sanford (our "down
under" gang) were there. Don Griffith, president, officiated. Dolores and Chris Randall
rounded out the program.
Sacramento, California—A big crosscountry skyhop landed me in San Francisco for
this one. No time for cable cars or Fisherman's
Wharf this time; my half-a-hunka Honda
hustled me off to Sacramento after just an hour
at the Museum of Cartoon Art. Jack Murtha
had set up a Rep-Talk for CALLERLAB in
Loomis for the Greater Sacramento Callers
Assn., and that two-hour exchange of ideas was
stimulating. Following that, I called for Jack's
Basic Club in Wheatland, with several sets in
action both squarely and linear (Jack did lines/
rounds.) Good experience restricting calls to
pure Basic. Jack is a champion of that. Then
came a flip to SFO and a jet to home.

Cohoes (Albany), New York—Wrapping
up the month of October, I flipped down to the
Capitol City suburb to sing one for Single
Squares at their new, improved location, St.
Michael's Community Center. I'm getting to be

SquareShop.com
MARKETING
ON
THE
INTERNET
The SquareShor otters a unique
and affixdable presence on the
\ Vorld \Vide Web. Square dancers
this
world-wide can access

shopping plaza of square dance
suppliers and services with one
easy address. Merchants of an
array of products for the square,
round, country-western dancer
are collectively presented fix the
convenience of Internet
purchasing.
SquareShop TM
Drawer 151
Holdenville. OK 748480151
Voice/FAX (405) 379-3872
Email: sales4squareshop.com
http: //www squareshop.com
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a "regular" there, and it's a treat, since they take dancing—square and round— seriously. Esther
and Iry Mindlin made the rounds resound. Caller Helen Richardson (Hague grad '95) was there. Ev
Dash runs a tight ship, as the capable presiding officer.
Winter will soon get its grip on the North Country, but right now the bright foliage is starting to
fall, and I must be leaving, too... *

LEARN BY VIDEO
THE ORIGINAL

GOLD STAR
VIDEO PRODUCTIONS
SQUARE DANCE TAPES
I. BASIC 1 TRAINING TAPE - (1-23)
2. BASIC 2 TRAINING TAPE - (24-49)
3. MAINSTREAM TRAINING TAPE
4. PLUS TRAINING TAPE
5. SINGING CALL TAPE - MS - Plus

ADVANCED SQUARE DANCE TAPES
6. A - 1 PART A
7. A - 1 PART B
8. A - I DANCE TIPS
9. A - 2 PART 1
10.A - 2 PART 2

ROUND DANCE TAPES
11.WALTZ BASICS
12.TWO-STEP BASICS - No. I
13.TWO-STEP BASICS - No. 2
14.EASY LEVEL ROUND (12 Two Step, 6 Waltz Rountines)
15.PHASE Ill Waltz/Foxtmt
16.PHASE III Cha Cha/Rhumba
17.PHASE III Tango/liven. Step
18.PHASE IV Waltz
19.PHASE IV Foxtrot
20. PHASE IV Cha Cha/Rhumba
21. PHASE IV live/West Coast Swing
22. PHASE IV Paso Doble/Quickstep
C>
23. Dancing Easy Level

NEW
24. DBD Plus
HOW TO ORDER
Send a check or money order (no cash please) payable to
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS
(S3.50 for shipping, handling and insurance for each tape)
AMERICAN CURRENCY
(Shipping and handling SIO each tape outside the U.S.A.
S5 each tape for Canada)

GOLD STAR VIDEO
PRODUCTIONS
PO BOX 107
SISTERS, OR 97759
CAL. TOLL FRU

1-800-87-HINGE
IRS11-1)1ATF OFt WIFRY

PALOMINO RECORDS, INC
2905 Scenic Dr.
Marion, OH 43302-8386
YOUR "ONE STOP" SHOP!!!
(WHOLESALE AND RETAIL)

WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER
OF SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE RECORDS
OVER 450,000 RECORDS IN STOCK!!!
WHO CARRIES ALL SQUARE DANCE RECORDS? WE DO!
WHO CARRIES ALL ROUND DANCE RECORDS? WE DO!
WHO CARRIES ALL COUNTRY WESTERN/LINE DANCE RECORDS? WE DO!
WHO CARRIES CLOGGING RECORDS? WE DO!
WHO PROVIDES A FREE PLASTIC SLEEVE WITH EVERY RECORD? WE DO!
WHO GOES THAT EXTRA MILE TO FIND THAT

HARD TO GET RECORD? WE DO!
WHO CARRIES RECORD CASES? WE DO!
WHO CARRIES MICROPHONES, BOTH STANDARD & WIRELESS? WE DO!
WHO HAS A MONTHLY SQUARE DANCE TAPE SERVICE? WE DO!
WHO HAS A MONTHLY ROUND DANCE TAPE SERVICE? WE DO!
WHO SPECIAL ORDERS CDS & TAPES UPON REQUEST? WE DO!
WHO CARRIES BLANK CASSETTE TAPES? WE DO!
WHO HAS A MONTHLY NEWSLETTER THAT LETS YOU LIST YOUR WANTED
OR FOR SALE ITEMS? WE DO!
WHO HAS A COMPUTERIZED INVENTORY SYSTEM THAT LETS YOU KNOW
INSTANTLY IF THE RECORD IS IN STOCK? WE DO!
WHO GETS YOUR ORDERS OUT PROMPTLY? WE DO!
WHO HAS A TOLL-FREE, NO COST TO YOU, PHONE AND FAX LINE?

WE DO!
SERVICE WITH THE PERSONAL TOUCH!
VOICE ORDERS (USA & CANADA): 1-800-328-3800
VOICE ORDERS (INTERNATIONAL): 1-614-389-5919
CUSTOMER SERVICE (ALL): 1-614-389-3940
ALL OTHER FAXES: 1-614-389-4028
INTERNET ADDRESS: palominorecords@worldnet.att.net
DEDICATED TOLL-FREE (ABSOLUTELY NO COST TO YOU!) FAX LINES ORDERS ONLY, PLEASE!!!
AUSTRALIA: 1-800-553-619
USA & CANADA: 1-800-227-5420
DENMARK: 8001-6034
GERMANY: 0130-81-7038
NEW ZEALAND: 0800-440-629
JAPAN: 0066-33-830Q22
UNITED KINGDOM: 0800-89-5192
SWEDEN: 020-793550
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$31.95
(Plus P/H)
45 RPM - 60
Holds 60 records
9"x6"x8"

ATTENTION !!"
INTERNATIONAL
CUSTOMERS
WE'VE MADE IT EASY AND
"COST-FREE"
FOR YOU TO PLACE YOUR
ORDERS WITH US !!!
YOU CAN E-MAIL YOUR
ORDERS TO:
palominorecords
@worldnet.att.net
OR
FAX "TOLL-FREE"
(ABSOLUTELY NO COST
TO YOU)
FROM YOUR PHONE TO
OUR'S !!!
AUSTRALIA: 1-800-553-619
DENMARK: 8001-6034
GERMANY: 0130-81-7038

$47.95
(Plus P/H)
45RPM - 180

JAPAN: 0066-33-830022
NEW ZEALAND: 0800-440-629
SWEDEN: 020-793550

Holds 180 records
9"x9"x1712"

UNITED KINGDOM: 0800-89-5192
USA & CANADA: 1-800-227-5420
ALL OTHER FAXES: 1-614-389-4028

VOICE ORDERS ( USA & CANADA )
1-800-528-3800
VOICE ORDERS ( INTERNATIONAL )

1-614-389-5919

$72.95
(Plus P/H)

CUSTOMER SERVICE ( ALL )

1-614-389-3940

45 RPM - 270
Holds 270 records
9"x9"x26"
Palominio Records, Inc. 2905 Scenic Dr., Marion, OH 43302-8386
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tiotaotoes

1-800-648-8126 (Orders)
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back
MADE IN AMERICA

NEW GLITTER STYLE AND NEW PEWTER COLOR ADDL.D
These shoes are
Style: 'Dancer' *519
135.95/pr
Colors. Black, White, Rea, Navy, Bone
Last: Uptown (Modified slender toe character)
1;2' Rubber cushioned with non-marring
Heel:
replaceable top lift.

manufactured
in our factory, located in

Gloversville. NY, USA
Thus, we are able to offer
'ALL LEATHER'
shoes of incomparable
quality and price

Style: 'Heather *538
$37.95/pr
Colors: Black, White Gold, Silver, Red,
Navy, Bone. Pewter
Last: Uptown (Modified slender toe character)
Heel: 1,2' Rubber cushioned with non -marring
replaceable top lift

Features
• Soft genuine garment leather upper, Including Gold, Silver and Pewter metalics.
• Non -marring split leather outsoles
• Fully lined with foam perspiration absorbing nylon
• Foam cushioned long wearing Ilex -Insole end added 'ball' padding
■ Engineered and constructed for the 'Dancer'

Style:
Style:
( ) MC

Size:
Width:
Size:
- Width: ( ) Visa Signature

Wejli

Send to:

111AI
1.
.

Sizing & Widths (women's)
Narrow 6-10, 11 & 12
Medium & Wide
5-10, 11 & 12
Size 12 available
in *522 & 546

Sf)

Color.
Coto,

Style:

'Shag- *522

$35.95/pr

Colors. Black, White. Gold. Silver, Red,
Navy, Bone. Pewter
Last: Uptown (Modified slender toe character)
Heel: 1/2' Rubber cushioned with non-marring
replaceable top lilt
Style: 'Sylvia' *546
$36.95/pr
Colors: Black, White. Gold, Silver, Red,
Navy. Bone, Pewter
Last: Uptown (Modified slender toe character)
Heel: 1;2' Rubber cushioned with non-maning
replaceable top lift.
Style: 'Jan' #604
$37.95/pr
Colors: Black, White, Gold. Silver, Red,
Navy, Bone. Pewter
Last: CLassic (Modified broad toe character)
Heel: 1 114' Matching

_

Tic-Tac-Toes Mfg. Co
1 Hamilton Street
Gloversville, NY 12078
or Call: 1-800-648-8126 during
factory hours M-F, 7:30-5:00 EST.
Add 4.00.pr . shpprkp and hone•ng.
NY residents add sales tax, end give county.
Canada add 117.00/pr.

Style: 'Peggy' *608
$38.95/pr
Colors: Black, White, Gold, Silver, Red,
Navy, Bone, Pewter
Last: Nicole (Slender toe character)
Heel: 1 1/4' Matching
Style: 'Julie' *611
$38.95/pr
Colors: Black, White. Gold, Silver. Red.
Navy. Bone. Pewter
Last: Nicole (Slender toe character)
Heel: 1 1/4' Matching
Style:

'Gloria' *796

$45.00/pr

Colas: Gold, Silver, Pewter
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FEEDBACK
Dear Jon and Susan,
As a result of publishing my letter "When is
Paradise Not Paradise...," (June '95, ASD
Magazine) we were sent a tape from Australia.
Nev McLachlan of the Sunshine Coast Square
Dance Center, Buderim, Queensland, who built
his own building and calls his own club, sent
it. I would guess he identified with our plight.
We were very surprised and pleased that someone would take the time to send us a tape from
so far away. It is a great tape and we learned
something right from the start. Had to go to
Burleson's Encyclopedia on the first tip! (Grand
Slide.) His tape was for two couple dancing.
If you have any influence with callers, perhaps a word could be said about the lack of two
couple tapes at the Basic and Mainstream level.
I am of the opinion a change of format of
teaching could benefit not only the caller, but
the students and angels as well. One very strong
thing that can be said for this type of dancing is
that a person will be well founded in the basics
as well as positions.
Some of the callers might say there is no
market for that type of tape and no money in
producing them. My reply is...so make a demand by teaching two couple dancing and producing the answer for the demand thus created
and there will be a profit. Not only that, this
will allow four dancers the ability to improve
their dancing in an informal situation at times
and places of their own desire.
This is also where the better dancers can help
some of the newer dancers become more proficient and develop lasting friendships at the same
time. I believe most all of the newer dancers
would welcome additional help when such help
could come in a less public environment.
Having been dancing for only twenty years,
I don't know if this has been tried before or not,
nor do I know if it is feasible at a lower level.
However, we have introduced all visitors of The
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Grand Cayman Squares to two couple dancing
and have been surprised that most of them have
neither heard of nor danced to tapes or to the
two couple concept. Each and every time they
have had one heck of a good time and have all
vowed to look up another couple when they get
home and do some more.
I welcome comments from any and all.
Thanks again for lending your ear.
For better square dancing...
Sincerely,
Bob and Ginger Book,
Grand Cayman Squares, PO Box 30072
SMB, Grand Cayman Island,
British West Indies
Dear ASD,
I have to respond to the article in the October issue "What is the Answer?" by Dennis
Callin, Straight Talk, page 72.
I have maintained for some time now that
the square dance world has gotten level crazy.
There will be enough "Mainstreamers" who
want to go on to Plus, enough "Plusers" who
want to dance Al and A2, etc. All well and
good, but let's not force another level on anyone before they are ready.
The grassroots of square dancing is Mainstream. That's where we all got our start. I agree
with Mr. Callin that we need to get back to
Basics and Mainstream. Let's get the entry level
healthy and strong and the rest will take care of
itself.
I am a caller as well as a dancer. I call and
teach Mainstream and I go to a lot of Mainstream dances that have veteran callers to watch
and listen, to improve my own Mainstream
skills. I want my dances to be somewhat challenging, but more important, to be successful
and FUN for the dancers.
CALLERLAB and ACA, callers and dancers, we can protect this great activity of ours by
5I

HEARD THE LATEST?

C Silver Sounds
Records

Corben Geis

SSR-199
"FLINSTONES"

Lori Morin

SSR-198
"DO WHAT YOU DO, DO WELL"

Distributed exclusively by Supreme Audio/Astec Record Distributors

Silver Sounds Records, PO Box 229, Glastonbury, CT 06033; PH: (860) 633-0370
MEMBER - Square and Round Dance Music Producers Association
getting back to Basics and Mainstream, and
strengthening our foundation. You can take this
to the bank—square dancing will survive, and
get back to health. Our class numbers will increase, convention and festival numbers will
grow, but we do need a healthy foundation.
Anything worth doing is worth doing well
and doing it right, the first time. So, it may take
25 to 30 weeks. Just like a good wine, it takes
time. It all starts at Level 1—MAINSTREAM.
Gary Mille, Portland, Oregon
Dear Editor,
I would like to respond to Ray Taylor's letter in the October Feedback column.
When I was a young caller twenty years ago
I, too, believed that CALLERLAB was made
up of "national traveling callers." I didn't see
any reason to join because I felt they were taking square dance away from the dancers and
changing it to glorify themselves. Then I met
and talked to a few "national traveling callers"
and found that they didn't fit the stereotype I
had created. They were concerned about the
dancers and the long-term effects of the decisions the group was making. My mother, a long
time political activist, told me, "You can't fight
52

City Hall by standing on the steps outside and
complaining. If you don't like what they are
doing, go inside and work to push your own
viewpoint." She was right! After I joined
CALLERLAB in 1981, I found that there were
almost as many opinions as there were callers
in it. I also found that Democracy is alive and
well in America. An elected official is supposed
to represent his constituency even if he doesn't
happen to think they are right. This is a real test
of ethical behavior. It would be so easy to cast
your vote where you personally thought it should
go. I have talked to many callers and clubs—
local, regional, national and international—who
have not liked a particular move CALLERLAB
made but have supported it because it was made
by the majority of their fellow members and they
choose to support the democratic process rather
then secede from the Union.
I was a club caller for twelve years and taught
classes every year. I've called for family clubs,
Mainstream and Plus level clubs and more
square dance party nights than I can keep track
of over the years. I've lived and called in the
U.S. on local and state levels. I've called and
prompted contras at numerous U.S. and Canadian national conventions. When my family's
traveling made it impossible to teach a square
American Squaredance. December 1996
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dance class for a full year, I began teaching a
series of ten week "Introduction to American
Folk Dance" classes for local recreation departments. I steered my enthusiastic new dancers
into local dance communities that they wanted
more of. That is, not just modern western
square dancing, but C/W line dance, traditional
square and contra groups, and international folk
dance groups of many ethnic origins. The dancers I taught were just that—dancers. They were
not just square dancers. They knew about all
the different kinds of dancers and most joined
more than one activity. If they went from line
dancing to contra they were not considered
dropouts because the door was always open to
go back in again.

CALLERLAB now interprets the words
SQUARE DANCE as a generic term covering
all related areas of dance, be it Challenge
squares or C/W lines or couples or round dance
or Contra. This approach is the very one that I
believed in twenty years ago. I have supported
CALLERLAB and cast my vote and tried to
lobby for this broader definition and slowly the
emphasis is changing. I know that it will go on
changing and may drift in a direction I don't
like. I plan to be inside where I have a say in
the future, not out on the steps yelling foul.
Yona B. Chock,
Ewa Beach, Hawaii
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6th Annual
International Square
IL\i, Dance Convention
in Wheelchairs
July 3, 4 & 5, 1997

"It's Heaven in '97"
At the heavenly Radisson South
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Phone (800) 333-3333 to reserve by June 5th
Mention the Convention for special rates
Watch the fireworks from a heavenly view!!
July 3 - Welcome Part
Square Dancing
on July 4 & 5
Convention registration
and information:
Warren Berquam
3775 Co Rd 92 North
Maple Plain, MN 55359
612-972-2191
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n keeping with the holiday season, I found
this delightful dance in a new compilation
of dances called "(Southern) California
Twirls." I have since danced and called "Holiday Scurry" and find it very comfortable and
well timed.
Formation is Improper, 1, 3, 5, etc., crossed
over
Al; WITH ONE BELOW (neighbor) DO SA
DO (8)
After doing the do sa do, dancers should be
facing each other. A Highland fling does not
work well with this dance.
SAME TWO TURN BY RIGHT, MEN
TURN BY LEFT (8)
In doing the "swing thru," be sure to take
up all 8 counts so you can begin the next movement on phrase. Some like making this a little
zesty by making the right hand turn 1 1/2, then
allowing just two counts for the men turning 1/
2 by left, which in reality is nothing more than
a pass by.
A2; PARTNER BALANCE AND SWING
(16) (end the swing in long lines facing
across)

i

BI; LONG LINES FORWARD AND BACK
(8)
with COUPLE ACROSS STAR BY RIGHT 1- (8)
A hands across right hand star works better
than the wrist hold since the ladies will continue in the star as it becomes a chain.
B2; MEN CAST OUT, LADIES CHAIN
ACROSS (8)

Dancing
Contra
with Don Ward

Upon reaching their side of the set, the men
will do a left turn out of the star (cast out/off)
into place to face across as the ladies continue
to the right hand star to chain across the set for
a courtesy turn.
PROMENADE ACROSS, WHEEL
AROUND TO FACE OUT, PULL BY
LEFT (8)
This sounds a little tricky but in reality is a
very smooth transition. In promenade position
move across the set and begin a courtesy turn,
however, instead of stopping with the half turn
to face in continue the turn to end facing out as
a couple. The man, who has the ladies left hand
in his left, will gently pull the lady across in
front of him leading her to the next waiting man
and upon releasing hands the man will turn 1/4
to his right to face a new dancer for the do sa
do.
For music I enjoy "Charlie Hunter" from the
cassette "Kitchen Junket" by Yankee Ingenuity, available from CDSS. From your box of
square dance tunes "Sweet Georgia Brown,"
Cimarron 113 makes a nice match. The Shaw/
SIO version does not dance near as well.
* HAVE A SAFE HOLIDAY SEASON! *

ED FRAIDENBURG
(Calling For You)
***
1916 Poseyville Rd.
Midland, Michigan 48640
Phone: 517-835-9524
***
Calling All Levels Thru A-2
Call or Write for Rates & Dates
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Kenerrrefez/gieo
by Lee & Steve Kopman

I just came from a Plus dance and called Peel the Top from a position where the girls
weren't on the ends of the wave to start. I did say end fold and peel the top—besides the
whole floor breaking down, the expressions on the dancers' faces were of such confusion.
Why do we always call Peel the Top the same way?? We don't have to, do we. And shouldn't
we explore the possibilities? Do dancers really need to move up to Advance levels and
higher from boredom? After reminding the dancers the rules of Peel the Top, try these
ideas with them.
1. HEADS PASS THE OCEAN
EXTEND
SWING THRU
SPIN THE TOP
EXPLODE THE WAVE
TRADE BY
SWING THRU
SCOOT BACK
BOYS FOLD
PEEL THE TOP
BOYS RUN
WHEEL & DEAL; SWEEP 14
LEFT ALLEMANDE
2. SIDES SQUARE THRU TWO
PASS THE OCEAN
GRAND SWING THRU
EACH WAVE, GIRLS FOLD
PEEL THE TOP
SWING THRU
CIRCULATE
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND

3. HEADS STAR THRU
DOUBLE PASS THRU
TRACK TWO
BOYS FOLD
PEEL THE TOP
BOYS RUN
BEND THE LINE
SQUARE THRU TWO
WHEEL & DEAL
CENTERS SQUARE THRU THREE
LEFT ALLEMANDE
4. SIDES PASS THE OCEAN
PING PONG CIRCULATE
EXTEND
FAN THE TOP
EACH WAVE, BOYS FOLD
PEEL THE TOP
EXTEND
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND
YOU'RE HOME

A sign in the store window read: NO HELP WANTED
As two men passed-by, one said to the other,
"You should apply—you'd be great."
— The Kootenay Square Dancer, Trail, B.C., February 1995
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5. HEADS STAR THRU & SPREAD
PASS THE OCEAN
ENDS FOLD
PEEL THE TOP
BOYS SPIN THE TOP
GIRLS CAST OFF 34
OUTER SIX CIRCULATE
BOYS RUN
CENTERS WHEEL & DEAL
CENTERS PASS THRU
SQUARE THRU THREE
LEFT ALLEMANDE
6. SIDES LEAD RIGHT
SINGLE CIRCLE TO A WAVE
GIRLS FOLD
PEEL THE TOP
RECYCLE
PASS THE OCEAN
SWING THRU
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND
7. HEADS PASS THRU
SEPARATE AROUND ONE TO A
LINE
PASS THE OCEAN
SPIN THE TOP
GIRLS CAST OFF 3/4
BOYS HAVE THE ENDS FOLD &
PEEL THE TOP
OUTER SIX CIRCULATE
BOYS RUN
CENTERS WHEEL & DEAL
DOUBLE PASS THRU
LEADS TRADE
PASS THRU
LEFT ALLEMANDE
8. HEADS STAR THRU
DOUBLE PASS THRU
TRACK TWO
EXPLODE
GRAND SWING THRU
EACH WAVE, GIRLS FOLD
PEEL THE TOP
SWING THRU
CIRCULATE
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND

9. SIDES PASS THRU
SEPARATE AROUND TWO TO A
LINE
BOX THE GNAT
PASS THE OCEAN
BOYS FOLD
PEEL THE TOP
GRAND SWING THRU
HINGE
COORDINATE
FERRIS WHEEL
DIXIE GRAND
LEFT ALLEMANDE
10.HEADS SQUARE THRU THREE
SEPARATE AROUND ONE TO A
LINE
PASS THE OCEAN
ENDS FOLD
PEEL THE TOP
BOYS EXPLODE THE WAVE
GIRLS HINGE
CENTERS IN
CAST OFF 34
BOYS PASS THE OCEAN
FLIP THE DIAMOND
EXPLODE
SQUARE THRU BUT ON THE
FOURTH HAND
LEFT ALLEMANDE
11.SIDES RIGHT & LEFT THRU & LEAD
LEFT
VEER RIGHT
BOYS RUN
BOYS FOLD
PEEL THE TOP
SPIN THE TOP
SPLIT CIRCULATE TWO TIMES
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND
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DESIGN YOUR STATE DIRECTORY
SO IT'S EASY TO READ

Most state and province associations or federations have an official publication that lists
scheduled dances in a directory format. Some
are better than others; all are better than not
having a directory. The important thing is the
way it is designed. It should be easy for all dancers, especially visiting dancers, to quickly find
the dance that they wish to attend. Location
should be the primary sort. Just as in real estate, the three most important things are location, location, location!
After location, the day of the week and the
date are most important. As you design your
directory consider yourself looking for a place
to dance in a place 100-plus miles from your
hometown. You will quickly realize that the
name of the club is not important to the unfamiliar dancer. Directories should never be in
club name sequence. The minor sort control
should be the program being offered, i.e., Mainstream with Rounds or Plus with Rounds and
so forth.
Prospective visitors are mainly concerned
with location (where they plan to be), the date
(day) that they plan to be in your area, and what
is offered (program[s]). It would be nice to include the caller and/or cuer's names, but it isn't
necessary. Odds of a visitor knowing The callers and cuers in your area are quite slim. They
just want to dance!
In summary, a Mainstream dancer does not
want to go to your dance and find out after arriving at your hall that the dance is a Plus dance
and was not advertised as a Plus dance. Don't
take it for granted that the visiting dancer will
assume your club dance is a Plus dance. Including details is very important. Your goal is to
make it easy for the visiting dancer to find the
right dance in your area.
All directory listings should have a contact
person's name and telephone number so potential visitors can call to get more information,
especially directions.
Excellent directories can enhance your dance
attendance in your state or province, especially
if your state or province is a primary vacation
area. After you have developed a great directory the next step is to get it distributed to the
right places—visitors bureaus and chamber of
commerce offices.
Club Leadership Journal, October 1996
Editor's note: May we add that you should
keep the above information in mind when designing flyers for special events. In the mounAmerican Squaredance, December 1996
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National Square Dance
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10,000 clubs around the world
Directories of festivals & conventions. 0*
$8.95 (plus $3.05 postage

$50.00 - Life Subscription

PO Box 880, Brandon MS 39043
Phone: 601-825-6831
Call Toll Free: 1-800-542-4010
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HOW ABOUT A
SUBSCRIPTION
DANCE FOR "ASO"
THOSE IN ATTENDANCE RECti vt_ A
SUBSCRIPTION
(NEW or RENEWAL)
TO THIS MAGAZINE
ALSO A MS or PWS DANCE
IF SCHEDULES PERMIT
EaoPrn Half - Stan Burdick 518-543-8824
• Jon Sanborn 408-443-0761

MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT
4 Stan & Cathie Burdick
MIKESIDE
MANAGEMENT

limey isr• %Mei ler Csilin Sim • Orb. llawect
II', not • had We. du ,covered upstre new Tofk 41
wondenng
none hard to 1.11

waked In and ow belt en the
Alward,. followed h,
week
inne through
Georsu t Sound ,
Mr •

MONTHLY NOTE SERVICE
FOR CALLERS
COMMENTARY CHOREO AND SKILL TIPS
WRITE: SAC BURDICK PO BOX 2678
SILVER BAY, NY 12874

rain of newsletters we receive, we find numerous flyers with only the name of the event, date,
callers and cuers. It is very important to include the location of the event—with the full
address—along with a contact person. The information for the contact person should be
complete, i.e., full name, address with zip code
and phone number with area code.
In order to include your event in Dateline,
a free service we provide to our readers, the
above details are needed, so that dancers
throughout the world will be able to make contact with you.
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THE NOREO NORM

by Steve

Happy holidays to you all!
Let's look at the Plus call Follow Your Neighbor & Spread. Not the ordinary, typical starting formation.
Let's try it with the girls looking in and see what happens. This is very danceable.
HEADS SQUARE THRU 2
TOUCH 1/4
SPLIT CIRCULATE
FOLLOW YOUR NEIGHBOR
AND SPREAD
THEN:
1. Boys Trade
Swing Thru
Recycle
Pass to the Center
Centers Slide Thru
You're Home

2. Acey Deucey
Swing Thru, Two
Times
Right and Left Grand

4. Swing Thru
Acey Deucey
Recycle
Square Thru Three
Left Allemande

5. Explode the Wave
Tag the Line
Face In
Pass Thru
Wheel and Deal
Centers Square
Thru Three
Left Allemande

3. Boys Trade
Spin the Top
Grand Swing Thru
Boys Run
Bend the Line
Swing Thru
Right & Left Grand

Need a holiday gift idea
for your favorite caller?
How about a set of callers'
material? Check out the ad
below for the gift everyone
will enjoy. *

Kopman's Choreography
SOMETHING NEW TO OFFER !!! Now available: "SOFT" set of Mainstream, Plus,
Advance and C1.

A Great Christmas Gift

• $50.00 per set

• 50 sequences per set
• Reduce your calling preparation
• Easy to read

Send check or money order to:
STEVE & DEBBIE KOPMAN
1305 WHITOWER DRIVE
KNOXVILLE, TN 37919
SK

•
•

Immediate delivery
All requests confidential

MS

PLUS

A2

Cl (NEW "SOFT' SET)

MS

PLUS

A2

Cl (HARD SET)
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HI 4 HAT RECORDS
Buddy weave,

Line Kinney

Torn Perry

Wore fii;C:cnala

Hi-Hat Pioneers
Enka
Johunnson

CJ

aceey Lowni

KEEP 'EM SQUARED UP WITH HI-HAT &
BLUE RIBBON DANCE RECORDS

ClObairitin
Patriali

THE HI-HAT STAFF WISH YOU A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS
Ernie & Lani KINNEY
Enka JOHANSSON
Wayne McDONALD & Dee
Deborah PARNELL & Frank
Buddy & Debra WEAVER

Kip & Pat GARVEY
Bobby & Betty LEPARD
Tom & Sharon MILLER
Tom & Dawn PERRY
Ken & Marilyn CARLTON

6.1114r1

2 BEAUTIFUL HI-HAT CHRISTMAS SINGING CALLS:

!op Garvey

HH 5152 - Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas by Buddy
HH 5170 - Christmas In Dixie by Hi-Hat Pioneers
HH 5170C - Christmas In Dixie with Harmony by The Pioneers

You may order the HI-HAT PIONEERS' new tape "SIERRA NEVADA" from the produce;

BLUE

.14150.11 Nom

RIBBON RECORDS

Earl West

Bill Stone

David Murray

Dave Parker

Jerry
B9gentatr

THE BLUE RIBBON STAFF WISH YOU
A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS

Sal DanohJe

Bob & Linda BERKA
Jason & Donna DEAN
Jimmy & Carol GRIFFIN
Ed & Esther HAYNACK
David & Tern MURRAY
Bill & Gloria STONE

Jerry & Judy BIGGERSTAFF
Bill & Polly DONAHUE
Jerry & Betty GULLEDGE
Bill & Linda MAISCH
Dave & Rein() PARKER
Earl & Dottie WEST

A CUTE CHRISTMAS SONG FOR YOUR RECORD CASE:
BR 256 Mr. Santa by Burin Davis
THE DJ STAFF ALSO WISH YOU A MERRY CHRISTMAS
Dan & Jill NORDBYE
Joe & Chris SALTEL

PPODUCER:

ERNIE KINNEY ENTERPRISES
3925 N. TOLLHOUSE ROAD, FRESNO, CA 93726-7437
PHONE: (209)227-2764 FAX: (209) 224-1463
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Callers' Note
Services. . • •
What They Can
Do For You

By Brad Carter
Editor Dancetime Notes for Callers

ote services provide the callers with
many ways to improve his/her call
ing. The following article represents
various ways in which this note service can
be used to ensure your calling improves and,
at the same time, get your investment back
with interest.
Why do I need to subscribe to a note service? What will the notes provide me? Are
note services worth the money you pay?
These are all-important questions that must
be answered or you might be throwing your
time, effort and money away.
Definition: Note Service. A means of acquiring information and the ideas of many
people without having to do exhaustive research yourself. A note service can provide
you with information that would take a considerable amount of time for you to assimilate, saving you valuable time.
Bettering myself. Why? I think all of us
strive to make ourselves and the dancing
world better. A note service provides you
with a vehicle to improve yourself through
education. A note service can provide not
only facts, but ideas. These facts and/or ideas
can be easily comprehended by you, the subscriber, and implemented in your own way.
Becoming a square dance caller has taken a
considerable amount of time and effort. Do
not let these skills become stagnate, improve
them with a continual influx of information
from a caller's note service.
Are all note services the same? NO! While
I will only speak for DANCETIME Notes
for Callers, I can tell you no two note services are alike. Each note service has its own
purpose and agenda. Some provide opinions,
while others provide jokes and cartoons per-

N
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taining to the square dance activity. Choreography can be found in all of them in one
form or another. There is a note service for
everyone. It is up to you to find one and make
it work for you.
Fallacy: I have called it all from everywhere that is possible. I once thought this
myself...boy, was I ever wrong! I would be
willing to believe that almost every combination that could be called has been called
at one time or another. But I doubt if any
one person can lay claim to such a statement.
A note service can provide you with a different perspective. We all look at things from a
little different angle and someone else always seems to find a small detail that the
rest of us missed.
• • • • •
Here are some very general statements/
objectives you might want to think about
before acquiring a callers' note service. A
note service allows you to...
• acquire knowledge of others in an
inexpensive way.
• cut down on time-consuming research.
• show initiative through self-improvement.
• learn as much from the notes as your
dancers will learn (experience) from
dancing to you.
• better yourself; your dancers will
appreciate you more.
• discover the alternatives for handling
situations that may arise when calling.
• use this information now and also
archive it for future use. Choreography
does not grow old!

American Squaredance, December 1996
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MEMORY SCHOOL
Two Couples, who have played cards every month for years, are taking a break from their
game. After their wives go into the kitchen, Joe says to Frank, "I usually have to remind you
what cards have been played, but tonight I didn't have to. How come?"
"I went to memory school," says Frank.
"Really?" asks Joe. "What's the name of the school?"
"Let me see...what do you call that flower that's red, with thorns on the stem?"
"A rose," says Joe.
"Yeah, that's it, a rose. Hey, Rose!" yells Frank toward the kitchen. "What was the name of
that memory school I went to?"
— Hooleyann Whirl, Sept. 1995, Watertown, South Dakota

NEW LINE OF FASHIONS
Orders Available from these shops

CALIFORNIA
DORIS'S Crystal Magic Petticoats
8331 Pinecrest Drive
Redwood Valley, CA 95470
1-800-468-6423
http 11www squareshop corn
Free Swatches. Flyers

I

LOUISIANA

SQUARE D FASHIONS
5821 Auburn Blvd. Ste 5
Sacramento. CA 95841.1207
(916) 344-0346

JANETS
1956 Cherokee Dr
Lake Charles, LA 70611
(318) 855-4470
Visa & MC

CAROL'S COUNTRY CORNER
6520 Plan Ave . Ste 623
West Hilts, CA 91307
(818) 347-1207

MARYLAND

ILLINOIS
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE
7215 W Irving Park Road
Chicago. IL 60634

CALYCO cRossiNG
407 Main Street
Laurel. MO 20707
1(301) 498-2111
or 1-800-627-0412

OKLAHOMA
LOWELL'S ADVERTISING
SPECIALTIES DANCE APPAREL
119 West Main
Moore, OK 73160-5105
(405) 799-5602 Fax 506-7995602
Just outside OK City & worth the trip

SOUTH CAROLINA
THE SQUARE DANCERS CLOSET
Marilyn Adams
2012 Warren CI , N Augusta. SC 29841
(803) 279-3687
Send for Catalogue - 51 00 each

NEW YORK
IOWA
LUCKY CLOVERLEAF SHOP
3720 N Division St
Davenport. Iowa 52806
Phone (319) 391-6586
Skirts by Delightful Frocks

SHIRLEY'S
Rt 9-D Box 423, Dept A
Hughsonville, NY 12537
Square Dance Patterns
Send S1 00 for Brochure

NORTH CAROLINA
KANSAS
Bit S/D & WESTERN WEAR
635 E 47th St S Wichita. KS
2 blk. W of 1.35 Trnk, Exit 42
(316) 522-6670, Closed Sun/Mon
All New First Line Apparel
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CIRCLE W SD FASHIONS
Don & Jackie Wilkins
193 Winery Rd
Sneads Ferry, NC 28460
Phone (919) 327-3337
Mail Services-MasterCard-VISA

TEXAS
THE CATCHALL
2310 Brook Hollow Drive
Wichita Falls, TX 76308-2206
Square & Round Dance Regalia
Immediate Mail Order Service
Call (817) 692-8814

WASHINGTON
PETTICOAT JUNCTION
14523 Highway 99 #1
Lynnwood. WA 98037
Toll Free 1-800-344-3262
Describe rt. we'll find rtl
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by
Jack Murtha
ast month I promised to offer some
suggestions for increasing the size of
new dancer classes. How can we increase the size and numbers of our classes
for new square dancers? This is an ideal time
to work on such a project, for several reasons:
1. For the first time there is a national
recognition that we have lost a large percentage of our square dance population and that
our current programs have been unsuccessful at replacing, much less increasing, the
number of dancers leaving.
2. Several caller/teachers and dancer leaders are looking at innovative programs to improve our currently impotent new dancer programs.
3. Some of our most influential organizations such as CALLERLAB, are studying the
problems causing this downturn and searching for solutions that all of us can use to help
our area classes start growing again.
This is a great time to try new ideas and
to share those that actually help increase the
size of new dancer classes. However, while
looking for new ideas, we need to take a second look at those time-tested ideas which
have been shelved. There are many, many
people each day who are looking for a nice
recreational activity which they can learn and
enjoy. There are many, many activities competing for these people. Three very powerful
magnets pull people to special activities:
1.The activity looks like it is easy to learn.
2. The activity looks like it is fun to do.
3. The activity is inexpensive to start.
Square dancing used to be the model for
other recreations in these three regards. No
longer! It now looks like it is hard to learn
(and in our Plus Beginner classes it is), that
it isn't much fun (even dancers frequently
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comment that they see other dancers concentrating so hard they can't smile while
dancing), and it has become an expensive
recreation.
Remember, no one ever gets a second
chance to make a first impression.
Last month I promised to offer some suggestions for increasing the size of new dancer
classes. First, you must believe as I do that
there are many, many people who want to
learn to square dance. I call for thousands of
people in my school programs and at Country Party Square Dances (what others call
One Night Stands). They have a great time
and want more. They are not attracted to our
Plus Beginners' classes which look difficult,
stressful and expensive. (First impressions.)
To increase the size of your next new
dancers class, design a program that is easy
to learn, a lot of fun and inexpensive. Consider it an investment instead of a money
maker. It will take time and repeated effort.
Plan or try three or four times, don't give up
the first time if it doesn't draw a nice size
class. We have seriously injured our Square
Dance Introduction Program and it will take
many years to repair the damage we've done,
but as we learn more wisely, healing will take
place.
1.Set up demonstrations in several places.
At each, use only a few calls that look easy
to learn. Offer to involve the audience. Calls
that work well are Circles, Forward and
Back, Dosado, Right and Left Grand. Promenade and Stars and Swings. Remember—
first impressions! EASY, FUN, INEXPENSIVE, FRIENDLY.
2. Design a plan for lessons that includes
a series of instructional sessions followed by
a series of workshops and parties with no
new calls but lots of interesting uses of the
calls learned. For example, teach calls for
two months, then dance those calls for a
month or two before continuing with more
new calls.
3. Be patient. I've always let my new
dancers know I intend to have them dancing with me for at least 20 years. I don't have
to rush them through my classes. It is more
important to build a solid, long lasting foundation than to rush them through a superficial exposure.
American Squaredance, December 19%

No one needs to change the content or
teaching time for the Community Dance Instructional Program, the Basic Instruction
Program or the Mainstream Instructional
Program. Use these programs to introduce
new people to our recreation. Save the challenge of Plus and Advanced dancing for later
after new dancers graduate. Let us stop trying to make the Plus Program easy, so it will
work better as a Plus Beginners' program.
Instead, increase our class size by skillfully
using a gentler and more enjoyable progression from new dancers into our popular programs. Plus and Advanced programs are for
graduated and experienced Mainstream
dancers. Instead of watering down the Plus
Program and destroying our other programs
we need to work together to build the population of Basic and Mainstream square dancers.
How will this help increase the size of
your next new dancer classes? In most square
dance groups it is the happy, excited new
dancers who are best at recruiting more new
class members. Satisfied, enthusiastic customers furnish the fuel for any booming and
prosperous business! If we want to make
square dancing grow, increase the number
of Basic and Mainstream dancers and turn
them loose! Of course, many of the people
who like and stay in these programs, do so
because they enjoy the social aspects of recreation. To keep their interest, lots of friends
and fun are the attractions. They enjoy dancing that is happy and interesting with a lot
of variety. They aren't equally interested in
dancing that is hard to do or to learn. In fact,

most people looking for a recreational activity are the easy going, social type and they
are finding ballroom and country western
dancing in large numbers.
That makes it very hard for Plus/Advanced groups to support and sponsor Basic
and Mainstream classes, because their dancers like challenging and complex new dancing ideas. Most of them are not attracted to
Basic or Mainstream parties. Every type of
potential square dancer is drawn to attractive new dancer classes, but Plus Beginners'
classes soon begin the process of screening
out those dancers who are not serious about
challenging and complex dancing and those
who cannot learn a lot of calls in a short
time. It is becoming obvious that there are
not many of these serious type of new dancers left.
Those of us who want to increase the
square dancer population are searching for
ways to help the great programs for Basic
and Mainstream dancers that now exist in
many states, Canada and overseas, achieve
this growth. It was thrilling to walk into the
large, packed Mainstream hall at the Portland National Convention! Oregon and
Washington square dance groups strongly
support Mainstream programs.
It will be easy to tell when our efforts to
increase the population of square dancers
start paying off. When the national convention has to add a room for the Basic Program, and the large hall for Mainstream
dancers is always crowded, we will see the
square dance population start to get larger.

Catalog $1.50
plus $.50 postage & handling
American Squaredance, December IV%
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YOU ASKED FOR IT !!! WE DID IT!!!
AVAILABLE NOW IS THE PLUS SUPPLEMENT FOR THE BEST
SELLING BOOK OF COMBINED SQUARE AND COUNTRY
WESTERN LESSON PLANS (Mainstream)

The PLUS Combined Square and Country Western
Lesson Plans Book contains the following:

1. Etiquette for Dance Lessons
2. PLUS Definitions
3. Sample patter for PLUS
4. Country Western Line Dances for use with classes
5. Extensive Country Western Vocabulary Section
This is presented in a Vinyl Binder with
space to add additional material.
This Price is $17.00 + 3.00 for Priority Mail.
Up grade for owners of the Mainstream Manual - $12.00 + 3.00
for postage (the Cover insert of the mainstream book must accompany
the order)

Combined Square and Country Western Dance
Lesson Plan Books
Mainstream
Plus
Mainstream & Plus
Shipping

$25.00
$17.00
$37.00
$3.00

Call 1-800-333-7349 (Visa/MC Accepted). Not available for pgrade.
Or write JnJ SDC, 12610 Lusher Rd., Florissant, MO 63033-5127
64
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June 25 - 28, 1997
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46th National Square Dance Convention

Orlando, Florida
Orange County Convention Center

REGISTRATION AND EARLY BIRD
INFORMATION

Have you registered for the 46th NSDC?
Don't wait until the last minute to send in your
forms or you may not get your first choice of
hotels or campgrounds. But the good news is
that we have an abundance of excellent hotels
and campgrounds in the Orlando area close to
the convention center.
Are you one of the 694 dancers who purchased an early bird registration and have not
yet converted it to a regular registration? If so,
please complete a regular registration form, attach your early bird certificate, or just write
"Early Bird" on the form and send it now. We
want to convert 100% of our early birds.
Need to contact the registration office? We
have established office hours on Monday,
Wednesday and Fridays from 10:00 AM until
4:00 PM eastern time. The office phone number is (904)721-9040, FAX (904)720-0710.
Someone will be there to answer your questions
or find out the answer and call you back.
HALF-A-PAIR To BE "MAGICAL"
YOU ASK...WE LISTEN! With just one
more little wave of our Magic Wand another
trick emerged from the 46th National Square
Dance Convention top hat. The hall formerly
dedicated to "singles," "solos," or "stags," to
mention a few, will now be wearing a brand
new magical name. When you come to Orlando
you will be dancing in the 13,500 squafe foot
hall dedicated to the HALF-A-PAIRS. A warm
Florida welcome to all the HALF-A-PAIR dancers.
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The HALF-A-PAIR hall will be dedicated
to your exclusive use throughout the entire convention. It's conveniently located within the
Orange County Convention Center. Since ALL
dancing at the 46th NSDC will take place under one roof, the HALF-A-PAIRS are just one
door away from the Plus/Rounds hall. One doorway the other direction will take you into the
Exhibition hall. Just across the 90 foot hallway
you'll find the Country Western/Line Dance
hall. An additional 90 feet will bring you to the
Mainstream hall, and another 200 feet will bring
you to the Advanced halls.
In the event you want to rest your feet from
dancing and take advantage of the great bargains our 232 vendors have to offer, the vendor
area is located a mere 200 feet away. If your
special interest is round dancing, you'll find
60,000 feet of wood floors in three halls dedicated exclusively to rounds just a quick ride up
the escalators.
In each of the twenty halls, you will also find
a spot reserved to find the "other half." Our
HALF-A-PAIR ribbons will be special, so you
can quickly recognize your friends and enjoy
the fellowship we are offering to each dancer
attending the 46th National Square Dance Convention.
COMPLIMENTARY Bus PASS OFFERED
AT THE HYATT OF ORLANDO
For those who wish to stay at the Hyatt Orlando (number 21 on your registration form),
there will be offered a complementary bus pass
to the convention center. The Hyatt Orlando is
the co-host hotel for the 46th NSDC. Room rates
65

MEG SIMKINS

119 Allen St.
Hampden, Mass. 01036

413-566-3349

Everything for
Square Dancers
Send $1.00 for catalogue
Refunded on first order.
Handling $5.00 ea.

NEW

NEW

Luxurious nylon organdy is used for this full, but light weight, petticoat. All bottoms are
hemmed for comfort and long wear. Replaceable elastic at waistline.
Extremely full #6000-Sixty yards-3 layers-20 yds. each
$34.00
Extremely full #5000-Fifty yards-3 layers-20 yds. each
$32.00
Extremely full #4000-Forty yards-3 layers-20 yds. each
$30.00
LENGTHS:
COLORS:
SIZES:

19,20,21 and 23 inches.
Red, Black, White, Light Blue, Royal Blue, Ivory, Peach, Pink
Hot Pink, Yellow, Lavender, Mint, Kelly Green, Navy, Dusty Rose.
Small, Medium and Large

have also been adjusted to the following rates:
SINGLE-$89; DOUBLE-$89; TRIPLE-$89;
DOUBLE/DOUBLE-$89.
NEW CAMPGROUNDS

The following new campgrounds have been
added to the registration form for the 46th
NSDC. If you have an old form and wish to
register for any of the new campgrounds, simply write in the information. The new campgrounds are:
#45 Alpine RV Resort, 8550 W Irlo Bronson
Memorial Highway, US 192, Kissimmee, FL
34747; (407) 396-6101; located eight miles
north of Interstate 4, approximately 12 miles
from the convention center. 275 sites. $16.
#46 Florida Camp Inn, 9725 US Highway
27 North, Davenport, FL; located six miles north
of Interstate 4; approximately 17 miles from the
convention center; 100 sites; $12.
#47 Fort Su mmitt, 2525 Frontage Rd.,
Haines City, FL 33837; (941) 424-1880; approximately 12 miles from the convention center; 200 sites; $14.
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#48 Theme World, 2727 Frontage Rd.,
Haines City, FL 33837; (941) 424-1241; approximately 12 miles from the convention center; 200 sites; $14.
#49 Deer Creek, 4200 US Highway 27,
Davenport, FL 33837; (941)424-6824; approximately 17 miles from the convention center; 100
sites; $15.
TAKE THE MAGIC CARPET RIDE TOUR

When you visit Orlando in 1997 to attend
the 46th NSDC, don't miss the opportunity to
tour as many sites in Florida as your schedule
will allow. There will be five half-day tours and
four full-day tours that the 46th NSDC committee members have arranged. The first one is
a special tour arranged just for you. It is our
"Magic Carpet Ride" around the Walt Disney
World property. This tour will be available every morning and afternoon beginning Monday,
June 23 and continuing through Saturday morning.
On this exciting tour, you will visit many of
the most popular Disney hotels. Bet you didn't
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know that Disney had so many hotels! Did you
know that Mickey Mouse has his own
SuperStore? We'll show you the brand new
Disney Shopping Village featuring the Mickey
SuperStore. Also along the way, we'll show you
the Planet Hollywood Restaurant and the
Rainforest Café, which is topped by an "active"
volcano—Disney style.
We'll point out to you the casting office (employment office to non-Disneyites) which is
designed like a medical castle. You see the
administration building that is in the shape of a
wrist watch, with a huge sundial that actually
tells time. You'll hear about the water parks and
see the famous snow-ski/water park aptly
named Blizzard Beach. You'll see so many other
fascinating structures along the tour that you'll
be completely amazed at the creativity and genius of Disney.
During the tour you'll be entertained with
"behind the scenes" storied and fascinating facts
and statistics about Disney World and what it
takes to host thousands of visitors each day.
You'll discover interesting facts (and maybe

some secrets too!) about fabulous Disney Christmas decorations and how Christmas appears
almost overnight at Walt Disney World.
We'll schedule a stop for lunch at one of the
Disney buffereria's for those wishing to purchase a bite to eat. During the lunch break you're
free to explore the hotel and surrounding sites
on your own (but don't miss the bus!). The 46th
NSDC Tour Brochure contains complete details
on all tours, times and special discount process
for early bookings. The brochure is available
from: 46th NSDC National Publicity, 6693
Bowie Road, Jacksonville, FL 32219. Also,
details of tours will be included in January's
issue of this magazine.
ANOTHER OPPORTUNITY To ORDER
SEW & SAVE BOOKLET

Have you missed the boat? Don't panic! The
catch-up pilot craft piloted by John and Janett
Verwey, Vice Chairpersons of Sew & Save, is
standing by and ready to help you get back on
board. Recently, at the general meeting in Orlando for the 46th NSDC, it was noted that many
people have registered but failed to sign up for

BASIC SQUARE DANCE with Larry McBee

•EY(URP INTRO PC/CONTRA

IMPROVE YOUR
DANCE SKILLS THRU

yjog0
R & R IDEO INTERNATIONAL
3649 Whittier Rh d.. Los Angeles. CA 90023 (213) 262-5942

NEW TAPES:
CONTRA
With Nike Seastr=
Z.
A-2 &lure Dance
With NIKE SIKORSKY
NAME:
__.
ADDRESS.
CITY:
STATE:
ZIP CODE:

.1Vol. I: Calls I Thru 23
❑ Vol. 2: Calls 24 Thru 49
Li Vol. 3: Mainstream Cloverleaf to Recycle
PLUS SQUARE DANCE with Lee Schmidt
❑ Tea Cup Chain to Spin Chain
& Exchange The Gears
PLUS SQUARE DANCE IN 'D.B.D.' with Don Mc Whirler
❑ Vol. 1: Tea Cup Chain to Relay the Deucey
❑ Vol. 2: Cross Fire to Spin Chain & Exchange the Gears
A-I SQUARE DANCEe with Mike Sikorsky
E1Vol. 1. Acey Deucey to Cross Over Circulate
❑ Vol. 2: Quarter In to Mix
A-2 SQUARE DANCE with Mike Sikorsky
❑ Vol. I: Pass The Sea to Zig ZagrZag Zig
❑ Vol. 2: Switch To A Diamond to Trail Off
ROUND DANCE with Bob & Edna Faudree
❑ Phase I & II: Fraulcin: St. Louis Blues
❑ Phase III: Answer Me; Desert Song
❑ Phase Ill: Latin Basics (Four Dances)
ROUND DANCE with Joyce (Doss) Lane & Jim Lane
❑ Phase IV: Till Tomorrow. Audios; Rainbow Connection
CLOGGING with Marilyn Hansen
❑ Beginning
❑ Easy Intermediate
❑ Intermediate Level I
❑ Intermediate - Level 2

CONTRA DANCE
__QTY. X S2f.M•
Saks Tau (CA ask)
Shipping/Handling 53.50
local F nt

❑ Introduction To Contra vdMike Seastrom
Package Includes:
Video. Audio Cassettes & Booklet ($44.95)
OTHER TAPES AVAILABLE:
BALLROOOM, WEST COAST SWING.
ETHNIC AND COUNTRY WESTERN
L. CATALOG AVAILABLE UPON REIM EST
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BILL DAVIS SQUARE DANCE SERVICE
THE EXTEMPORANEOUS CALLER — Second Printing
The most comprehensive book on sight and extemporaneous calling ever
written. 140 information packed pages cover Theory of Resolution,
Formation Awareness, Arrangements, Get Outs, Programming, 2-Couple
calling & lots more. By Bill Davis.
$16.95 Plus $1 Post, US & Can. Add $7 for overseas

THE ALL NEW 1996 BIG FIVE DICTIONARY
and Square Dance MANUAL
This edition has new larger type and is the most comprehensive
definitions book yet. It contains official definitions of all calls in the 5
CALLERLAB programs MS through C2 including the most recent 1996
updates. It has lots of Get-Outs. It is filled with diagrams and examples
plus in-depth commentary on: usage, teaching, flow, formation names,
learning hints, and common misunderstandings.
by Bill Davis & John Sybalsky - $9.95 plus $1 post in US & Can.

NEW - 8.5 X11 DELUXE EDITION - $13.95 plus postage
ORDER FROM: Bill Davis, 1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale, CA 94087

the marvelous Sew & Save booklet. People are
learning this was a missed opportunity and now
want to purchase the book. What caused this?
Perhaps it's because we haven't gotten the message out about the contents of the book. Following are some specifics on articles in several
areas on interest.
CRAFTS—Make a pony bead necklace to
hold your club badge and make earrings to
match your outfits. Make a rain skirt to cover
those pretty outfits during a summer shower—
umbrellas only keep the top half dry. Speaking
of rain, don't sew up a storm, sew up a beautiful lady's purse, which has a pocket for everything, including an umbrella!
DRESSES—There's articles for all levels of
experience in sewing from "Bodice 101" and
"Circle Skirt With Three Pieces," to intermediate levels with "Circle Skirt—Next Generation"
and "All You Ever Wanted To Know But Were
Afraid To Ask About Circle Ruffles," and for a
challenge to the experienced sewer—perfectly
spaced scallops on hemlines.
TECHNIQUES—How to take those scraps
living in your closet and turn them into beauti-
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ful vests. How to use pin weaving in a sleeve.
So, you don't have a fancy sewing machine? A
simple straight stitch is all you need to make
those fancy pin tucks on a skirt or blouse.
PIZZAZZ—The Sewers Hall of Fame will
be initiated with photographs of outstanding
outfits.
So how do you catch the boat? We have a
plan. Obtain a copy of the registration form,
mark "ADDENDUM" on the top to let our registration committee know you are already registered. Mark the $3 box for the Sew & Save
Book. Mail this addendum registration form
along with your check to the 46th NSDC, Advance Registration, PO Box 350490, Jacksonville, FL 32235-0490.
FASHION SHOW WILL
CAST A MAGIC SPELL

Don't miss the spectacular 46'h NSDC's
fashion show. The theme, "The Magic of Christmas" is subtitled To Kiss A Frog. Not only is
this a chance to see lovely holiday square dance
attire, but also to see how the Frog Prince is
magically returned to humanness. See how the
modeling of lovely holiday attire is woven
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magically through this play. Obviously this is a
comedy, planned to entertain men, women and
youth, as well as dazzle them with delightful,
decorated and debonair dancers.
DON'T MISS IT, SEE THE MAGIC, ENJOY THE SHOW!

Visit Our Internet Homepage
Visit the Internet Homepage for the 46th
National Square Dance Convention and get the
latest news, information, view the convention
center, download an on-line registration form,
and much more. The address is: http://
www.members.aol.com/nsdc46th/ *

!!!

Daryl Clenderdn
802483-3013
CK-I 20 BREAKING
UP IS HARD TO DO
r—

•

Jerry Junek
8024414583
CK-I22, BUT FOR
LOVE
•

Other Releases on Chinook:
CK-514

MESA EXPRESS (Hoedown)
by Jerry
CK-516
PAC MANITAZ (Hoedown)
CK-1106 FEVER TWO/YVONNES WALT/
(Rounds) R&M NobeVD&D Sobala

•

HOT NEW RELEASES:
John Kwalser
303-223-7350

CK-123
CK-124

CK-118. ONE MORE
TOWN

Bob Stuervose
503-1794804
CK-121, A' YOU'RE
ADORABLE

IT AIN'T GONNA RAIN NO MORE
WAKIN' UP TO SUNSHINE
called by Daryl & Jerry

Rays Cram
317-V44448
CK -126. LITTLE
LIZA JANE

Doug orris
510-606-0540

Jim Hattrick
360.574.2813
CK-515, RHYTHM HO
(HOEDOWN)

CK- 125, DAISY
A DAY

HOEDOWNER
RECORDS
CHINOOK/HOEDOWNER
Lanny Waakiond
402-894-0791
HD-130, KEEP ON
PRAYIN'

••

111
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RI CORDS
JMn (WHO) LAW

Distributed By
L&G Square Dance Shop
4240 S W 109th, Beaverton, OR 97005
503-626-3415

5154883183
HD-131 THE LAST
GOODBYE

—
.--•••=111
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34.13 &We !Round's
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert

CLARINET CAPERS
WINDSOR 4667
Choreo by Bob & Shirley Barnes
A lively P-2 polka to good music.

SHIRLEY'S TAMARA
WINDSOR 4735 & 4771
Choreo by Bob & Shirley Barnes
An interesting P-2 waltz with Tamara
positions to pretty music.

DREAMY NEW ENGLAND MOON
WINDSOR 4545
Choreo by Bob & Shirley Barnes
A comfortable 4 part P-2 waltz to pretty
music.

MY IDEAL
WINDSOR 4545
Choreo by Bob & Shirley Barnes
A good P-3+2 (weave & Telemark) fox-trot
to good music.

NEAR YOU
GRENN 17100
Choreo by George & Judie McFarlane

YOU'RE SIXTEEN II
COLL 6005
Choreo by Larry & Aleta Dunn
A comfortable P-2 two step to a good
Johnny Burnette vocal.

WHITE CHRISTMAS
ATLANTIC 1048
Choreo by Mike Seurer
A basic P-2 two step to the holiday vocal
by The Drifters.

SILVER BELLS
RCA 62411-7
Choreo by Ron & Kathy Rathbun
A nice P-2 waltz to the holiday vocal by
Elvis.

AMARILLO BY MORNING
MCA 53518, 52162 or COLL 90032
Choreo by Mike Seurer
A P-2+2 (fishtail and strolling vine) two
step to a George Strait vocal.

TURN AROUND II
COLL 4579
Choreo by Larry & June Bassett
Nice Choreo, but the suggested speed of 55
makes a poor Harry Belafonte vocal.

FOR THE LOVE OF HIM
COLL 6043
Choreo by Phil & Becky Guenthner

A P-5 fox-trot to good music.

A comfortable P-3 rumba to a Bobbi
Martin vocal.

NEAR YOU TOO
Same Record & Choreographers As
Above

IT'S IN HIS KISS
ERIC 170 or COLL 1462
Choreo by Mike & Linda Liberti

A little different P-3+1 (diamond trn) and
cued by George.

The shoop shoop song vocal by Betty
Everett with a P-3 two step routine.

LITTLE SISTER
RCA 447-0634
Choreo by Rich & Sherry Little

LADY IN BLUE
HOCTOR 1634
Choreo by Phil & Becky Guenthner

P-2+ fishtail two step to an Elvis vocal.

Pretty "One Night of Love" instrumental
with a P-4 waltz having an unusual left
and right Viennese turn sequence.

PEGGY SUE
COLL 90043
Choreo by Phil & Becky Guenthner
P-2 two step to a peppy Buddy Holly vocal.
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BLUE ORCHIDS
SPEC PRESS
Choreo by Mike & Linda Liberti

SOMEWHERE OUT THERE
SPEC PRESS
Choreo by John & Karen Herr

A comfortable P-4+ chasse roll fox-trot/
jive to good Lavender Blue music.

A nice P-5+1 up (dble opening outs)
bolero with pretty music.

A BOY & A GIRL
COLL 1473
Choreo by Ronnie & Bonnie Bond

THE NEARNESS OF YOU
ROPER 170
Choreo by Phil & Becky Guenthner

A P-4+1 (triple tray) slow two step to a
Five Satins vocal.

A comfortable P-5 fox-trot to a good
instrumental.

SOMETHING GOOD
STARDUST 1235
Choreo by Harold & Myrna Elliott

HEAVENLY THOUGHTS
HOCTOR 660
Choreo by Bob & Shirley Barnes

P-4+1 (whip trn) jive to a Herman's
Hermits vocal.

A good P-4 fox-trot and jive to pretty
music.

HEART'S DESIRE
ARISTA 07822-12952-7
Chore() by Bob & Patsy Heath

SMILE AWAY
SPEC PRESS
Choreo by Hardie & Sara Hartung

Lee Roy Parnell vocal with a P-4+1
(sweetheart) cha cha routine.

A good P-4+2 fox-trot to a good vocal.

I'LL BUY YOU A RAINBOW
AMERICAN PIE 9027 or COLL 90014
Choreo by Armand and Joan Davian
Good Russ Hamilton vocal with a 13-4 slow
two step routine.

WHITE ROSE OF ATHENS
ROPER 173
Choreo by Birgit & Richard Maguire
A nice P-3+2 (diamond trn & 3 step) foxtrot to pretty music.

ENCHANTED BOY
SPEC PRESS
Choreo by Rod & Susan Anderson

ALL ABOUT TIME
ROPER 171
Choreo by Lynn & Donna Roumagoux
A P-6 fox-trot to good "Just in Time"
music.

THEY CAN'T TAKE THAT AWAY
FROM ME
SPEC PRESS
Choreo by Phil & Jane Robertson
A P-6 fox-trot and jive to a good vocal.

RUMBA CALIENTA
ROPER 251
Choreo by Kenji & Nobuko Shibata
A P-6 rumba to pretty music.

A P-6+1 up (kiki box) rumba to pleasant
music.

MISS YOU GIRL
WB 7-18928
Choreo by Dean & Betty Holm
An interesting P-5+1 (rev top) rumba with
good music.
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Using
Module
Choreography
By Brian Hotchkies, Kanwal, Australia

Part Three
ow that he's moved the dancers into a ZB, the caller decides to call a BOXTECHNICAL ZERO, which has the effect of transferring "activity." Although we
start and end in a ZERO BOX, those dancers who start in the center will be moved to
the outside, and the outside dancers will end in the center. Try the following with your "Little
Men" to check the effect before you use them. They will all work as a ZERO from ANY
"Eight Chain Thru Box" where the ROTATION of the men and ladies is the same (both IN or
both OUT of sequence).

N

BOX ("Eight Chain Thru" formation) TECHNICAL ZERO (Type 1)
Box Technical Zero-2 Box Technical Zero-3
Box Technical Zero-1
1/2 SQUARE THRU CENTERS SPLIT THE OUTSIDE
SWING THRU
TWO
ALL EIGHT CIRCULATE BEND THE LINE
SEPARATE AROUND ONE TO A
SLIDE THRU
BOYS RUN
LINE
WHEEL & DEAL
EVERYBODY STAR THRU
CALIFORNIA TWIRL
Once again, at this stage the caller could call ALLEMANDE LEFT to resolve the set, but as
everybody is dancing well, he decides to take the dancer a little further before resolving.
Remember that he originally SET-UP a R H LADY LINE and CONVERTED to a ZERO
BOX, which is where we are now, (after having used a couple of ZERO routines along the
way). He now converts the formation to a ZERO LINE, with a

ZB to ZL-1

ZERO BOX to ZERO LINE-CONVERSION
ZB to ZL-3
ZB to ZL-2

RIGHT & LEFT THRU
PASS THE OCEAN
SINGLE HINGE
SINGLE FILE CIRCULATE
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STAR THRU
JUST THE BOYS
STEP TO AN 0/W
SWING THRU
DROP HANDS,
BACK-UP TO A LINE

SWING THRU
GIRLS CIRCULATE
BOYS TRADE
SINGLE HINGE
BOYS RUN
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DROP HANDS and FACE IN
The caller could now, of course, continue with another ZERO, or a package of FRACTIONAL
ZEROS, or convert another Line or Box and continue the dance action, but this time our
caller feels that he would like to return the dancers to their home position, so that a new
routine can be started. So, as the dancers are presently in a ZERO LINE, he uses a Zero Line
GET-OUT. There are thousands of them, but the following are some interesting routines that
I occasionally use.
ZERO LINE-GET-OUT
ZL GET-OUT-1
RIGHT & LEFT THRU
ROLL-AWAY
PASS THRU
CENTERS FOLD
GRAND RIGHT & LEFT

ZL GET-OUT-2
END LADIES CHAIN
DIAGONALLY
SEND HER BACK
DIXIE STYLE
TO AN 0/W
STEP THRU.
LEFT ALLEMANDE

ZL GET-OUT-3
TOUCH 1/4
SINGLE FILE
CIRCULATE 1 & 1/2
CENTER SIX TRADE
ALL THE MEN
U-TURN BACK
SWING and PROMENADE

EQUIVALENT MODULES
These are special MODULES which may be used with each of the other modules we have
already examined. They allow a Module Caller to increase his repertoire considerably, without the need for a great deal of additional memorizing.
EQUIVALENT MODULES are used within a memorized routine by the Caller to replace a
movement (or combination of movements) with an alternative movement, or combination of
movements. For example, from the Static Square if the Caller's module starts: "HEADS
RIGHT & LEFT THRU," he might decide to call "HEADS PROMENADE 1/2 WAY," which
puts the Dancers in exactly the same position as if they had done R & L THRU. Equivalents
can be used to change the feel and/or complexity of any existing module. Let us take the
RIGHT & LEFT THRU, which is a BASIC that we all use in almost every dance we call, and
see what other combinations of figures will give us an equivalent effect.
RIGHT & LEFT THRU EQUIVALENTS
—C—

—B—
ROLL-AWAY
BOX THE GNAT
BACK AWAY

—A—
PASS THRU
PARTNER TRADE

TOUCH 1/4
SCOOTBACK
BOYS RUN
STAR THRU

—D—

—E—

STAR THRU
SLIDE THRU

CIRCLE FOUR
Just HALFWAY
BACK AWAY

You will notice that each of the above Modules give the same choreographic effect as a RIGHT
& LEFT THRU. In other words, the above routines will put the Dancers in exactly the same
position as if RIGHT & LEFT THRU had been called.
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Let us now look at some EQUIVALENTS for SQUARE THRU, and then we'll examine how
to use them in combination with the R & L THRU Equivalents in order to change the feel and
level of an existing module.
SQUARE THRU EQUIVALENTS
—F—

—G—

—H—

FLUTTERWHEEL
SWEEP 1/4
PASS THRU

PASS THE OCEAN
FAN THE TOP
SINGLE HINGE
WALK & DODGE

LEFT TOUCH 1/4
GIRLS RUN

PASS THE OCEAN
CENTERS TRADE
RECYCLE
PASS THRU

R & L THRU
STAR THRU
PASS THRU

Once again, each of the above routines gives the same choreographic effect as if SQUARE
THRU had been called.
Let's take the following "base" module, which is a SET-UP to a RIGHT HAND LADY LINE,
then a CONVERSION to a ZERO BOX, and includes R & L THRUs and SQUARE THRUs.
Then we'll substitute some of the preceding EQUIVALENTS and you'll see how it takes on a
completely different character. The Dancers will not recognize it as being the same routine.
Of course, it's not the same, but as you call, it is the "base" module that you will "follow" in
your mind.
USING EQUIVALENTS
Base MODULE
HEADS R & L THRU
SQUARE THRU
R & L THRU
SLIDE THRU (RL)
SQUARE THRU
TRADE BY (ZB)
LEFT ALLEMANDE

With SQ. THRU Equivalents

With R & L THRU
Equivalents
HEADS PASS THRU
PARTNER TRADE
SQUARE THRU
CIRCLE FOUR 1/2 WAY
SLIDE THRU (RL)
SQUARE THRU
TRADE BY (ZB)
LEFT ALLEMANDE

HEADS R & L THRU
FLUTTER WHEEL SWEEP 1/4
PASS THRU R & L THRU
SLIDE THRU (RL)
PASS THE OCEAN
FAN THE TOP
SINGLE HINGE
WALK & DODGE
TRADE BY (ZB)
LEFT ALLEMANDE

With R & L THRU and SQ. THRU
HEADS ROLL AWAY
BOX THE GNAT drop hands
PASS THE OCEAN
LADIES TRADE
RECYCLE
PASS THRU
TOUCH 1/4
SCOOTBACK

BOYS RUN
STAR THRU
SLIDE THRU (RL)
LEFT TOUCH 1/4
GIRLS RUN
TRADE BY (ZB)
LEFT ALLEMANDE

The possibilities of "Mixing 'n' Matching" various MODULES are almost endless, and when
you add the variety available through using EQUIVALENTS, the combinations are indeed
limitless. *
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Introducing HILTON'S

Micro-100
Portable Sound System

More compatible
with today's multiple
music sources.

O Adjustable input and output levels for recording and playback.
O Independent auxiliary music and voice for two rack recordings.
O Two microphone inputs.
O Two remote music volume jacks.
O Variable turntable speed from 31 to 84 RPM.
O Selectable voltages of 100, 115, 220, and 240.
Please contact us
for your free copy of
O Light weight and compact size.
our catalog and
price list.

eall.e.„Q /Vele&
NOW DOES WINDOWS
Caller's Angels 3.0 choreographic
software now runs in Windows
and Windows 95 with full animation. Dancer icons can be followed
as they maneuver through each call. Pull down pick list has
all the calls from basic through A2. Caller's Angels makes
creating and checking choreography easy on your computer.

Hilton Sound Systems
carry a 2 year limited
warranty. When a sound
system is purchased from
us all related accessory
items (speakers, microphones, etc.) purchased
at that time or within 90
days will be discounted
I 0%.

1/154-1

HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC.
1033-E Shary Circle -Concord, CA 94518
Phone: 510-682-8390

.FAX: 510-682-8497 - Email: HiltonAud@aol.com - Web page: http://ccnet4.ccnet.com/-hiltonap/
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STRAIGHT
4-TALK-4
Some Thoughts Off The Internet
from The Kiwi, September 1996
Auckland, New Zealand
Sender:
sdcallers@dmshome.youngstown,oh.us
at is wrong with square dancing? Are
the lists too long? Does it take too long
to learn? Just what is the
problem?
People say golf has levels for everybody
and ask, "Why can't square dancing have
something for everyone?" Well, you can play
golf alone, but you can't square dance alone.
Modern square dancing is a mental and
physical challenge. No matter if you cut the
call list, it will still be a mental and physical
challenge. It is thinking and team work. You
can't do it by ones or twos. Moving in rhythm
to music keeps you physically fit. Reacting
quickly to the square dance caller's calls keeps
you mentally on your toes.
Your team of eight dancers depends on you
to keep those toes moving. In contrast, golf
provides a handicap system to compensate for

player deficiencies. No such system exists
in square dancing!
Today, everyone wants (but few are willing) to commit their energies and time to
anything. Everything in life requires commitment—golf, baseball, the Masons, the
Elks, square dancing and even religion.
You can blame the lists, you can blame
the music, you can even blame
CALLERLAB for the problems with square
dancing—but they are not the problem.
We need to train our callers, to teach (by
the lists), and call (the advertised level—
leave the "star tips" until the end of the
dance) and make our lessons and dances
fun for the dancers.
There is nothing wrong with square
dancing that well trained callers and well
taught dancers, who adhere to form and
structure, can't overcome. Please don't
change the lists, train the callers to call and
properly teach the dancers to dance. Most
of all make it FUN, and square dance halls
will be full again!
Continue like we are and we will soon
have nothing!
Editor's note: We have had several dancers write to this office regarding the subject of the above article.
The author has hit the nail on the head.
Better trained callers and dancers with more
emphasis on the Mainstream level—dancing, perhaps, Mainstream for a solid year
or more.

Trail-In Dance
A Trail-In Dance for the 46th National Square Dance Convention will take place Sunday
afternoon, June 22, 1997, at the Western Squares Dance Ranch, 10464 Mammoth Dr., Baton
Rouge, Louisiana. Rounds will take place at 2 PM with squares beginning at 2:30, featuring
Andy Petrere and Dan Nordbye.
For more information, call (504) 261-6143.

Trail-End Dance
A free Trail-End Dance will be held at the site of the 46th National Square Dance Convention (Orange County Convention Center) in Orlando, Florida, Wednesday, June 25, 1997,
featuring Andy Petrere and the staff of Circle D Records.
For more information, call (504) 261-6143.
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Dear Jon and Susan,
Enclosed is our renewal, thank you for
another year of a great magazine.
We'd like to take this opportunity to suggest that callers and dancers replace the word
"levels" with the word "programs." This is
the term CALLERLAB uses and if some
dancers have a bad feeling about the word
maybe program would sound better.
Sincerely,
Novis & Evelyn Franklin
Morton, Illinois
Dear ASD,
I just wanted to drop you a line about the
new American Callers Association 20 week
program. I am a caller in Ohio. In the summer I teach square dancing at Town & Country Resort in West Salem, Ohio. We have had
great success in growing our club and in
getting all age groups to participate.
Our program stresses fun and enjoyment,
but until this year we had one problem: How
do you squeeze a 30 week program into a 22
week camping season and still make the lessons fun and stress free!?
Then just when our program is at its most
difficult, September—October, the last 6-8
lessons we received the new list. We tried it,
graduated our class with it, and everyone was
able to finish up the year happy, stress free
and confident. We did workshop some of the
Plus movements that are extremely popular
in this area. We also suggested our students
attend local workshops to sharpen their
skills. This program is terrific and I encourage all instructors to try it. It promotes happier, more confident dancers in a shorter
period.
Yours,
George Bickis, Jr.
Canton, Ohio
Dear Jon and Susan,
Thank you for including my article
"Square and Round Dancing—All at Once"
in the September issue of Ame-rican
Squaredance Magazine, page 35.
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I am enclosing an article on our round
dance club, the TU-B-TU for your consideration. (See People/Events, "News From The
Round Dance World")

Great magazine, interesting articles, best
wishes for your continued success.
Ray Czechowski
Cheektowaga, New York
Dear Jon and Susan,
Enclosed please find my check for the renewal of American Squaredance Magazine.
I have enjoyed your magazine during the
last year and have gotten many good tips on
square dancing from it.
We are working to form a club in Nassau,
Bahamas.
Thank You,
Leo A. Noel
Nassau, Bahamas
Dear Jon and Susan,
It's time for us to go south to Texas for
the winter. We have a good square dance
program down there—lessons, workshops
and dances. We started seven years ago with
1 1/2 squares, and now on our dance nights
we have from 8 to 14 squares. Everyone is
looking forward to a new fall season, that's
what dancing is all about—fun and friendship set to music. I have been calling for 30plus years and still enjoy it.
Bob Borgmier
Donna, Texas
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Monday 'Ivry Save:lay

6820 Gravois
St. Louis, Missouri 63116
(314) 353-7230
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CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR BEAUTIFUL NEW CATALOG
WE SHIP WORLD WIDE
MM-2333 Is a double ruffle V Neck Blouse
The front band buttons with small matching pearl
buttons and the sleeves arc elbow length
Colors White, Black, Ruby Red, Red, Cypress
Bony. Purple, Peacock Blue, Royal, Dusty Rose,
lade, Natural Navy, Raspberry, Turquoise, Lilac,
Pink, and Yellow Size P-S-M-L-XL $32.95
MM-2333X This blouse is now available in is
Extra, Extra Large Colors' White, Black, Red,
Ruby Red, Cypress, Berry, Purple, Navy &
Natural. $3595
Lang, a *dal ADI •Ptlarom 00 tad Routh: 1.4,,s+
To mix a .Inalkr. pre wove tht bunt. Ova on his Amex
To make ol stoner awl 'mow data and alg
stal.laig
cast tack ot two eau bticaa
MM-I37 SKIRT t New Colors Added s
SAM VII CRYSTAL SW *5
A perfect combination of gores and ruffles
while- Rad ERNA Pa*. DN.'S
lark, Paced Rh, ruipk P S -M-I.
on each tier and hemline Colors Black
MM-51112SOST t IIiroN
03
Berry, Cypress, Navy, Red, Ruby Red, Wine, p.,.,„„
km.
Purple. Royal, Kelly, Dusty Rose, Yellow,
Natural. Pampa, Royal, Koff Diva,
White, Derum Blue, Raspberry, Lilac, Jude,
89.
A
1.4A1tHRN/ PrYTIPAPICS
Turquoise, Sizes P-S-M-L-Xl, S32 95
Rasa VOW Mat all in P S.11.1- 1,.V.

qy

C- I81 Blouse- Button front blouse with a femme
southwest look V-inset, 100% polyester lace at
bodice and two insets of matching lace on each 3/4
length sleeve trim this blouse. Four button front and
stun collar - White, Red P-S-M-I, S32 95
MM 177 SKIRT S32 95 P-S-M-L-XL
Special poly/cotton shadow proof cloth with
matching peek-a-boo lace Use at with a matching
colored petticoat and blouse ( e g a red petticoat
with a red blouse) The Red petticoat shows through
the lace, thus making an attractive ensemble with the
blouse Colors White, Black P-S-M-L-X1

WE CARRY' SQUARE DANCE, BALLROOM, CLOGGING & FOLK DANCING SHOES
TO ORDER: State style, color. sue and pnce, send with your name address, city, nate. tip and telephone number. Please add 56 OD lot shipping and
handling. Missouri cuumners please add 6 LS% sales tax Allow 4-6 Weeks for Delivery
CHARGE PURCHASES. Send card number. Mine printed on card and es/matron dale of card VISA, MASTERCARD, & DISCOVER accepted

Dear ASD,
Thank you for the reminder to renew our
subscription to your magazine. We enjoy all
the articles in your magazine. It is great to
see so many people take interest in a fun
activity of square and round dancing. I wish
more people knew what a great time we have
with fellow dancers.
Thanks again,
Pam and John Stultz
Ridge Farm, Illinois
Dear ASD,
Thank you for correcting Gina Darcy's
name (see Corrections, Oct. '96, p.8). Also,
thank you for the Kudos on our home page,
but I cannot take the credit for that. I handle
the E-mail, but our Webmaster is David
Ameeti (dameeti@earthlink.net). David is
also the Webmaster for the 50th National
Convention in Anaheim in 2001.
John Nash
Valley Trailers
john.nash@juno.com
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Dear Editors:
Enclosed is a check for two years' subscription to the American Squaredance
Magazine. This is to cover 1996 and 1997.
Ralph McMullen, a long-time subscriber to
your magazine, died September 13, 1995. His
subscription expired in December 1995 and
I continue to receive the magazine, but did
not renew the subscription.
Ralph was the club caller for Key City
Squares, Abilene, Texas, for nearly 31 years.
He also was club caller for four other area
clubs at various times.
Ralph thoroughly enjoyed square dancing as well as calling and teaching. It is distressing to see the decline in the number of
square dancers and that more young people
are not interested in this fun activity.
I am continuing to square dance—dancing the man's part when necessary. I have
square danced for 40 years.
Floy M. McMullen
Baird, Texas
American Squarcciance. December 1996

Dear Jon and Susan,
There is quite a discussion going on about
a program that should combine the best
Mainstream and Plus and which should be
taught in 20 weeks. It would be unfair to both
the new and the seasoned dancers to graduate the new dancers after 20 weeks. The problem is not the program but whether the new
dancers will be accepted into the team. For
this, they must have reached a niveau where
the average learning curve flattens, so the
difference to the seasoned dancers will not
be too great. This can be hoped for after 30
weeks, perhaps, but after 20 weeks the new
dancers will be pushed, pulled and shoved
around until they are pushed put of the activity. It will be done with the best intention

to help them, but with adverse effects. You
cannot avoid it, the urge is too strong.
Of course, it would be fine to have more
dances for newcomers, there is a potential.
Since in the past several years, the annual
Student Jamboree (Program: Basic) is the
largest special event in Germany. You can
ask the seasoned dancers to dance with the
newcomers: they will do it, now and then.
You cannot tell a new dancer after 20 weeks
to dance with the seasoned dancers at their
level (no matter what the program is)—it
will not work. Let us be realistic—with love.
Season's greetings,
Heiner Fischle
Hannover, Germany *
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SQUARE DANCETIME TEACHING PROGRAMS

•

This program has special age-appropriate programs for
every grade level from kindergarten through university.
Help your school bring their square dance program up-to-date.
• Great music!
• Excellent records for teaching each program.
• Special dances for every grade level.
Superb calling by many of square dancing's most popular callers.

GRADE LEVEL
K-2

(rwmg_g_rdir No )
FIRST STEPS PROGRAM
• FIRST STEPS A & B
SD 1001, SD 1002
• CIRCLES AND PROMENADES
SD 501
HALF DIAMOND PROGRAM
3-UP
• INSTRUCTIONAL ALBUM, LEVEL I
VAN 6001
• TEACHERS STARTER SET #1
. TSS #1
• VIRGINIA REEL
SD 506
6-UP
DIAMOND PROGRAM
• ALL RECORDS FOR HALF DIAMOND, PLUS
• TEACHERS STARTER SET #2
TSS #2
. . GK-M
• GEM KIT-M
O-UP
DOUBLE DIAMOND PROGRAM
• ALL RECORDS FOR HALF DIAMOND PROGRAM, AND
• DIAMOND PROGRAM. PLUS:
VON 6002
• FUND. OF SQUARE DANCING, LEVEL II. .
• FUND. OF SQUARE DANCING, LEVEL III.
. WW 8003
Several additional records are available to-make your square
These programs are
dance unit fun and interesting. Purchase records at any
endorsed by Callerlab I
square dance record store or write to address below.
JACK MURTHA ENTERPRISES 146 Clinton St., Yuba City, CA 95991-3005 (916) 673-1120
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at least four from the Edmonton group and
four from the Vancouver group danced at
Convention '78. They may be a little slower,
but the important thing is that they are still
dancing and enjoying the activity. Maybe the
callers are getting a little slower too!
Among the 4,433 dancers attending this
[ INTERNATIONAL NEWS
year, there were three groups of wheelchair
Idancers; the Edmonton Swinging Spokes
with ten dancers, plus their callers, Al and
Peggy Deby; the Steel City Wheelers from
Hamilton, with nine dancers and six supHelp Needed in NSW
ports plus their callers, Jym and Marie
ec Wilcox, Archive Officer of The
Herrington and the Wheeling Eights from
Square Dance Society of New South
Vancouver, with fifteen dancers, two supports
Wales, Inc., has requested help in
and myself as caller. Missing from the scene
completing the history of square dancing in
this year was the Waterloo group who have
New South Wales.
recently disbanded after many years. We
"I would appreciate hearing from any
missed you Howard and Evelyn Weir. Also
dancer in NSW who was dancing in the early
missing were the St. John's Newfoundland
days of square dancing here in NSW, pargroup, and their caller, Pam Kipnis—where
ticularly during the 1950s or earlier, if poswere you?
sible. There may be dancers now dancing in
Our dancing teams were well coordinated
other states who were dancing at that time
by Al Deby, including our appearance at the
in this area whom we would like to hear from
opening ceremonies. Not everyone could
also.
dance Plus, so we kept it to Mainstream with
"Any information that could be provided
a round that I wrote a few years ago that is
would be very useful in helping me to compopular with the dancers. Thank you all for
plete this history. You may write to me at
the applause, it gave us all a real thrill! DurPO Box 2135, Carlingford, NSW 2118.
ing our daily schedule we danced from MainMany thanks to all those people who have
stream to Plus, rounds to contras, with each
contacted me in the past as your interest and
wheelchair caller having equal time at the
contributions are much appreciated."
mike. One of my many favorite times is when
I involve the audience to dance with a wheelEDMONTON REVISITED
chair dancer, to share the enjoyment and
By Ken Oakley, Vancouver, B.C.
friendship of our great recreation. Integra- .
Lion at its best, and not one toe run over!
In 1978 I took my fledgling group, the
Our daily schedule was such that we
Wheeling Eights, from Vancouver, B.C., to
stopped dancing at 3 PM to allow everyone
the first Canadian National to meet up with
to take in the sights and sounds of the rest of
an even younger group, the "Swinging
the activities, or go back to the hotel for a
Spokes" of Edmonton, Alberta. Those were
much needed rest. On Saturday, after the
the only two groups of wheelchair square
singing of the Fellowship Ring, we stopped
dancers at that time, and we were met by all
at 9 PM to allow us to watch those great closwith great enthusiasm and response. Since
ing ceremonies, where David—from my
that time, our numbers have grown and our
group—stole the show "hamming" it up to
dancing skills have vastly improved. We
the featured singer.
have always had a good representation from
In closing, a vote of thanks goes to the
all the groups at all the conventions.
convention
committee for providing us with
So here we are in 1996, ten conventions
great dancing space and for making us so
and eighteen years down the road, and we
welcome at this 20th Anniversary Convenare still dancing and being met with respect
tion. High praise and great thanks also goes
and admiration. The surprising fact is, that

C
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out to Kubb's Transportation, operated by
Doug and Marlese Kubbemus, for very capably shuttling us to and from the hotel every day, and several times during the day.
They certainly went beyond the call of duty.
Did you know that it takes approximately 3/
4 of an hour to load and tie down a bus full
of wheelchairs?
Now we have all returned to our respective areas to continue our fall programs of
dancing. Our next get together in 1997 will
be our International all Wheelchair Jamboree tentatively booked in Minnesota, hosted
by the Perfect Squares, with their caller,
Warren Berquaim. Hopefully, we will make
it to Ottawa in 1998. We just have to "Dance
on the Hill" one more time!
In conclusion, I would like to say that our
segment of the activity is also having growing pains just the same as the average square

dance club is. The older ones retire for age
and health reasons, but we are not introducing any new members to keep the flow going. While I realize that our activity does
not suit everyone, think of the opportunities
of being involved in the recreation, then
think again of the opportunities to travel to
the conventions that would not ordinarily be
there, especially for a "disabled person."
People in wheelchairs CAN square dance
given the opportunity. However, it can and
does take a lot of persuasion and convincing
to get them and keep them motivated, but
well worth the time and effort.
My name is in the directory, and should
you be interested in forming a group, you
can write to me, and I will give you all the
assistance I can based on my experiences of
calling for the Wheeling Eights since 1973!

ROCKIN \g, & STAMPEDE
RECORDS
NEW RELEASES

Wayne Morvent
409-385-5222

RMR 117 MATAMORIS - Wayne
RMR 118 BABY YOU'VE GOT WHAT IT TAKES - Wayne
RMR 303 HERNANDO'S HIDE-A-WAY - Nasser
SR 103 IT'S GOTTA BE LOVE - Mike
SR 202 JOHNNY B. GOODE - Sonya
SR 302 MIDNIGHT TRAIN - Skip 8. Jennifer
RMR 802 DAISY A DAY - Doug

Jim Woolsey
405-691-1251

BEST SELLERS
Doug Jernigan
803-648-2244

ir
Nasser Shukayr
318-687-7512

RMR 115 JUST BECAUSE/BILL BAILEY - Wayne
SR 402 LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD - Traylor
RMR 116 SUNNY SIDE - Wayne
RMR 005 CHICKEN PLUCKER - Nasser
RMR 203 BECAUSE OF YOU - Jim

44 •
Traylor Walker
409-234-3937

John Hicks
513-433-1685

Mike Liston
492-456-3970

Sonya Houck
405-787-5196

James Reid
61-8-280-9941
S. Australia

Skip/Jennifer Cleland
407-631-6499

PRODUCED BY: Wayne Morvent
328 STONESTHROW RD., SILSBEE, TX 77656 (409)385-5222
Distributed Exclusively by: Astec Record Distributors 800 - 445 - 7398 http://www.supreme- audio.com
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6th Annual
Lee & Steve

Kopman's Callers School
AUGUST 22, 23, 24, 1997
•

LEARN CREATIVE CHOREOGRAPHY

•

LEARN HOW TO WRITE CHOREOGRAPHY

▪ LEARN THE BASICS OF SIGHT CALLING
•

PRACTICE EXTEMPORANEOUS CALLING
"WITH THE BEST"

•

LEARN HOW TO CHANGE FIGURES ON
SINGING CALLS
-- Signature Inn, Knoxville, Tennessee --

For More Information and Registration Form:
Lee &Steve Kopman's Callers School
1305 Whitower Drive
Knoxville, TN 37919
(615) 691-1580
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STEEL RAILS
ROYAL-1002
Caller: TIM MARRINER
Heads square thru four, do-si-do, swing thru,
boys trade, boys run right, half tag, scoot
back, split circulate, swing & promenade!
BY TOM DILLANDER

PROVIDED BY PALOMINO RECORDS, INC
(1-800-328-3800)

FOUR CORD LATIN HOE IN A & E /
FOUR CORD LATIN HOE IN G & D
BOGAN-1397 (Hoedown)
DON'T DO IT / STAR WARS
PRAIRIE-2005 (Hoedown)
ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS
CIRCLE D-271
Caller: DEAN CROWELL & ANDY
PETRERE
Heads square thru four, do-si-do, swing thru,
boys run right, tag the line, face right, wheel
and deal, pass thru, U-turn back, swing &
promenade!

DAISY A DAY
ROCKIN M-802
Caller: DOUG JERNIGAN
Heads promenade halfway, down the middle,
pass the ocean, extend, swing thru, boys
trade, turn thru, left allemande, weave the
ring, swing & promenade!

WRECK OF THE OLD '97 / HOME
SWEET HOME
QUADRILLE-916 (Hoedown)
WHAT A WAY TO GO
QUADRILLE-915
Caller: STAN RUSSELL
Heads square thru four, do-si-do, swing thru,
boys run right, all couples circulate, Ferris
wheel, double pass thru, lead two partner
trade, swing & promenade!

WHITE CHRISTMAS
ROYAL-230
Caller: TONY OXENDINE
Heads promenade halfway, sides right and left
thru, square thru four, do-si-do, eight chain
four, swing & promenade!

JINGLE BELLS
RED BOOT-001
Caller: DON WILLIAMSON
Heads promenade halfway, down the middle,
square thru four, do-si-do, swing thru, boys
run, couples circulate, chain down the line,
promenade!

HER HEART OR MINE
RBS-1356
Caller: DANNY WEEKS
Heads square thru four, right and left thru,
swing thru, boys run right, half tag, scoot
back, boys run, square thru three, swing &
promenade!

DON'T KEEP ME HANGING AROUND
BIG MAC-178
Caller: MAC MC CULLAR
Heads flutter wheel, sweep a quarter, pass
thru, do-si-do, touch a quarter, scoot back,
boys run right, right and left thru, slide thru,
right hand pull by, left allemande, promenade!

LIGHT IN THE WINDOW
RAWHIDE-160
Caller: LEE MC CORMACK
Four ladies chain across, chain back, heads
promenade halfway, down the middle, star
thru, pass thru, swing corner, left allemande
new corner, come back & do-si-do, promenade!

ATTITUDE (Hoedown)
ROYAL-408
Caller: RANDY DOUGHERTY
With interesting Mainstream choreography
best described as Mainstream-with an
attitude!
American Squaredance, December 19%
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IF I WERE YOU
ESP-1012
Caller: ELMER SHEFFIELD, JR
Heads square thru four, do-si-do, swing thru,
boys run right, bend the line, boys walk, girls
dodge, scoot back, scoot back again, swing &
promenade!

AIN'T GOT NOTHIN' ON US
ESP-1013
Caller: ELMER SHEFFIELD, JR
Heads square thru four, right hand star, heads
star left in the middle a full turn, right and left
thru, touch a quarter, walk and dodge, partner
trade, reverse flutter wheel, promenade!

I'LL BE HOME FOR CHRISTMAS
ESP-1014
Caller: ELMER SHEFFIELD, JR
Heads square thru four, do-si-do, swing thru,
girls fold, peel the top, square thru three,
chase right, swing & promenade!

CHANTILLY LACE
EAGLE-3501
Caller: STEVE BROWN
Heads square thru four, do-si-do, swing thru,
spin the top, right and left thru, pass thru,
chase right, swing & promenade!

BANJO ON THE TURNPIKE /
CLARK'S FIDDLE
BMV-05 (Hoedown)
LIZA JANE HOEDOWN
BMV-06
Caller: STEVE BING
Hoedown with eastern/traditional calls.

YOU DON'T CARE
KALOX-1330
Caller: AL STEVENS
Heads pass the ocean, boys extend, recycle,
veer left, center ladies trade, center four tag
the line, face left, swing thru, boys trade, turn
thru, swing & promenade!
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ROLLIN' IN MY SWEET BABY'S
ARMS
HI HAT-5196
Caller: BUDDY WEAVER
Heads square thru four, right and left thru,
swing thru, boys run right, half tag, scoot
back, boys run, square thru three. swing &
promenade!

SEA OF HEARTBREAKS
HI HAT-5199
Caller: KIP GARVEY
Heads lead right, veer left, ladies trade, boys
run, all eight circulate, boys run right, Ferris
wheel, centers pass thru, right and left thru,
square thru three, swing & promenade!

COUNTRY BOY
BR-293
Caller: JASON DEAN
Heads promenade halfway, square thru four,
touch a quarter, scoot back, boys run, slide
thru, eight chain three, left allemande, swing
& promenade!

DIXIE'S BAR AND GRILL
DIAMOND-103
Caller: JET ROBERTS
Heads promenade halfway, down the middle,
square thru four, right and left thru, trade by,
slide thru, square thru three, swing &
promenade!

ROSE OF SHARON
DIAMOND-104
Caller: MIKE DESISTO
Heads promenade halfway, down the middle,
square thru four, right and left thru, veer left,
Ferns wheel, square thru three, swing &
promenade!

THE OLDER THE VIOLIN THE
SWEETER THE MUSIC
EAGLE-0030
Caller: DICK DUCKHAM
Heads square thru four, do-si-do, swing thru,
boys run, Ferris wheel, centers right and left
thru, square thru three, swing & promenade!

American Squaredance, December 1996

WHAT I MEANT TO SAY
GMP-204
Caller: MIKE BRAMLETT
Four ladies chain across, heads promenade
halfway, down the middle, square thru four,
do-si-do, swing thru, boys run, half tag, scoot
back, swing & promenade!
ANGELS AMONG US
GMP-913
Caller: RANDY DOUGHERTY
Heads promenade halfway, down the middle,
pass the ocean, boys extend, recycle, veer left,
extend the tag, half tag, scoot back, walk and
dodge, U-turn back, slide thru, swing &
promenade!
CORNER, CORNER
MAC-304
Caller: DON WARD
Contra dance—extended length (33 rpm)
DANCING IN THE OLD RED BARN
TONIGHT
OCEAN-46
Caller: DENNIS LEVITT
Heads promenade halfway, down the middle,
square thru four, swing thru, boys run, wheel
and deal, square thru three, trade by, swing &
promenade!

TOP 10 BEST SELLERS FROM
LAST MONTH'S RELEASES:
(SQUARES)
Up A Lazy River, RHYTHM-240
Wade Driver
The Rhythm Of My Heart, RHYTHM-241
Wade Driver
Mares Eat Oats, ROYAL-518
Larry Letson
I Found A New Baby, DANCE RANCH-732
Johnnie Wykoff
Good Night Irene, STING-208
Ingvar Pettersson
Standing On The Corner, ESP-915
Steve Kopman & Tony Oxendine
Thor / Oden—Hoedown, STING-505
Neon Moon, HI HAT 5195
Buddy Weaver
Sweet Little Sheila, SILVER SOUNDS—l97
Hans Petterson
It's Who You Love, ROYAL-810
Randy Dougherty

FORT WORTH—CROSS YOUR MIND
DESERT-55
Caller: KIM HOHNHOLT
Heads square thru four, right hand star, heads
star left a full turn, right and left thru, roll
away, turn thru, left allemande, promenade!
CHRISTMAS COUNTRY STYLE
MOUNTAIN-122
Caller: LEN DOUGHERTY
Heads promenade halfway, down the middle,
square thru four, right and left thru, veer left,
Ferris wheel, square thru three, swing &
promenade!

Mike's Records
000

P.O. Box 4085
Bellflower CA 90707-4085
(800)213-3515 (310)925-7999

SOURRE DANCE • ROUND DANCE - CLOCCING

ROLLIN' NOWHERE
DR-733
Caller: JOHNNIE WYKOFF
All four ladies chain, heads promenade halfway, sides square thru four, star thru, load
the boat, swing & promenade!
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Orders Shipped Doily
W. Carry All labels

Records, Sleeves, Needles
leternational Service

But Pricu In the Country!!
Special this month - subscribe to tape service for
one year ($40). get a second year for half price.
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THE "NEW"
HUGE DIMMERY
.4•-• MEMORIAL CENTER
„"THE BARN"

PLUMB LINE
Straight Stories
of Square Dance Halls

— 4:r"

3

•1/4,04+.1%.11.J

-

by

680 Cherokee Lane (Frontage
Road), Springdale, South Carolina

Laverne Harrelson
President ASDERA

C

well on the
new 14,000 square foot dance/retail facility at the new property site for the Huge
Dimmery Memorial Center at 680 Cherokee Lane (Exit 113 off I-26—Columbia Airport Exit). The new facility will include
6,000 square feet of dance area with a
FLOATING MAPLE WOOD FLOOR, a
4,000 square foot service area with meeting
rooms and a 4,000 square foot retail area.
The retail space will be occupied by THE
PROMENADE SHOP, which has the largest selection of square dance and western
wear in the South Carolina Midlands.
The Huge Dimmery Memorial Center is
owned and operated by the American Square
Dance Education and Recreation AssociaONSTRUCTION IS PROGRESSING

14
7

tion, Inc. (ASDERA), a stockholder corporation of dancers, which was organized in
1970. The present building was dedicated
in August 1972.
At this writing, ASDERA is planning to
have the building available for occupancy on
January 1, 1997. ASDERA wants to have
everything just as perfect as possible when
we invite you to visit for the Grand Opening, which will probably be in early February.
If you are in the area or plan to be in the
area and would like to have a tour of the
new facilities, just telephone (803) 731-4885,
or write to 1604 Grays Inn Road, Columbia,
ak
SC 29210.

k8WEETHEART BALL
February 7-8, 1997

"Special" Get-Away Weekend Packages For Square Dancers
Includes accomodations & meals at the Sheraton. Several packages available .

Sheraton-Burlington Convention Center, Burlington, Vermont

CALLERS JOHNNY PRESTON DAVE TOWRY
RAY DENNY
SAUNDRA BRYANT KEVIN VAN VLIET AL MONTY
[RALPH & JOAN COLLIPI

Green Mountain Steppers

P.O. Box 271, Esscx Jct., VT 05453

Call Wayne & Nancy Hall (802) 878-4278 • 5 Halls/Workshops/Teaches/Bask - Cl

8h
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The Twelve Days
Of Christmas
by Fred and MaryFrances Cornell,
President Akron Area Square & Round
Dance Federation, Inc., Akron, Ohio

n the first day if Christmas my true
love gave to me, a caller with a
Christmas tree.

0

On the second day of Christmas my true
love gave to me, two yak stacks, and a caller
with a Christmas tree.
On the third day of Christmas my true
love gave to me, three yellow rocks, two yak
stacks, and a caller with a Christmas tree.
On the fourth day of Christmas my true
love gave to me, four frilly skirts, three yellow rocks, two yak stacks, and a caller with
a Christmas tree.
On the fifth day of Christmas my true love
gave to me, five western shirts, four frilly
skirts, three yellow rocks, two yak stacks,
and a caller with a Christmas tree.
On the sixth day of Christmas my true
love gave to me, six gnats a boxing, five
western shirts, four frilly skirts, three yellow rocks, two yak stacks, and a caller with
a Christmas tree.
On the seventh day of Christmas my true
love gave to me, seven oceans waving, six
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gnats a boxing, five western shirts, four frilly
skirts, three yellow rocks, two yak stacks,
and a caller with a Christmas tree.
On the eighth day of Christmas my true
love gave to me, eight squares a circling,
seven oceans waving, six gnats a boxing, five
western shirts, four frilly skirts, three yellow rocks, two yak stacks, and a caller with
a Christmas tree.
On the ninth day of Christmas my true
love gave to me, nine angels dancing, eight
squares a circling, seven oceans waving, six
gnats a boxing, five western shirts, four frilly
skirts, three yellow rocks, two yak stacks,
and a caller with a Christmas tree.
On the tenth day of Christmas my true
love gave to me, ten men a weaving, nine
angels dancing, eight squares a circling,
seven oceans waving, six gnats a boxing, five
western shirts, four frilly skirts, three yellow rocks, two yak stacks, and a caller with
a Christmas tree.
On the eleventh day of Christmas my true
love gave to me, eleven gears a spinning,
ten men a weaving, nine angels dancing,
eight squares a circling, seven oceans waving, six gnats a boxing, five western shirts,
four frilly skirts, three yellow rocks, two yak
stacks, and a caller with a Christmas tree.
On the twelfth day of Christmas my true
love gave to me, twelve tea cups chaining,
eleven gears a spinning, ten men a weaving,
nine angels dancing, eight squares a circling,
seven oceans waving, six gnats a boxing, five
western shirts, four frilly skirts, three yellow rocks, two yak stacks, and a caller with
a Christmas tree.

CALLERS or DANCERS
EQUIPMENT BOX COVERS
1 Amp, 1 Speaker $99 OR
per set

Caller
Gift
Idea
J & J Mamdacluring
Golden Strip Shopping Center
Mauldin. South Carolina 29662
Phone (803) 288-4000

protection with a
professional look.

VISA - MC Prepayment Ck or MO Inside Con. U.S.
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The numbers before the states
are the month and day of the activity.
If you would like to list a festival,
convention or other special dance
(two days or longer) in a future issue,
please contact the ASD office, or send
us a flyer with information of the event.
Please be sure to include a contact person.
FUTURE NATIONAL S/D CONVENTIONS
1997 (46°)-Orlando, Florida
1998 (47°)-Charlotte, North Carlolina
1999 (OM-Indianapolis, Indiana
2000 (491°)-Baltimore, Maryland
2001 (501°)-Anaheim, California
1997
JANUARY
0110-TENNESSEE-Pickwick Jamboree, Jan. 10
& II, Pickwick Dam (Counce), TN. Callers M.Letson,
J.Hydrick; Lines N.Hydrick. Info (205)883-7869.
0110-TEXAS-3' Annual Cotton Boll Classic, Jan.
10,11 & 12, Brazos Center, Bryan, TX. Cuers B&C
Goss, Info: Dick & Karen Fisher, 3415 Parkway Terrace. Bryan, TX 77802-3743; (409)846-1473.
0110-TEXAS-Circle D Records Winterfest, Jan.
10 & 1 1 , New Braunfels, TX. Callers D.Crowell,
P.Barbour, A.Petrere; Rounds M&M Chambers. Plus
Weekend pkg. only. Info: (504)261-6143.
0116-ARIZONA-49th Annual Tucson Festival
Weekend, Jan. 16,17 & 18, Tucson Convention Center, 260 S. Church, Tucson, AZ. Callers T.Scholl,
T.Miller, J.Haag; Cuers B&M Buck, E&G Kilner;
Clogging J.Driggs, S.Glass-West. Info: Mildred Revels, 2611 N. Walnut Ave., Tucson, AZ 85712;
(520)795-4674.
0117-ALABAMA-January Jamboree, Jan. 17 &
18, 1997, Joe Wheeler Resort, Rogersville, AL. Callers P.Marcum, L.Letson; Cuers B&G Pinkston. Info:
(615)889-6238.
0117-AUSTRALIA-Focus on Rounds, Jan. 1719,Caboolture Me ntorial Hall, King St., Caboolture,
Australia. Clinics, workshops, party dances. Info:
Barbara Slaughter, PO Box 1204, Maroochydore
4558, QLD; (07)3888 3376, or call Phyl/Kev (074)47
3331.
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0117-CALIFORNIA-17th Annual Winter Festival, Jan. 17.18 & 19, Salinas Valley Fairgrounds, King
City. CA. Various callers and cuers. Info: Kip Garvey,
4311 Nagle Way, Fremont, CA. 94536; (510)7927099.
0117-FLORIDA- Panama City Sq & RD Assoc.
39th Annual Festival, Jan. 17 & 18, Caller C.Myers,
Cuers B&L Van Atta. Dances at Grand Square Hall,
1105 Bob Little Rd., Panama City, FL. 32404. Festival Headquarters, Days Inn, (904)785-0001. No contact provided.
0117-NEW HAMPSHIRE-Ralph Page Legacy
Weekend, Durham. NH. Jan. 17,18 & 19. Info:
(617)354-1340.
0123-FLORIDA-21' Annual Florida Sunshine
Festival. Jan. 23,24 & 25, Lakeland Civic Center,
Lakeland, FL. Various callers & cuers. Info: John &
Linda Saunders, 101 Cedar Dunes, New Smyrna
Beach, FL 32169; (904)428-1496.
0123-HAWAII-32nd Aloha Square & Round
Dance Convention, Jan. 23-26, Waikiki, HI. Info: Ron
Booiman (604)946-9599.
0124-FLORIDA-2'd Annual Snow Ball, Contra
Dance Weekend, Jan. 24-26., Tampa, FL. Dance &
music workshops; featuring Hillbillies from Mars with
S.Zakon-Anderson. Info: Laura Clarke (813)3237871.
0124-LOUISIANA-January Jewels, Jan. 24 & 25,
Shreveport, LA. Phase 11,111 & some IV. "A Gem of a
Weekend for New and Not-So-New Fun-Loving
Round Dancers." Info: M. Hawkins (318)686-8422,
M. Buck (318)689-1879, or K. Woodward (318)6873383.
0124-OREGON-Oregon Mid-Winter Festival,
Jan. 24-26, Lane County Fairgrounds, Eugene, OR.
Callers W.Driver, T.Marriner, C. Whitaker; Cuers K&J
Read; Clogging B.Welsh; Teen Caller D.Marshall.
Info: Larry & Carol Reetz (541)744-2593, or Leonard
Snodgrass & Joyce Johnson (514)687-6994.
0124-TEXAS-Bayou Bedlam, Jan. 24, 25 & 26,
Houston TX. Info: Mike Head (713)861-4185.
0131-CALIFORNIA-44th Annual Imperial Valley S/D Festival, Jan. 31 & Feb. I, Imperial Valley
College. Various callers. Info: Desert Sundancers, PO
Box 963, El Centro, CA 92244.
0131-MICHIGAN-English & Contra
Extravanganza, Jan. 3I-Feb. 2, Ann Arbor, MI. Info:
Erna-Lynne Bogue (313)913-0395; E-mail:
ebogue@umich.edu or write to AACMAD, 1327
Minerva Rd., Ann Arbor, MI 48104.
FEBRUARY
0204-ST. CROIX-A Week on St. Croix, Feb. 411. Info: George Marshall (413)323-9604; E-mail
gmarshall@tiac.com.
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ASSURES KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE

176 West Acton Rd., Stow, MA 01775, 508-897-9767
Don Beck
3601 S E Dalhart Rd Port St Lucie, FL 34952, 407-335-4788
Al Brundage
P 0 Box 2678, Silver Bay, NY 12874, 518-543-8824
Stan Burdick
400 N Plaza Dr 452 Apache Jct.. AZ 85220, 602-983-3013
Daryl Clendenin
1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale, CA 94087, 408-736-5624
Bill Davis
36 Columbia Ave , Rehoboth, DE 19971, 703-524-1166
"Decko" Deck
140 McCandless Dr , Wexford. PA 15090. 412-935-2734
Ed Foote
2 Laurel PI , North Brunswick, NJ 08902, 908-249-2086
Betsy Gotta
39 26 S Mission Oaks Dr Chattanooga, TN 37412, 615-867-2225
Paul Henze
4518 Spring St Omaha, NE 68106, 402-551-0875
Larry Hoskinson
1523 Bluebonnet. Arlington, TX 76013, 817-469-1179
Jon Jones
PO Box 128. Carroll, NE 68723, 402-585-4829
Jerry Junck
PO Box 679. Pocono Pines, PA 18350, 717-646-2945
John Kaltenthaler
Box 1382, Estes Park, CO 80517, 303-586-3696
Frank Lane
222 Stillwater Dr . Saskatoon, SK Canada, S7J 4A4, 306-374-5250
Martin Mallard
PO Box 367, Hampstead, NH 03841, 603-329-5492
Jim Mayo
328 Stones Throw Rd , Silsbee, TX 77656, 409-385-5222
Wayne Morvent
1571 Redwood Way, Upland, CA 91786, 909 982 3311
Deborah Parnell
14 Boxwood Lane, Danbury. CT 06810, 203-794-0053
Randy Page
Rt 2 Parrish Rd , Berthoud, CO 80513, 303-772-5118
Vaughn Parrish
PO Box 10692, Zephyr Cove, NV 89448, 702-588-7181
Bill Peters
Freidrich -Ebert-Str 116, D-64347 Gnesheim. Germany, +49 6155-78912
Kenny Reese
48 Althea St W Springfield, MA 01089, 413-734-0591
Ken Ritucci
Clementsport. NS Canada, BOS 1E0, 902-638-8053
Gloria Rios Roth
Lammstr 6, 76448 Durmersheim, Germany, 07245-7799
Al Stevens
52 Crest Drive, Greenville, TN 37743, 615-638-7784
Don Williamson

0207-CALIFORNIA-Jamboree By the Sea, Feb.
7,8 & 9, Del Mar Fairgrounds, Del Mar, CA. Various
callers and cuers. Info: Pat & Ave Herndon, (619)4861691. Pre-reg. Les & Carol Heins (619)673-0923.
0207-GEORGIA-Jekyll Island Ball, Feb. 7 & 8,
Convention Center, Jekyll Island, GA. Callers
T.Oxendine, J.Story; Cuers J&G Whetsell. Info: Barbara Harrelson, 1604 Grays Inn Rd., Columbia, SC
29210; (803)731-4885; FAX: (803)750-7222.
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0207-TEXAS-Choreography Classique, Feb. 7 &
8, Texas City, TX. With C&A Brownrigg, H&S
Hartung. Info: Jack & Maggie Solari (409)744-4789.
0213-ALASKA-29th Anchorage Sq & RD Convention, Feb. 13-16. Info: (907)696-5866.
0213-CANADA-Folk Alliance Conference,
Toronto, Feb. 13-16. Info: (202)835-3655; E-mail:
fa@ folk.org.
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0214-CANADA-The Sweetheart Swing, Feb. 14
&15, O.L.P.H. School Hall, N. Kamloops. Info:
Carolyn Dodgson, #69 1950 Braeview, Kamloops,
B.C. VIS 1R4; (250)374-3054.
0214-INDIANA-Feb. 14,15 & 16. 1997, Executive Inn Convention Center, Vinlennes, IN. Callers
T.Roper, P.Marcum; Cuer N.Carver. Info: (618)9623102.
0217-CANADA-RD Clinic, Feb. 17 & 18, Cultural Centre, Trans-Canada Hwy. & College Ave. SE,
Medicine Hat, Alberta, Canada. Info: Agnes & Lorne
Wiley (403)526-6365, George & Betty Schritt
(403)548-3468, or Keith & Phyllis Hanna (403)5290553.
022I-ALABAMA-37'h Annual Dixie Jamboree.
Feb. 21 & 22, MASDA Center, Montgomery, AL.
Caller T.Roper; Cuers L&B Van Atta. Info: Betty J.
Cline, 906 S. Perry St.. Montgomery, AL 36104;
(334)834-4195; FAX: (334)262-2167. or PO Box
11506, Montgomery, AL 36111.
0221-CANADA-Raincoast Ruckus, Feb. 21,22 &
23, near Vancouver B.C.. Info: (604)321-5571.
0221-N CAROLINA-Waltz Clog Weekend, Feb.
21-23, Brasstown, NC. With K.Smith; live music by
Paul Eric Smith. Info: John C. Campbell Folk School,
Dept. CDSS, Rt. 1, Box 14-A, Rasstown, NC 28902;
(800)365-5724.
0221-UTAH-Swing Into Spring Square Dance,
Feb. 21 & 22, Helen M. Knight School, Moab. UT.
Callers S.Smith, R.Berry; Cuers P&W McBride. Info:
Richard Berry, 559 Bowen Dr.. Moab, UT 84532;
(801)259-5637.
0221-MASSACHUSETTS-LCFD Gender Free
Winter Dance Camp, Becket, MA. Info: 800-LCFD123 code 123 or lcdf@aol.com.
0226-COLORADO-3'd Annual Inel Women's S/
D Convention, Feb. 26-March 2, 1997, Denver, CO.
Mainstream-C1. A.Uebelacker, S.Bryant, D.Dnali.
Women's Callers Seminar on Wed. & Thurs. with a
caller's dance Thurs. night. Friday tour to gambling
mountain town & Hot Springs. Sunday open to all
dancers. Info: send S.A.S.E. to Sugar & Spice Sister
Squares, PO Box 480122, Denver, CO 80248; or call
(303)433-4948.
0228-INDIANA-Spring Extravaganza, Feb. 28 &
Mar. 1, Hamilton Southeastern Jr. H.S., Fishers, IN.
Various Callers & Cuers. Info: Jim & Lue Lewis, 229
Mill St., Westfield, IN; (317)896-3138.
0228-TEXAS-Rainbow Rounds 2^d Annual Port
Royal Festival, Feb. 28-March I & 2, Port Aransas
on the Beach, Round Rock, TX. Rounds by B&J Graham. Info: Bob Graham. PO Box 2158, Round Rock.
TX 78680.
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MARCH
0301-HAWAII-Hawaii Dance Week, March 1-8.
Info: Ken McFarland (800)822-3435: E-mail:
farmctravel@aol.com.
0307-ALABAMA-44'" Annual Azalea Trail Sq &
RD, March 7 & 8. Azalea Hall, 5949 Bourne Rd.,
Theodore, AL. Callers P.Marcum, T.DiGeorge; Cuers
B&L Van Atta. Info: Homer & Montea Fox, 10175 D
I P, Theodore, AL 36582; (334)973-2609.
0307-CALIFORNIA-23'1 Annual Sq. & RD
Palm Springs DanceFest, March 7,8 & 9, Palm
Springs Leisure Center/Pavilion Complex. Various
callers and cuers. Info: (800)233-0794, pin#4610 or
(619)329-9535.
0307-IOWA- 35th Iowa Sq & RD Convention,
March 7 & 8, Des Moines. Info: Marilyn Brandt:
(515)752-1485.
0307-TEXAS-45th Houston RD Festival, March
7,8 & 9, Brazos Center. Bryan. TX. Featuring P&B
Barton with 14,000 sq. ft. hardwood floor. Info: Bill
& Nancy Beaton. 215 Kilts Dr., Houston, TX 77024;
(713)468-0616.
0313-VIRGINIA-Mardi Gras le Bal Masque,
March 13,14 & 15, Reston, VA. Various callers. Info:
Becky & Hoyt Stewart, 4414 South 34th St., Arlington, VA 22206; (703)578-0132.
0314-CALIFORNIA-Bakersfield Fiesta, March
14,15 & 16, Kern County Fairgrounds. Bakersfield,
CA. Various callers. Info: (805)399-3658; E-mail:
MAhlemeyer@AOL.com.
0314-ENGLAND-English Country Dance
Weekend, Mar. 14,15 & 16, London. Info: (519)4393622 or 681-9740.
0314-VIRGINIA-Triangle Squares, March 14,15
& 16, Community Center, Blacksburg. VA. Caller
S.Lowe. Info: (706)754-4098.
032 I -LOUISIANA-28th Annual Convention,
March 21 & 22. Heymann Performing Arts & Convention Center, 1373 South College Rd.. Lafayette,
LA. Caller L.Letson; Cuers B&M Buck. Info: Bob&
Rosalind Landry (318)896-9717.
0321-TENNESSEE-Playford Ball. Mar. 21,22 &
23, Nashville. TN. Info: (615)331-3136.
0321-VERMONT-Maple Sugar Dance Festival,
March 21 & 22, South Burlington VT-Central, Middle
& High School. Various callers and cuers. Info:
(802)862-8746 or (802)879-0760.
0327-AUSTRALIA-38th Australian National S/
D Convention, March 27-31, Newcastle, N.S.W. Info:
Fay Wells. PO Box 53. Jesmond, N.S.W. 2299; 04951-5690.
0327-TENNESSEE-24th Spring Fling, March
27.28 & 29, Riverside Motor Lodge, Gatlinburg, TN.
Info: (706)754-4098.
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CLASSIFI
RECORD DEALERS
MAIL ORDER-MASTER RECORD SERVICE
P.O. Box 82716
Phoenix, AZ 85071-2716 (602) 993-9932
Square. Round, ballroom, pop labels
Specializing in mail & phone orders
PALOMINO RECORDS, INC.
Over 2000,000 records in stock
Squares. Rounds, Clogging. and Country Western
Current and Oldies
Your 'One-Stop Shop' for all of your music netts
2905 Scenic Dr., Marlon, OH 43302-8386
Voice Orders: 1-800-328-3800 or 1-614-389-5919
Fax: 1-800-227-5420 or 1-614-389-4028
OVERSEAS
HOWARD MARKS, 1 Ivy Road
London, England E17 8HX (Ph.081-539-7967)
Serving the movement since 1954
Mail Order A Specialty Member NASRDS

KA-MO ENGRAVERS
PO Box 30337
Alburquerque, NM 87190
3D Club & Fun Badges
Free Cataogue - Ph. 1-800-352-KAMO
Computer Signs
117 West Main
Moore OK 73160
Phone/Fax: (405) 794-5774

NOTES FOR CALLERS
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES
Warren Berquam
3775 County Road 92 No., Maple Plain MN 55359
Notes sent First Class Mail
Mainstream through A-2
MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT
Stan & Cathie Burdick
PO Box 2678, Silver Bay, NY 12874 (518) 543-8824
Write for free sample_

SUPREME AUDIO/HANHURSTS TAPE SERVICE
The Professional Source for Square and Round
Dance Records & Equipment
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
USA & Canada: 1-800-445-7398 Fax: 1-603-876-4001
Foreign: 1-603-876-3636

JOHN'S NOTES
John & Linda Saunders
101 Cedar Dunes Dr., New Smyrna Beach FL 32169
(904) 428-1496 Basic - C-1, with added Attractions
Monthly Service. Send for Free Sample.

SILVER STAR RECORD & TAPE SERVICE
10 Saint Moritz Road
Winnipeg MB R2G 3J6, Canada
Ph 1-204-668-2216 Fax 1-204.6680140

CALLER LINK Australian Callers' Federation
o/o Jeff Seidel
20 Eyre Crescent
Valley View 5093 - South Australia
8-263-5023

Your AD Could Be Here!

NORM WILCOX CALLER'S NOTES
R.R #4, Georgetown, ON
L7G 4S7, Canada
(905) 877-0031
Send for free sample

TAPE SERVICE
BADGES
CENTURY CLUB
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join Today.
PO Box 57
Westfield MA 01086
Cost: $2.59 plus $ 50 postage & handling.
A to Z ENGRAVING CO. INC (708) 526-7396
1150 Brown St., Wauconda, IL 60084
Home of the Original ROVER Badge
Custom Engraving from your Design, Fun Badges &
Dangles Rhinestone Badges. Mini Purses (assorted
colors), much more
Write for FREE Catalog - Since 1954
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO (614) 471-3735
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps
From our Design or Yours
Harold & Roberta Mercer
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus, OH 43219
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SQUARE DANCE AND ROUND DANCE
TAPE SERVICE
Over 90 minutes on each tape every month
Call or write for FREE Samples
Service with the 'Personal Touch'
Palomino Records Inc.
2905 Scenic Dr., Marion, OH 43302-8386
1-800-328-3800 or 1-614-389-5919
MACGREGOR MUSIC LINE
FOR THE LATEST IN MACGREGOR RECORDS
CALL OUR MUSIC LINE TOLL FREE 1-800-516-8336
LEARN TO YODEL - Teach tape by Joe Uebelacker.
$20 U.S. FUNDS (Canadian funds for Canadian orders)
Add $3 for S/H
YODELING SQUARE DANCE TAPE - all yodeling
singing calls by Joe $10 If ordering both. $5 off. Joe
Uebelacker, 1494 Clearview Drive , Peterborough,
Ontario, K9K 2A4.

FREE! SAMPLE TAPE
HANHURSTS TAPE & RECORD SERVICE
MONTHLY TAPE Contains All New SID Music
The Continuing Choice of 1,650 Callers
Serving Callers Since 1971 - A Perfect Gift for Your
Caller
P.O. Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03456-0050
Phone: 1-800-445-7398 or (603)876-3636
Fax: 1-800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001
E-mail: Supremegisupreme-audio.corn
Internet Home Page: www.supreme-audio.com
C-1 TWO-COUPLE TEACH TAPES - 3 tapes in the set.
All the calls that can be done by two couples and alot
more are taught, drilled and danced. New version with
great sound. $25 U.S. funds (Canadian funds for
Canadian orders) Add $3 postage. Joe Uebelacker,
1494 Clearylew Drive, Peterborough, Ontario, K9K
2A4 Canada.
AUDIO TEACH & DANCE TAPES BY ED FOOTE. MS &
Plus taught all-position to dancers who already know the
calls from standard position. A-1 and A-2 taught with
walk thru & practice of all calls. Teach tapes emphasize
understanding of calls, are widely acclaimed as best on
the market. Drill tapes, dance tapes & two-couple tape
also available Write for literature to: Ed Foote, 140
McCandless Pl., Wexford PA 15090.

BOOKS
COUNTRY WESTERN DANCING Book I, Line. Partner
& Couple dances. Book II, Continues on I; Book III,
Photographed Turns!: Book IV, Teacher's Manual; Book
V, Line Dances Galore; Book VI. Partner Dances,
Shuttles & Schottisches; Book VII, More Photographed
Turns, Book VIII, Cha Cha, Book IX, West Coast Swing,
Book X. El Garbage, Technique & Styling, Book XI, Hot
Line Dances, Book XII Cool Line Dances. Order by
number $20 each includes pstg. & handling, add $2.00
each outside USA Kelly Geltette, PO Box 43425, Las
Vegas, NV 89116.
BURLESON'S SQUARE DANCE ENCYCLOPEDIA.
Over 4800 different calls and movements; $25.99 plus
$5.00 afie. 1992 Isch9Qn. Nolet Typo, New Binder. Ordw
In= Asheelosel liquaee berme
Mackliebeid FM.. Ulnae CA 93901-1004.
Phone (408) 443-0761.
CALLER TEACH-MANUALS for Al, A2 and Cl - Call
definitions, teaching process with drill and dance
material for all calls. A1-$25; A2-$25; C1-$50; Al and
A2-$45, all three $90. U.S. Funds (Canadian funds for
Canadian orders). Add $3 for postage Joe Uebelacker,
1494 Clearview Drive, Peterborough, Ontario, K9K
2A4, Canada.
POCKET DICTIONARIES OF SQUARE DANCE CALLS
2 terrific books with descriptions and practice examples
for dancers and callers! Book 1 (Red), Mainstream;
Book 2 (Green), Plus program and Al & A2. Please
specify which book you are ordering. To order send
$4 60 (including domestic postage) to
Supreme Audio, Inc, PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH
03455-0060 or contact your local square dance shop?

LEARNING TO ROUND DANCE? Get the BEST book
for beginning dancers: COLD FEET II: Beginning Waltz
& Two-Step Basics by Kaye Anderson. 135 essential
terms, 177 two-step figures. 60 waltz figures, 33
positions, 150 diagrams, descriptions for man & lady,
thorough indexing. $15.95 & $2.50 p/h US (AZ only: add
6.75% Sales tax). Dance Action, Dept. AS, PO Box
7162, Mesa, AZ 85206. Send SASE for more info on this
& other books.
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS. 1989
Edition, Round Dance Basics Book, $8.00 ppd. Now
includes 10-week dancer-proven course, dance
positions, complete approved terminology, mixers,
teaching hints, plus introduction into foxtrot, tango, cha
cha and ballroom. Coordinates with the Grenn record
teaching series. Order book and / or records from Frank
Lehnert, 2844, S. 109th St., Toledo, OH 43611.
EASY LEVEL SOLO DANCES: The Bob Howell
Collection Here you'll find everything to get your toes
tappin and hips swinging-the music, concise directions
for all levels. plus interesting history of each dance.
Cost: $21 95 per book. S/H $3.50 U.S. - $5.50 Canada.
Order from Siddal & Ray Publications for Dance, 1017
Williamsburg Dr., Charleston, IL 61920
PLUS, ADVANCED & CHALLENGE DIAGRAM BOOKS
FROM ED FOOTE. 5 books available: Plus, Al & A2
(both in 1 book), C1, C2, C-3A. Each book diagrams all
calls for the indicated program from a variety of
positions, also includes helpful hints for dancing the
calls. Books are 8 1/2 x 11 with spiral binding, laser
printing provides clear sharp images. The most
complete diagram books for Plus, Advanced &
Challenge available today. Cost $16.25 / book includes
shpg. ($16.75 for C3A) (Canada add $.80). Order from
Ed Foote, 140 McCandless Pl., Wexford PA 15090.
SQUARE DANCING FOR "KIDS" OF ALL AGES Complete teach book with complete wording and
definitions for each call with lots of choreography. Great
for teachers - you don't need to be a caller. Big printing
for easy reading/calling. Absolutely complete wording
everything including how to get them started in a circle
and squares. Book I (Pre school thru grade 4) $25.00;
Book II (Grade 4 thru Senior Citizen) $25.00; Both Books
$45 00 U S Funds (Canadian funds for Canadian
orders) Add $5 for postage Joe Uebelacker, 1494
Clearvfew Drive, Peterborough, Ontario, Canada
K9K 2A4
SINGING CALL FIGURES by Dick Han, Mainstream,
$22.00, Plus, $12.00, Advanced (A-1 & A-2). $20.00;
Teaching Manual. $26.00 (all books are postage paid).
Overseas orders add $5.00 postage. For information
contact: Martha Han, 513 Bluff St.,
Monticello, IN 47960. Phone: (219) 583-5902.
Now owners of all 'New England Caller' products
Caller Teacher manual, Caller Text, Mainstream and
Plus
Student Handbooks, Diplomas. Calendars, Line Dance
Books.
Videos. and lots more. Call or write for a price list.
PALOMINO RECORDS INC
2905 Scenic Dr., Marion OH 43302-8386
1-800-328.3800 or 1-614-389-5919

SHARING - A TREASURE OF DANCES by Les Henkel.
A unique collection of easy dances for one night parties
through the community Dance Level. $24.95 + $3.50 p/
h. Order from Les Henkel, 301 Oak St., Box 18, Tobias,
NE 68453-0018
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RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
ASTEC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS

Continuing Dealer Management Program

WISSCO
Rescue your EDCOR WIRELESS MICROPHONE!
Rechargable Batteries - Repairs - New Equipment
875 Production Place, Newport Beach CA 92663
Telephone 800-854-6280

VIDEOS

PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050

Phone: 1-800-445-7398 or (603)876-3636
Fax: 1-800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001
E-mail: Supreme@supreme-audio.com
Internet Home Page: www.supreme-audio.com
SUNDANCE RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
16809 Bixby Ave., Bellflower, CA 90706-5925

310-925-4682 / FAX 310-925-1583
Wholesale Only
PALOMINO RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
2905 Scenic Dr..
Marion, OH 43302-8386

Voice Orders: 1-800-328-3800 or 1-614-389-5919
Fax: 1-800-227-5420 or 1-614-389-4028

PATTERNS

CHOREOGRAPHY VIDEO, SIGHT CALLING VIDEO by

Ed Foote, well-known caller instructor. Each Color Video
about 90 min. long. Presentations organized and
complete. 539.95-one tape. 559.95-both tapes. Order
from Dale Garlock, 2107 Shunk Ave., Alliance OH
44601
VIDEO ALL POSITION TEACH TAPES BY ED FOOTE.

Calls are taught all position for dancers who already
know the calls from standard position. Numerous walk
thrus of the more difficult calls at each Callerlab
program, along with brief samples of dancing, and hints
for successful dancing. Understanding of calls is
emphasized. 4 video tapes available: Mainstream, Plus,
A-1, A-2. each tape about 90 minutes long. VHS format.
Cost: 539.95-1 tape; $59.95-2 tapes. Order from Dale

SQUARE DANCE/ROUND DANCE THEME COUNTED
CROSS-STITCH PATTERNS 3 square books, 1 round

Garlock, 2107 Shunk Ave., Alliance OH 44601.

book, 5 patterns each. $5.00 ea.+$1.50 pstg per order.
State patterns available upon request at $1 50 ea.+$.50
pstg. per order. Dealers welcome. Ralph & Mary Ann

tape series

Kornegay, 138 Mohican Trail, Wilmington, NC 28409.
SQUARE DANCE PATTERNS. Full line of S/D patterns
and western. Featuring snaps, elastic and many other
items. Send your name and address along with $2.00
for a catalog. AAron's, 8974 E. Huntington Dr., San
Gabriel, CA 91775

WHOLESALE PRODUCTS
FUN & FANCY ORIGINALS

Manufacturers of the finest women's
square dance apparel.
Wholesale Inquires Welcome or
ask your local square dance dealer about us.
Call or Fax 800-995-8011 or (916) 221-4666

S PRODUCTS
SUPREME AUDIO, Inc.

'The Professional Source For Dance Audio"
Largest selection of professional calling and cueing
equipment,
records and publications available from one source!
SUPREME SOUND COLUMNS, PHANTOM 480
SPEAKERS
DIRECTOR, DIRECTOR JR. ,YAK STACKS
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050

Phone: 1-800-445-7398 or (603) 876-3636
Fax: 1-800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001
supremegisupreme-audici.com
Internet Home Page. www.supreme-audio.com
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC.

amplifiers • speakers • microphones
wireless microphones • speaker stands
1033 E Shary Circle, Concord, CA 94518

Telephone: (510) 682-8390
NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT, Turntables, Speakers

microphones (standard and wireless), Speaker Stands.
Your 'One-Stop Shop' for all of your music needs.
Palomino Records, Inc.
2905 Scenic Dr., Marion, OH 43302-8386

Voice Orders: 1-800-328-3800 or 1-614-389-5919
Fax: 1-800-227-5420 or 1-614-389-4028
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KENTUCKY DANCE FOUNDATION instructional video
"BOB HOWELL LIVE" $19.95 + $3.00 SH 11 "quick

teach" dances for one night stands and recreational use.
"KENTUCKY RUNNING SET" a traditional mountainstyle dance. Includes video and 2 audio cassettes
(Dances From Appalachian and audio of Stew
Shacklette calling the dance.) $29.95 + $2.00 S/H.
"JERRY HELTS DANCE PARTY", featuring material
useful for one night stands for community dance
programs. Includes audio of Jerry calling the dances.
$29.95 plus $3.00 S/H.
"SCOTT MCKEE'S INTRODUCTION TO CLOGGING"

makes clogging easy, even for the novice, $19.95 +
$3.00 S/H
'JERRY HELTS COMMUNITY DANCE PARTY"

features a 24 basic square dance program suitable for
community dance programs. Includes audio of Jerry
calling the dances. $29.95 + $3.00 S/H
Send check to: Kentucky Dance Foundation c/o Stew
Shacklette 460 Long Needle Road, Brandenburg, KY
40108

Visa and MC accepted. Phone (502) 422-2421 or
1-800-466-1209 to order.

RESORTS/CAMPGROUNDS
NOBODY TREATS DANCERS BETTER THAN
COPECREST

Vacation in the mountains with a week of dancing at
Copecrest. Our caller staff is outstanding, with all levels
of squares. We offer superb food, modern airconditioned rooms, swimming pool and a staff that
pampers you! Write Copecrest S/D Resort, PO Box
129 Dillard, GA 30537, or call (404) 746-2134
DANCE CENTER OF THE RIO GRANDE VALLEY, year-

round 32 sessions of workshops and party dances per
week Built for dancers, owned and operated by
dancers. LAKEWOOD R.V. PARK, 4525 Graham Rd.
Harlingen, TX 78552. (210) 423-1170. For reservations
and information only 1-800-459-4525.
WESTERN MONTANA, Square and Round Dance
Vacation, June 1 - Sept 10, 1995. 11 miles south of
Missoula. National Callers most weekends. Special
round dance weeks and weekends. Camp among the
pines on Lolo Creek. Write or call for brochure. Ray
Granger, 9955 Highway 12, Lolo, MT 59847

(406) 273-0141.
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STRAWBERRY SQUARE: Square & Round Dancing
from Beginners thru C-2 and PH VI Complete dance
apparel shop. Mobile homes & camper lots for sale or
rent. 4401 Boot Bay Rd., Plant City, FL 33587; (813)
752-0491

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
THE ELECTRIC SQUARE DANCE for callers
A New Square Dance Choreography
Computer Program for
Callers & Dancers! Full Animation!
Full Body Flowl Exact Definitions!
Drop Down Menus...Use Your Mouse Or Keyboard
Each Dancer Identified By Color. Number & Shape
Shows Full Body Flow And Use Of Hands
Standard Formations Displayed With Only A
Single Mouse Click
Dancers May Be Repositioned From Any Formation
System Requirements: 286 or Higher
DOS-Compatible PC
DOS 3.3 or Higher, hard Disk, EGA or Better Monitor
The Electric Square Dance (ESD) $129 plus $4 shipping
41/ •
"WINHASH°" -farMrlrtdma
A New Windows Square Donee Choreography
Computer Program
Full Animation! Smooth Body Flow! Exact Callerlab
Definitions!
• Basic. Mainstream, Plus, Advanced 1 & 2!
• Drag & Drop Simplicity!
• Operates in Windows...Follows Windows Format
• Menu & Button Driven
• Full "Quick Step" Animation. 'Birds Eye- Top Viewi
• No New Vocabulary To Learn
• Each Dancer Identified By Color, Number & Shape
• Calls Executed According To Callerlab Definitions
• Dance Can Be Saved - Viewed Later
• Create & Save Your Own "Modules"
• Can Create "Set•Ups". Zero Box, Zero Line, Etc.
• Works From Any "Legal" Formation
• Shows Full Body Flow And Use Of Hands
• Dance Speed Adjustable
• Dancers May Be Repositioned From Any Formation
• Dance Printout With Or Without Formation
• Teach Function' - Create New Calls
Even Asymmetric
• Callerlab Definitions Available From Drop-Down Menu
• Replay, Undo & Redo Functions
• Easily Understood Printed Handbook
• System Requirements:
386 Or Higher - 40 MHz or Higher
DOS - Compatible PC
486 Processor Recommended For Advanced
DOS 3.3 or Higher - Windows 3.1 or Higher
Hard Disk - 5 MB Free Space - 4 MB Rein
3.5" Disk Drive, VGA Or Better Monbor
• WinHash`$199 plus $4 shipping

• • •
"SQUARE DANCE ACTION°. - For The Macintosh
• Computer Animation of Square Dance Choreography
for the Macintosh!
• Basic. Mainstream and Plus Programs
• Menu Driven Or Type in Moves
• Full Smooth Animation. "Bird's Eye" Top View!
• No New Vocabulary To Learn
• Each Dancer Identified By Number & Shape
• Calls Executed According To Callerlab Definitions
• Calls May Be Abbreviated - "htpo"
is Heads Pass The Ocean
• Dance Can Be Saved • Viewed Later
• Create & Save Your Own "Modules"

Works Form All MS or Plus Program Formatior
• Shows Full Body Flow
• Dance Speed Adjustable
• Reposition Dancer To Many Starting Formations
• Stop Action, Replay & Choreo Record Modes
• Comprehensive User Manual On Disk - Easily Printed
• System Requirements:
• MAC II Or Later Using System 7.0 Or Later
• Square Dance Action' (MAC) $99 plus $4 shipping
Supreme Audio., Inc. (Exclusive dealer)
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
Phone: 1-800-445-7398 or (603) 876-3636
Fax: 1-800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001
E-mail: supreme@supreme-audio.com
Foreign Toll Free: AT&T USA Direct # + Boo*
Internet Home Page: www.supreme-audio.com
•
CHOREO BUSINESS SOFTWAREC - for the PC
PC Business Information Software for Callers & Cuersl
• Complete Business Informaiton System
For Callers & Cuers
• Menu Driven Simplicity - User Friendly!
Record
Inventory Management
•
• Bookings - Prints Your Calendar Of
Contracted Dances!
• Accounting - Full Income & Expense Tracking
• Equipment Inventory - Full Equipment Documentation
• Club Records - All Pertinent Club Contact Information
• Label Printing For Easy Mailing
• Utilities - Easy-To-Follow
Program Maintenance Utilities
• Easily Understood Printed Manual
• System Requirements
386 Or Higher - With 2 MB Ram
DOS - Compatible PC
DOS 3.3 or Higher - Windows 3.1 or Higher
Hard Disk - 2.2 MB Free Space
3.5' or 5 1/4" Disk Drive
Printer (optional for reports & labels)
• Choreo Business SoftwareiL (CHOREO)
$79 plus $4 shipping
Supreme Audio., Inc. (Exclusive dealer)
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
Phone: 1-800-445-7398 or (603) 876-3636
Fax: 1-800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001
E-mail: supreme@supreme-audio.com
Foreign Toll Free: AT&T USA Direct # + 800#
Internet Home Page. www.supreme-audio.corn

TOURS & TOURING
SQUARE TOURS-(NEW ZEALAND)
Dancers (couples to large groups) catered for with
dances, sightseeing and any other interests.
Itineraries and costs to your requirements
Square Tours, C/-T Norton, 8 Miller St. Rotoruna, NZ
Ph (NZ) 64 7 3484 129 - Autofax 64 7 3849 508
BE BRANSON BOUND
Couples to Clubs. we'll plan complete show, meal,
accomodation packages with sighseeing, guided tours.
shopping and plenty of time for dancing.
Just call 800-964-8687 and see just how easy it can be
to bring you or your group to travel to Branson!
Branson Area Reservations
3524 Keeter St, Branson, MO 65616
800-964-8687 or FAX 417-334-7286
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WILLIAMS SOUND EQUIPMENT DEALER
HEARING ENHANCEMENT EQUIPMENT
For information on transmitters, receivers and
accessories
Contact: (Caller) Jerry Walker, Rt #1, Box 79, Endicott,
WA 99125
PH (509) 657-3658

OF INTEREST TO ALL
WHAT'S HILL-BILLY POUTICS?
Shorten Hillary, Lenthen Bill !!
CLINTON COLLECTIBLES,
WEARABLES, MEMORABILIA.
Free Brochure. Hill-Billy Politics, 18032-C Lemon Dr.,
Dept SG, Yorba Linda, CA 92686-3383

WANTED
CALLER WANTED
Square dance caller and teacher needed in San Carlos,
Sonora, Mexico. Ideal place to retire - fishing, golfing,
scuba diving, clean fresh air, better weather than
Arizona. Small fishing village with approximately 1500
Americans Want to get away from crowds. congestion
and smog. Write Dorothy Halvorsen,
P.O. Box 9047, Moscow, Idaho 83843.

PERSONALS
HAVE PETTICOAT — WILL TRAVEL - Enthusiastic
dancer, 5'3", slender, seeks partner for Rounds and or
Squares at weekend festivals, conventions and
especially during the winter season in Arizona and/or
Florida. Country Western and Ballroom OK too. If
interested please call (954) 436-3016 and leave
message.

HELP WANTED
• EARN EXTRA INCOME •
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing phone cards.
For Information send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to: Inc.,
P.O. Box 0887, Miami, FL 33164

American Squaredance, December 1990
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Salinas, CA93906

HILTON MICRO-75A
Supreme single S-40 Sound Column
EV 635A Mike with remote
Record case and More than 300 records
All for $1100, call Steve (801) 634-1241

.)

Mail to: American Square Dance Magazine - 661 Mi ddlefieldRd.

SUPREME AUDIO, Inc.
"The Professional Source For Dance Audio"
Largest selection of professional calling and cueing
equipment,
records and publications available from one source!
SUPREME SOUND COLUMNS, PHANTOM 480
SPEAKERS
DIRECTOR, DIRECTOR JR. YAK STACKS
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
Phone: 1-800-445-7398 or (603) 876-3636
Fax' 1-800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001
supremeesupreme-audio.corn
Internet Home Page: www.supreme-audio.com

AN EXCELLENT CHR ISTMASGIFT IDE AFORYOUR CALLER, CUER, ORSQUARE DANCEFRIE ND.
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS OFFER $18.00 PERYEAR FOR U.S.- CAN. $21.00 - FOR 30.00

CALLING EQUIPMENT

9S

SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE
38 VARIETIES - BOOKS FOR CALLERS, CUERS, LEADERS, DANCERS & CLOGGERS
$4 99
$1099

GUIDEBOOK FOR SQUARE DANCERS

$2 99

ADVANCED WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK

HOEDOWN HERITAGE (History)

$399

ALLEMANDE LEFT (Mentally Handicapped)

$599

LEADERSHIP-SHAPE (Tips galore)

APPALACHIAN S/D FOR CLOGGERS

$1099

MAINSTREAM SQUARE DANCING (Diagrams)

$799
$199

BURLESON S/13 ENCYCLOPEDIA

$25 99

MINI BOOK (Definitions of SID)

$799

CALLER CLINIC (Variety of subjects)

MODERN CONTRA DANCING

$399

CALLERS GUIDEBOOK (399 page text)

$6.99
$14 99

MODERN MODULE MODE (Figures)

$399

CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS

$6.99

MUSIC & TIMING

$10.99

CLIP ART 1(Sketches, past-up)

$6 99

PARTY LINE (After party ideas)

$699

CUP ART 1 on 3.5 HD disks 175 images (pcx format) $1599

PLUS PROGRAM (Diagrams)

$1 99

CUP ART 2 (All different)

PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP

ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING

CLIP ART 2 on 3.5 HD disks 200 images (pcx format) $20 99

SET-UP AND GETOUT (Modules)

$4 99
$699

CLIP ART 3 (All different)

SHOW AND SELL S/D (Better promotion)

$899

SOLO DANCES (Single, line routines)

$799

$799
$7 99

CLIP ART 3 on 3.5 HD disks 200 images (pcx format $20.99
CLOGGING (Basic book)

$4 99

S/0 STYLING (Smoother dancing)

$499

DBD 8. TOUGH PLUS

$599

TEACHING CLOGGING

$799

DIAGRAMED GUIDE TO BETTER S/D

$799

TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE (Family)

$399

EASY LEVEL (0/N/S/ material)

$699

WHEEL & DEALING (Handicapped)

$599

EASY SING-A-LONG (Adaptations)

$399

WINDMILL SYSTEM (Image style)

$599

FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA (Basic)

$399

WORTH OF A SALESMAN (Showmanship'

$1099

FUNNY WORLD OF S/D (Cartoons)

$499

DIPLOMAS: SQUARE, ROUND, CLOGGING
CERTIFICATES OF APPRECIATION
MODERN SQUARE DANCING PAMPHLETS

$.20 EACH; 100 - $15.00
$.20 EACH; 100 - $15.00
$.10 EACH

CA residents add 7.25% tax
POSTAGE & HANDLING
$1 - $4.99
$2.00 pstg
$2.75 pstg
$5 - $9.99
$10 - $19.99 $3.25 pstg
$20 - $40
$5.00 pstg
$7.00 pstg
$41 - $60
$61 - $100
$10.00 pstg

ICOW
lit' IlitVie
OP 111

Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery
Due to the proliferation of copying devices, it is
impossible to issue refunds on books orders, unless
the book is defective.

ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE MAGAZINE
661 MIDDLEFIELD ROAD SALINAS, CA 93906-1004
Phone: 408-443-0761; FAX: 408-443-6402 (M-F 8:30am to 4:30pm Pacific Time)

Filti.E54* LINE
"Become a possibilitarian. No matter how
dark things seem to be or actually are, raise
your sights and see possibilities — always see
them, for they're always there."
—Norman Vincent Peale

American Squaredance, December 1996

There must be
Thousands
out there
Who would enjoy
SQUARE DANCING

Many potential dancers, although excited with the idea of being a
square dancer, have neither the time nor the patience it takes today to
earn a place in one of the clubs available to them. However, many may
be willing to square dance if the transition period between beginner
and accomplished dancer might be cut to a couple of months.

This book

Dancing for Busy People
By Cal Campbell, Ken Kernen and Bob Howell
could be the answer for them
This is the perfect text book for
the caller/teacher who might be
looking for a way of bringing in
more dancers. The pages are
loaded with caller-tips and
guidelines. Its filled with variety,
different forms of square dances
all based on a limited number of
basic movements. For many of
the dances there is a wide variety
of suggested recorded music. The
concept is based on the
CALLERLAB Community Dance
Program.

Dancing for Busy People
319 pages -- 7 3/8" x 9"
In study loose-leaf binder
Cost: $30 + $3.50 S & H

1

Order from:
Calvin Campbell
343 Turf Lane
Castle Rock, CO 80104

"Where are my gorgeous new red boots, honey ... Still
under the Christmas tree?"
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ASTEC
RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
4 Division of Supreme, Audio . Inc

ATTENTION
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE
RECORD DEALERS!
• AU Square & Round Dance
Labels Available
• 50,000 Quality Records in Stock
• Fast Professional Service
• Toll Free Order Lines
• Continuing Dealer Management
Program

1-800-445-7398
(USA & Canada)
(Foreign: 603-876-3636)
(Fax: 603-876-40011
(Internet. supreme.audio@top.monsdne0

ASTEC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
P.O. Boa 50
Marlborough, NH 03455-0050

